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Summary

The Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL) is meant for the specification of
systems that are complex, reactive, concurrent, real-time and distributed. The SHESim tool can be used
to construct POOSL models and run simulations on them. An abstract model of the Steady State
Control part of the MASCARA protocol is developed in POOSL. The MASCARA protocol is a
Medium Access Control protocol for wireless ATM. It is used within the European research project
VIRES (Verifying Industrial REactive Systems). Since the MASCARA protocol as a whole is very
large, a selection has been made.

The selected parts of the MASCARA protocol are remodelled in POOSL on the basis of available
informal specifications, source code written in SDL (Specification and Description Language, used
within VIRES) and several Message Sequence Charts (MSCs). The original SDL source code is
incomplete and contains modelling errors. Results of intermediate simulations of the POOSL model
lead to suggestions for improvements. The development of the POOSL model also leads to extensive
documentation on the modelled part of the MASCARA protocol. Furthermore, it serves as an example
to examine the suitability of the POOSL language and the SHESim tool for the development of
complex protocols. To some extent, the languages SDL and POOSL are compared and simulation as an
approach is evaluated.

Several abstractions are made to grasp the essential behaviour. The underlying communication
structure (protocol layers) is omitted, so that peer processes directly communicate with each other, and
the data part of the protocol is also completely left out. Decisions based on certain data values are
replaced with probabilistic decision mechanisms. Assignments of frequency channels and MAC
addresses are simplified.

The simulation results indicate that the model seems to work correctly. However, error free simulation
runs do not guarantee the correctness of the model. Rules of thumb are established regarding system
parameters that indicate timer values.

In spite of different terminology, specifications in both SDL and POOSL consist of a number of
concurrent processes that communicate by exchanging information over channels. The SDL syntax and
layout structure can be converted into POOSL syntax and layout structure. There are important
semantic differences, however. The underlying communication mechanisms are completely different.
SDL uses asynchronous buffered communication, whereas POOSL uses synchronising rendezvous
communication. Furthermore, the grain of parallelism in SDL is situated at state transition level,
whereas in POOSL it is situated at statement level. Those semantic differences are the main causes of
the deadlocks that occurred during the development of the POOSL model. They are eliminated using
ad-hoc solutions.

Working with the SHESim tool appears to be very intuitive. The rendezvous communication
mechanism makes the behaviour of POOSL models easier to understand and predict, compared with
SDL. However, exhaustive as well as non-exhaustive verification of correctness properties is not
supported. Because of this, the correctness of the behaviour that corresponds to a specific execution
trace can only be examined manually by the user. Extension of the tool with the possibility of non
exhaustive verification would be an improvement. Furthermore, the possibility of guided simulation is
recommended to be added to the tool. This enables the user to reproduce a specific erroneous situation
in a simulation run more quickly. Finally, addition of the possibility to monitor statistical properties of
messages over communication channels would provide the user with interesting figures of the model
being considered.
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1 General introduction

1.1 Introduction

Research performed at the Section of Information and Communication Systems concentrates on design,
specification and implementation methods for complex systems. For the specification of systems that
are complex, reactive, concurrent, real-time and distributed, the Parallel Object-Oriented Specification
Language (POOSL) has been developed as part of the design methodology Software Hardware
Engineering (SHE) [6]. With the accompanying SHESim tool, models can be specified in POOSL and
simulations can be run on them.

Within the scope of the European research project VIRES (Verifying Industrial REactive Systems) [17]
tools are being developed for verification of industrial size systems. The MASCARA protocol is used
within VIRES as a case study. MASCARA is a Medium Access Control protocol for wireless ATM. It
manages the connections (associations) between fixed Access Points (APs) and Mobile Terminals
(MTs) to realise a wireless extension of a fixed ATM network.

The main goal of the graduation project is to remodel a part of the MASCARA protocol in POOSL.
Since MASCARA as a whole is too large to be captured within the time span of a graduation project, a
selection of a specific part of the protocol needs to be made. The Steady State Control part of the
protocol is selected, because it contains interesting behaviour (many interactions between processes
and complex process behaviour) and because it is the part of the protocol that Eindhoven University of
Technology is responsible for within the VIRES project, so expertise is locally available. Apart from
the Steady State Control, the MT Handover Indicator (MHI) process of the Dynamic Control is also
selected to be modelled in POOSL. This is done because the MT Handover Indicator closely interacts
with the processes of the Steady State Control and performs an important part of the handover
behaviour (to enable a smooth change of AP if the radio link quality of the association with the current
AP deteriorates). The POOSL model of the Steady State Control and the MT Handover Indicator needs
to be closed to obtain a simulatable model. Therefore, abstracted versions of peripheral processes are
added to the model.

For the development of the POOSL model the following sources of information are used: the informal
specifications [12,16] (provided by the WAND consortium - Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator
[18]), a model of MASCARA specified in the Specification and Description Language (SDL) [14]
(reconstructed within the VIRES project, the original is intellectual property of the WAND
consortium), and several Message Sequence Charts (MSCs, see appendix 6) that prescribe scenarios of
behaviour (also from WAND).

The development of the POOSL model serves several purposes:
• Improve the SDL model of MASCARA that is used within the VIRES project. The original SDL

specification is incomplete and contains modelling errors. Suggestions for improvements can be
derived from the results of simulation runs of the POOSL model (deadlocks and other possible
errors).

• Gain extensive insight in the working of the (modelled part of the) MASCARA protocol. In this
context, this thesis provides detailed documentation on the Steady State Control part of the
protocol.

• Establish restrictions that apply to values assigned to system parameters (e.g. timer values) for the
model to work correctly (rules of thumb).

• Compare formal languages SDL and POOSL. What are the differences and to what modelling
problems do these lead in POOSL?

• Examine the suitability of the POOSL language and the accompanying SHESim tool for the
development of complex real world protocols.

• Evaluate the use of simulation as an integral part of the modelling process.
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1.2 Thesis overview

The next chapter contains a functional description of the MASCARA protocol, with emphasis on the
Steady State Control (including the MT Handover Indicator). Chapter 3 provides a short introduction to
SDL. POOSL and the accompanying SHESim tool are introduced in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes
general aspects concerning the translation from SDL into POOSL. The resulting POOSL model of the
MASCARA Steady State Control (including the MHI process) is described in all detail in Chapter 6. It
consists of descriptions of the hierarchical structure, several general aspects, and the core and
peripheral processes. Chapter 7 provides information on the modelling method and presents the results
of simulations. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 8.
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2 Functional description of the MASCARA protocol

2.1 Introduction

This chapter consists of a functional description of the MASCARA protocol. The task of this protocol
is to provide wired-like services to ATM connections, while the transmission medium that lies
underneath is a wireless radio link. In addition, the protocol has to control the access to this shared
medium. This transparency with respect to ATM connections is a challenge, as standard ATM has not
been designed to work in a wireless environment, but rather assuming a quasi error-free transmission
medium and full duplex and point-to-point connections. In contrast with this, the radio medium is
characterised by a high bit error rate (BER), the transmission mode is typically broadcast (or at least
multicast) and the scarcity of available radio bandwidth calls for a time division duplex (i.e. half
duplex) mode. All this makes that extra functionality is needed to cope with these different properties
of the environment.

The description given in this chapter is based on the informal protocol specification [12,16] as well as
the SDL protocol specification [14]. This does not imply that the protocol, as being described here, is
error-free. In fact, the SDL specification is only one possible interpretation of the informal
specification, and may thus contain errors.

Section 2.2 deals with MASCARA as a whole and the functional entities (FEs) it is comprised of, on a
rather high level of abstraction. One of these high level FEs is MASCARA Control. The different FEs
MASCARA Control consists of are described in brief in Section 2.3. Because of the fact that the
remainder of this thesis is mostly concerned with the Steady State Control part of MASCARA Control,
the bulk of this chapter, in Section 2.4, deals with the description of the different FEs that are part of
Steady State Control. An exception to this is the MT Handover Indicator (MHI), which is also being
described in this chapter and in fact belongs to the Dynamic Control (which is also part of MASCARA
Control). MHI possesses behaviour that is closely related to that of the MT Target Cell FE of Steady
State Control and is crucial with respect to handover procedures.

2.2 General description of MASCARA

2.2.1 Context

MASCARA (Mobile Access Scheme based on Contention and Reservation for ATM) is a protocol for
wireless ATM communication in local area networks. It has been developed within the Wireless ATM
Network Demonstrator project (WAND)[ 18]. The protocol is situated in the Medium Access Control
(MAC) layer or, in ATM-terminology, in the Transmission Convergence sublayer, between the ATM
layer and the Physical Medium Dependent sublayer. The protocol reference model for fixed ATM is
presented in Figure 2-1. The OSI-stack is displayed on the left-hand side as a reference.
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Figure 2-1: ATM protocol reference model (BjSDN)

2.2.2 Network architecture

The purpose of a wireless ATM network is to provide native ATM service to its users. Therefore the
network architecture in this section is being presented as an extension to a fixed wire ATM network
(see Figure 2-2). The access network is based on a centralised approach, where several Mobile
Terminals (MTs) communicate with the ATM core network through an Access Point (AP). The
communication between MT and AP goes via the wireless radio link.

Figure 2-2: Wireless ATM network architecture

The protocol stack that corresponds to this network architecture is displayed in Figure 2-3.

MT AP
Mobility Enhanced

ATM Switch

ATM

MASCARA

Radio Physical

ATM ATM ATM

MASCARA TC TC

Radio Physical ATM PMD ATMPMD

I I

Figure 2-3: WAND system architecture (lower layers)

In MASCARA terminology the communication channel between AP and MT is called an association.
Within one association it is possible to have several connections. There are three predefined
connections within each association: MASCARA Control, Q.293l and Mobility. Their actual meaning
is beyond the scope of this text.
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In order to achieve communication in the aforementioned network architecture, the use of a multiple
access scheme is needed. The multiple access scheme MASCARA uses is Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA). A time frame consists of a frame header, a period for downlink transmission (from
AP to MTs), a period for uplink transmission (from MT to AP) and a contention period (see
Figure 2-4). Such a time frame structure is also being called Time Division Duplex, because of the fact
that duplex communication is being achieved by using the up- and downlink periods of a single time
frame. So MTs and AP share the same radio frequency.

Figure 2-4 shows the internal structure of a time frame. Because of the more extensive overhead that is
being used for communication over a wireless radio link by the Physical Medium Dependent layer,
efficient data transmission can only be achieved if the length of transmitted data packets is not too
small. The length of an ATM cell (53 bytes) is considered to be too small for this purpose. This is why
the MASCARA protocol combines sequences of ATM cells in so-called MAC Protocol Data Units
(MPDUs). Each MPDU consists of a physical header, an MPDU header and the MPDU payload, which
contains ATM cells that have been generated by one specific MT or AP. Before the ATM cells are put
into the MPDU payload, the WDLC FE (see Section 2.2.5) first modifies the ATM cell header and adds
a CRC value.

<:
variable length time frame

>
from AP to MT

<: ><:
broadcast reservation based traffic

<: ><:
variable boundary variable boundary

<::> <::>

fromMT to AP

contention based traffic

variable boundary
<: >

>

:>

. .

......................................................'"

TIME FRAME FH period

..................................

.......

Down period
.............

Up period Contention period

PERIOD MPDUI

.........................................

......................

MPDU2 MPDUn
. .

...........................
. .

. ........................

MPDU payload (cell train)MPDU

WDLCedCELL

I PHY Hdr I MPDU Hdr I
<: )<: >

ATMCELL ATM cell Hdr ATM cell payload

Figure 2-4: MASCARA time frame general structure

The time frame length is variable, as are the down- and uplink period lengths. The connections use
reserved slots (down- and uplink) for as long as they are active. The structure and the content of each
time frame depend on the ATM connections that are active in the area of the AP. Because of this
dynamic and adaptive time slot allocation, bit rates can readily match current user connection needs, by
allocating more or less time slots per time frame. The contention period is meant to be used by new
MTs that wish to communicate with the AP. Altogether this explains why the protocol under study is
called MASCARA.

2.2.4 Overall functionality

The MASCARA protocol performs the usual tasks belonging to the Transmission Convergence
sublayer, i.e. it adapts the incoming cell train from the ATM layer to the needs of the underlying
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physical medium, short range radio transmission, and it provides the ATM layer with connection
oriented, duplex cell transmission between MTs and APs. It also performs header checksum generation
and the corresponding error control. Because of the characteristics of the radio transmission medium
and the topology of the network access, additional functionality is needed in the transmission
convergence sublayer. The three most important additional requirements are medium access, mobility
features and error control.

2.2.4.1 Medium access

Characteristic of the radio medium is that it is a shared medium. As a MAC protocol it is the task of
MASCARA to arbitrate access to this shared medium. This arbitration refers to different MTs in the
same radio environment as well as data belonging to different connections. Each accepted ATM layer
connection has a certain traffic contract, described in terms of traffic and Quality of Service (QoS)
parameters. The main entity in MASCARA that is responsible for the dynamic allocation of individual
time slots to MTs and connections, taking into consideration the various traffic contracts, is the
scheduler.

2.2.4.2 Mobility features

A crucial feature of MASCARA is mobility support, as for an MT is must be possible to switch
between different APs. An MT is capable of communicating with an AP if the MT is located inside the
area cell of the AP. Whenever an MT moves outside the area cell of its current AP, it has to perform a
so-called handover (HO) to the AP whose area cell the MT has moved into. A handover must be
managed transparently with respect to the ATM layer, meaning maintaining the agreed QoS for the
current connections. So the protocol has to detect the need for a handover, select candidate APs to
switch to and redirect the traffic accordingly with minimal interruption.

2.2.4.3 Error control

As opposed to standard ATM, which can rely on quasi error-free transmission media like fibre optics,
in wireless ATM the radio link provides a high BER. The agreed Cell Loss Rate (CLR) of an ATM
connection may therefore be exceeded. An effective and efficient error control scheme is needed to
handle such undesired situations. At ATM cell level MASCARA uses a traditional datalink protocol, a
sliding window protocol, for this purpose. At the lower interface with the Physical Medium Dependent
layer (Radio Physical in Figure 2-3), error control is being performed at MPDU level. In addition, a fair
amount of monitoring the link quality has been built into the protocol.

2.2.5 Functional Entities and interfaces

Because of the asymmetric nature of the constituent parts of the wireless ATM network, i.e. in general
there is more than one MT inside an area cell, the MASCARA protocol to some extent differs in the AP
and MT. Nevertheless a substantial part of the protocol is identical on both sides (AP and MT). From
an implementation viewpoint this means that those identical components can be re-used between the
two types of stations.

The protocol consists of the following high level FEs: Layer Control Protocol & Message
Encapsulation Unit (together called Inter Control Communication), MASCARA Control, Control
Segmentation and Reassembly, Wireless Data Link Control and MAC Data Pump (see Figure 2-5).
In this section these high level FEs will be introduced briefly together with a description of the
MASCARA upper and lower interfaces with the environment.

MASCARA Control (MCL)
This FE is responsible for the internal control functions and peer-to-peer (AP-MT) signalling and
control communication of the MASCARA protocol. It is for instance involved in procedures related to
association, handover and power-on. MASCARA Control will be described in more detail in
Section 2.3.
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Inter-Control Communication (ICC)
This FE is allows the other MASCARA FEs to interface, for control purposes, the upper layers. It thus
allows cross-layer communications to exchange information between the MASCARA layers and the
entities located within upper layers. The ICC contains two sub-entities: the Layer Control Protocol
(LCP) and the Message Encapsulation Unit (MEU). The LCP is responsible for the control information
communication with the upper layers, with the MEU translating the MASCARA signals to LCP format
and vice versa.

Wireless Data Link Control (WDLC)
WDLC is responsible for recovering from the bad quality of the wireless radio link by means of using
error control at ATM cell level. In addition, the sliding window protocol performs flow control. In one
direction, the sub-entity WDLC Transmitter (DLX) builds the cell train, which will later be sent over
the wireless link as an MPDU payload. In the opposite direction, the sub-entity WDLC Receiver (DLR)
extracts the cells from the payloads of the MPDUs that have arrived through the Physical Medium
Dependent layer.

Control Segmentation and Reassembly (CSR)
The Control Segmenting sub-entity (CSE) segments the peer-to-peer control messages it receives from
MCL into ATM cells and sends them to the WDLC Transmitter for further transmission. In the
opposite direction, the Control Reassembly sub-entity (CRE) reassembles ATM cells received through
the WDLC Receiver into control messages and delivers them to MCL. There is one CSE-CRE couple
present for each association and, in addition, the AP also contains a broadcast CSE-CRE couple.

MAC Data Pump (MDP)
This FE controls the interface with the Physical Medium Dependent layer. It contains the scheduler,
which is responsible for the allocation of ATM cells into time slots according to different ATM traffic
contracts. For this purpose it constructs MPDU cell trains from ATM cells. This is done by the MPDU
Handler Transmit sub-entity (MPX). In the opposite direction, the MPDU Handler Receive sub-entity
(MPR) deals with incoming MPDUs. Furthermore, the Frame Processor sub-entity performs MPDU
error control and ATM cell CRC calculations (the latter as a service to the WDLC FE).

The MASCARA - ATM interface
Through this interface MASCARA communicates with the ATM layer by means of exchange of ATM
cells. Such ATM cells may either carry ATM bearer services traffic (i.e. data) or control traffic (e.g.
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information exchange during a handover procedure). Thus this interface belongs both to the data plane
and the control plane.

The MASCARA - Physical Medium Dependent interface
Through this interface MASCARA interacts with the radio transceiver. The exchange consists of
MPDUs (data) and control information (e.g. channel selection). So this interface also belongs both to
the data plane and the control plane.

2.3 MASCARA Control (MCL)

The MASCARA Control FE is responsible for the handling of mobility issues like association,
handover and beacon broadcast. Its purpose is that an MT is able to remain associated to the ATM
network through some AP with good quality and minimal interruptions for as long as the ATM
connection is valid. Therefore a fair amount of monitoring the radio link quality (RLQ) has been
included into the protocol. Not only the quality of the current association is being monitored by MCL,
but also information is being gathered about possible alternative APs for handover in case the link
quality of the current association degrades. For this purpose information about the identity of
neighbouring APs is being broadcast through the beacons.

In addition, MCL is responsible for the management of operation within a single MASCARA instance,
i.e. an instance of the protocol that belongs to one single AP or MT. It takes care of initialising and
terminating other MASCARA FEs and MASCARA Control FEs during start-up and shutdown.
Furthermore, it relays control messages from outside the instance (e.g. higher layers, peer instances) to
sub-entities and vice versa.

Several control messages are being exchanged between peer MCL sub-entities. Because there is no
direct communication channel present between those peer entities, those messages are offered to the
CSE FE (of CSR) at the source side and received from the CRE FE (of CSR) at the destination side.
Thereby they are being transferred from source to destination in very much the same way as data cells
are being transferred.

MCL contains four sub-entities that will be briefly described next. The inner structure of MCL differs
for the AP and MT and is being presented in appendix 2.

2.3.1 Dynamic Control (DC)

The tasks of the Dynamic Control FE are related to the current association of an MT. It is for instance
responsible for establishing and releasing the association itself and the connections it contains (there
can be several connections within one association). During association set-up, a broadcast channel is
used. Furthermore, the MT Dynamic Control (MDC) monitors the quality of the current association.

Both at the MT and AP, the DC FE contains a Dynamic Generic Agent sub-entity that is responsible
for the creation and termination of the lower sub-entities and relays messages to and from those
entities. In correspondence with each association the Dynamic Generic Agent dynamically generates an
Association Agent. This Association Agent in turn dynamically generates MVC (MAC Virtual Circuit)
Agents for each connection within the association (see Figure 2-6).

This structure implies that there is exactly one Association Agent instance at the MT (the MAA),
because for an MT it is only possible to be associated with one AP at the same time. On the other hand,
at the AP, there are as many Association Agent instances (AAAs) as there are MTs associated with the
AP at a given moment.
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One of the main tasks of the DC FE is address mapping [16, p. 33]. At ATM layer level there are
MT/AP ATM addresses identifying terminals and connection identifiers (VPINCI1 pairs) identifying
connections. The MAC layer uses its own addresses known as MT/AP MAC addresses and MAC layer
Virtual Circuit Identifiers (MVCIs). MT/AP MAC addresses identify MTs and APs respectively. MT
MAC addresses are unique within an AP area cell while AP MAC addresses are unique within the
wireless ATM network. MVCIs are unique within the scope of an MT. As can be seen from Figure 2-6,
each Association Agent conceptually2 contains an MT MAC address (MAC@) and each MVC Agent
conceptually contains an MVCI.

MDC also contains the MT Handover Indicator (MHI). This FE is responsible for monitoring the
quality of the current association. It will be discussed more extensively in Section 2.4.9.

2.3.2 Steady State Control (SS)

The tasks of the Steady State Control FE are related to the possible need to perform a handover, e.g.
when the quality of the current association becomes bad. In order to minimise the delay involved with a
handover, the MT Steady State Control (MSS) monitors the quality of alternative associations (i.e.
different APs) and stores the information it thus obtains. An additional task of the AP Steady State
Control (ASS) is to watch for MTs that have unintentionally lost their current association.

The Steady State Control will be described in more detail in Section 2.4.

2.3.3 Radio Control (RCL)

The Radio Control FE is the MCL sub-entity that communicates with the Physical Medium Dependent
layer. Its functionality is different with respect to the AP and MT.

At the MT, RCL is initialised by the Generic MASCARA Control FE (GMC, see Section 2.3.4) and
afterwards serves as a slave to MDC and MSS. It contains the Radio Control Manager FE (RCM), the
Measurement Functions FE (MEF) and the Emitted Power Control FE (EPC). RCM upon request
instructs the radio modem to tune into a specific radio frequency channel. After that it tries to receive a
frame header using the new radio frequency and reports back whether it succeeded or not. In addition,
it also manages the other entities within RCL. MEF relays requests for information about the current
signal strength (RSSe) to the Physical Medium Dependent layer and reports back the results. EPC is
responsible for driving the radio modem emitted power.

The functionality of RCL at the AP is rather limited, mainly because an AP has a constant radio
frequency. It contains the same FEs as RCL at the MT. After initialisation by GMC during start-up, it

1 Virtual Path Identifier and Virtual Circuit Identifier

2 Actually, process identifiers of the lower level entities are being stored. So in fact the Dynamic Generic Agents contain process
identifiers of Association Agents and Association Agents contain process identifiers of MVC Agents.
3 Received Signal Strength Indication
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instructs the radio modem to tune into its specific frequency channel. Furthermore, it should also
collect information about the signal strength (RSSI) and control the emitted power.

2.3.4 Generic MASCARA Control (GMC)

The Generic MASCARA Control FE brings into operation and terminates the entire MAC layer.

At the AP, upon a trigger from the upper controllayer4
, it instantiates CSR (for the broadcast channel),

initialises MDP and the sub-entities of MCL and feeds MDP with parameters (so that it can allocate
resources for broadcast channel). In addition to the instantiation of the broadcast CSE and CRE sub
entities (of CSR) by GMC, those sub-entities are also instantiated dynamically by the AAA for each
association. The shutdown procedure is also being triggered by the upper layers. Upon reception of this
trigger, GMC first orders Dynamic Control to deassociate with all associated MTs. After that, it
terminates all instances it has created during start-up. At the end of both the start-up and shutdown
procedure, GMC sends an acknowledgement to the upper control layer.

At the MT, the behaviour of GMC is principally the same, with a few exceptions. The CSR FE does not
need to be instantiated, because CSE-CRE couples are not created dynamically. The MT CSR only
contains one CSE and one CRE sub-entity. Another difference is that the broadcast channel
initialisations are performed within CSR, so at the MT the MDP FE does not need to be fed with
parameters by GMC.

2.4 Steady State Control

2.4.1 General description

This section describes the functionality of the MASCARA Steady State Control according to the
different sub-entities it contains. In addition, also MHI is taken into account, because it has a very
closely related behaviour. First, an overall description is given.

The main task of the Steady State Control is to create the necessary conditions to perform a smooth
handover when needed. For this purpose the Steady State Control at the MT (MSS) monitors the
quality of alternative associations (i.e. different APs). In order to do this monitoring, the MT needs to
tune into other frequency channels and, as a consequence, temporarily drop its current association. This
situation, in which the current association is dropped on purpose, is called Temporarily Incommunicado
(TI). To keep such temporal incommunicado periods as short as possible, the information that is
gathered about the quality of alternative frequency channels is rather limited. MHI, being part of MDC
(see Section 2.3.1), collects more detailed information about the quality of the current association, but
then this more detailed information is necessary to decide whether a hand over is needed. The entity in
MSS that is responsible for periodically collecting and maintaining information about neighbouring
APs is called the MT Target Cell (MTC). As an additional task, upon request from MHI in case of a
handover, this entity is able to provide MHI with the identity of the best alternative AP according to the
maintained list of alternative APs and after a quick examination of the corresponding RLQ.

The MT has to ask the AP, to which it currently is associated (the "current AP"), for permission to go
temporarily incommunicado, because entering the TI-mode requires the current communication with
the AP to be interrupted. For this purpose the MT TIP (Temporarily Incommunicado Protocol) Agent
(MTI) contacts its AP peer entity (AP TIP Agent, ATI) to ask for permission. The ATI in turn asks the
Master Scheduler (ASC) in the MDP for permission.

In order to know which alternative associations to scan, the MT maintains a list of frequency channels.
These frequency channels of neighbouring APs are obtained from the beacons that are regularly
broadcast by the current AP. The Beacon Agent peers (ABAlMBA) deal with this.

4 In SDL this layer is called Ccon.
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It may still happen that an association is suddenly lost unintentionally. It is an additional task of the
Steady State Control at the AP (ASS) to watch for MTs that are lost. For this purpose all MTs that the
AP has not heard of for a while, are being sent an invitation. The responsible entity for this at the AP is
the AP I Am Alive Agent (AlA).

In the ASS, the sub-entity AP Link Status Recorder (ALS) collects statistics. Finally, the Steady State
Generic Control sub-entities at the AP and MT (ASGIMSG) manage all other sub-entities in the Steady
State Control.

2.4.2 Beacon agents (ABA/MBA)

The beacon agents are responsible for the distribution of information about neighbouring APs by means
of using beacon control MPDUs. This information (frequency channels, MAC addresses) is being used
by an MT during the periodic check of the RLQ of the different reachable APs (TIP) and in case of a
handover.

2.4.2.1 AP Beacon Agent

The AP Beacon Agent, after initialisation by ASG (see 2.4.7.1.), periodically (using a timer) sends a
beacon control MPDU which is handled by the broadcast instance (CSE) of the CSR FE. After start-up,
ABA operates autonomously until ASG closes it down in the end. The upper layers are responsible for
providing ABA with the proper information about neighbouring APs. ASC knows when the next
beacon control MPDU is to be transmitted and it announces the time to next beacon to the MTs via the
frame header.

2.4.2.2 MT Beacon Agent

The MT Beacon Agent, after initialisation by MSG (see 2.4.7.2.), waits for incoming beacons that
arrive through the CRE FE of CSR. MBA subsequently extracts the neighbouring AP information from
the beacon. It then forwards this information to the MTC and waits for the next beacon to arrive. MSG
is responsible for closing down MBA in the end.

2.4.3 TIP agents (ATI/MTI)

The task of the TIP agents is to gain permission for an MT to go temporarily incommunicado (enter TI
mode). This means that the MT will be temporarily out of reach for the current AP, while contacting
other APs to gain information about their radio environment. Together, ATI and MTI implement the
TI-protocol between the two peers, which is being triggered periodically in the MT by the MTC (upon
timer expiration). MTI receives a request from MTC to go temporarily incommunicado and
subsequently asks ATI for permission. ATI in turn asks ASC. If the MT is allowed to go
incommunicado, MTI informs MTC that the scanning of alternative APs is allowed to start.
Afterwards, when the procedure is finished, MTC informs MTI that the TIP procedure is completed
and that the MT has returned to its old AP. Then MTI issues a control MPDU to inform ATI that the
MT is back. MSG and ASG (see 2.4.7.) respectively are responsible for closing down MTI and ATI in
the end.

In the informal specification [12, p. 26] it is stated that the ATI sends a negative acknowledgement if
the ASC decides that TIP can not be performed, although the required parameter is not part of the
acknowledgement signal in [12, appendix 2 p. 14]. In the SDL source code a PAR protocol (Positive
Acknowledgement with Retransmission) is used instead. The MTI uses a timer that expires if no
acknowledgement is received in time. It then retransmits its TIP request. Since error-free transmission
is used (error correction), both a PAR protocol and a handshake (unconditional acknowledgement) may
be used. In time-critical systems usage of a PAR protocol is preferred, which is why a PAR protocol is
assumed in the functional description of the MTI and ATI behaviour (Sections 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2).
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2.4.3.1 MT TIP Agent

After proper initialisation by MSG (see 2.4.7.2.), the MTI waits for the arrival of a request from MTC
to go temporarily incommunicado. MTI then sends a control MPDU to its peer entity ATI (through the
CSE FE of CSR), starts a timer and waits for an incoming acknowledgement from ATI (through the
CRE FE of CSR).

Then two things may happen: the acknowledgement arrives or the timer expires. If the
acknowledgement arrives, the timer is reset and MTC is informed that it is allowed for the MT to enter
TI-mode. If the timer expires, again two things may happen. If the maximum number of possible retries
has not been exceeded yet, MTI retransmits a control MPDU to ATI, again asking permission to go
temporarily incommunicado. Otherwise MTI sends a negative response message to MTC.

After sending the positive response message to the MTC, MTI waits for a message from MTC that the
scanning procedure has ended and that the MT has tuned into its old AP again. Upon reception of this
signal, MTI sends a control MPDU to ATI to inform the AP that the MT is ready to resume its
communication. Since at this point the MT has no uplink slots available for transmission of this control
MPDU, it sends it via contention slots.

2.4.3.2 AP TIP Agent

ATI keeps track of the MTs that are in TI-mode. After initialisation by ASG (see 2.4.7.1.), ATI waits
for a control MPDU to arrive from some MT (through the CRE FE of CSR). The MPDU carries a
parameter to be able to distinguish between a TIP start request and a TIP end notification.

Upon reception of a TIP start request, ATI forwards the request to ASC and waits for a reply. ASC has
to decide whether the current data flow of the requesting MT can be interrupted. If so, it sends a
positive acknowledgement back to ATI and stops allocating slots for the specific MT. Subsequently
ATI sends a control MPDU back to MTI (through the CSE FE of CSR) indicating that the MT is
allowed to enter TI-mode. It also sends a notification to AlA (see 2.4.5.) and registers in its own table
that the MT is in TI-mode. If ASC does not grant the TI-request, it sends back a negative
acknowledgement to ATL ATI does nothing about this and re-enters its point of departure, waiting for
the next control MPDU to arrive.

To some extent the reverse actions take place if a TIP end notification arrives. ATI informs ASC that
the MT is back, so that ASC can resume the communication between the AP and the specific MT by
means of allocating slots again. Subsequently ATI informs AlA and updates its table.

2.4.4 MT Target Cell (MTC)

MTC has multiple tasks. First, it autonomously performs a periodical check of the quality of the
different radio links in its environment (TI-mode). Second, it acts as a slave to the MHI (see 2.4.9.) to
assist in the handover procedure (HO-mode). And third, it assists Dynamic Control in its association
procedure5

. This third task will be discussed first, because an MT has to be associated to an AP in order
to be able to perform both other tasks..

2.4.4.1 Synchronisation and association

After proper initialisation by MSG (see 2.4.7.2.), MTC waits for a request from MAA (see
Section 2.3.1) to synchronise with a specific AP. Synchronisation in this context means tuning into the
right frequency channel and catching a frame header (the actual synchronisation). The FE that is
responsible for this task in the MT, is RCM (see Section 2.3.3). After reception of the synchronisation
request, MTC maps the AP MAC address, which is sent as a parameter with the synchronisation
request, to a frequency channel and requests RCM to tune into this frequency channel. Depending on
the result obtained by RCM (success or failure), MTC reports back to MAA whether synchronisation
has succeeded or not.

5 This third task is not part of the informal specification [12], but it is part of the obtained SDL specification [14]. It has been
decided to include this behaviour in our model.
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After a successful this synchronisation procedure, MTC waits for the arrival of the notification from
MAA that the MT has been associated. When this message arrives, MTC sets a timer that is intended to
expire when it is time for the first TIP-procedure to start. If the preceding synchronisation process
failed, MTC waits for a new request from MAA to synchronise with a (perhaps different) AP.

The synchronisation and association procedure not only takes place during start-up, but also in case of
a handover to another AP. This is why the synchronisation procedure may be entered irrespective of the
fact whether the MT is currently associated or not.

MSG is responsible for closing down MTC in the end.

2.4.4.2 Scanning alternative frequency channels (TI-mode)

This is the standard behaviour of the MTC. Whenever the MT is associated, it periodically scans
alternative frequency channels belonging to different, reachable APs. The underlying goal for this is to
keep an up to date, ordered list of alternative APs that can be used in case a handover is needed.
Information regarding the quality of the radio signal on a given frequency channel6 and the current load
of the AP operating on that frequency channel is being collected. In order to know which alternative
frequency channels to scan, MTC receives the information contained in the beacons from MBA (see
Section 2.4.2).

Upon timer expiration, MTC checks whether it has already received information from a beacon while
the MT was associated to the current AP. If this is true, MTC sends a request to go into TI-mode to
MTI (see Section 2.4.3) and waits for an acknowledgement. If no beacon has been received, then MTC
sets its timer again and waits until it expires again, meanwhile also waiting for beacon information to
arrive. If MTI sends a negative acknowledgement in response to the request from MTC to enter TI
mode, MTC also only sets its timer again.

If MTI sends a positive acknowledgement, MTC starts the scanning procedure with the suspension of
MHI (see 2.4.9.). This is being done, because MHI must be prevented from checking properties of the
current association (RLQ, error rates) while there temporarily is no real association. MTC also
suspends the MT Scheduler (MSC) in the MDP and waits for an acknowledgement before continuing.
The suspension of the scheduler is needed, because the data flow has to be stopped before tuning into
other frequency channels. Now the actual scanning can start. MTC orders RCM to tune into the first
specific frequency according to the maintained AP list.

Upon reception of a positive acknowledgement from RCM, MTC sends a request to obtain the RLQ to
MEF (see Section 2.3.3) and a request to obtain the current load to the MPDU Handler Receive FE of
MDP (MPR, see Section 2.2.5). It then waits for both pieces of requested information, before it orders
RCM to tune into the next frequency channel according to the AP list.

Upon reception of a negative acknowledgement from RCM during the scanning procedure, it is not
possible to collect any further information, because the AP in question is unreachable. So MTC
immediately orders RCM to tune into the frequency channel of the next AP in the list.

When the end of the list has been reached, and the last AP in the list has been scanned, MTC requests
MSC and MHI to resume their operation. Furthermore, it orders RCM to tune into the frequency
channel of the old AP, to which the MT was associated before the scanning procedure started. Upon
reception of a positive acknowledgement from RCM, meaning it has succeeded to synchronise with the
old AP again, MTC informs MTI that the TI-mode has been ended. MTI in turn informs the AP (see
Section 2.4.3). RCM can also answer with a negative acknowledgement, meaning that it was not able to
contact the old AP anymore. In other words: the MT has lost its connection while it was in TI-mode.
When this happens, the MT enters aforward handover scenario. It is being called forward handover
because the MT cannot exchange information with its old AP to allow for a graceful handover
(meaning proper de-association and re-association). Accordingly MTC informs MHI that it has lost the
association with its current AP and waits until the MT gets associated with a new AP (cf. Section
2.4.4.1).

6 Currently only RSSI is being used as a quality measure.
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2.4.4.3 Assisting in handover procedure (HO-mode)

When the MT is associated to some AP and currently not in TI-mode, MTC is willing to receive a
request from MHI asking for the best candidate AP for handover. MHI sends this request either in a
forward or backward handover situation. Performing a backward handover means that all the handover
signalling exchange will be made via the old AP. So the association with the current AP is not lost,
only MHI has decided that a handover is needed (cf. Section 2.4.9.1). A forward handover is different,
because then the MT has lost the association with its current AP. MTC to some extent displays
different behaviour for both handover variants.

In a backward handover situation, MTC suspends MSC before it starts the actual scanning procedure.
In a forward handover situation suspension of MSC is not necessary, because the association with the
(old) AP is already lost. Notice that suspension of MHI, as is the case in TI-mode, is not needed here,
because this HO-mode scenario has been triggered by MHI in the first place.

Then MTC requests RCM to tune into the first alternative frequency channel according to the AP list
that has been built in TI-mode. If RCM does not succeed (negative acknowledgement), MTC
immediately moves on to the next alternative AP in the list and again sends a request to RCM. If RCM
does succeed (positive acknowledgement), MTC sends a request to obtain the RLQ to MEF. As
opposed to TI-mode, in HO-mode the traffic load of the alternative APs is not taken into consideration,
simply because the MT is in a hurry to find an appropriate AP for handover. The obtained RLQ is
being compared with a threshold7

• If the RLQ exceeds this threshold, MTC has found an appropriate
candidate AP.

In case of a backward handover, MTC resumes MSC and sends a request to RCM to tune into the
frequency channel of the old AP. If RCM succeeds, meaning the MT is still associated to its old AP,
MTC informs MHI about the candidate AP it has found. It then waits for the actual de- and re
association to take place (cf. Section 2.4.4.1) and until that time the MT remains associated with its old
AP. In case of a forward handover, MSC does not need to be resumed and there is no old AP to return
to. MTC then just informs MHI about the candidate AP it has found and waits until the MT gets
associated again (cf. Section 2.4.4.1).

It is not guaranteed that MTC will succeed in its mission to find an appropriate alternative AP. It might
happen that the AP list gets exhausted. When this happens, MTC just starts all over again at the
beginning of the AP list.

Another possibility in a backward handover procedure is that RCM does not succeed in tuning into the
old AP anymore, meaning that the MT has lost the association with its current AP while it was in HO
mode (comparable to what may happen in TI-mode, cf. Section 2.4.4.2). MTC accordingly informs
MHI that it has lost its current AP after which the MT enters a forward handover scenario. MTC then
waits until the MT gets associated with a new AP.

2.4.5 AP I Am Alive Agent (AlA)

The AP I Am Alive Agent monitors all associations at the AP to see whether there are MTs that have
kept silent for some time for reasons unknown to the AP (i.e. the AlA checks whether MTs are still
"alive"). If the AlA detects a "silent" MT (i.e. no data communication with the MT for some time), it
sends the MT an invitation to which it has to respond. If the MT does not respond to several subsequent
invitations, the AlA considers the MT to be lost8

• The AlA maintains a table that indicates the status of
all associated MTs.

After proper initialisation by the ASG (see Section 2.4.7.1), the AlA initialises its table and waits for
the first MT to be associated. Each time the MPR (within the AP MOP) receives a valid data MPOU
from an MT, the MPR sends an alive-signal to the AlA, to indicate that this specific MT is alive. The
AlA accordingly updates its status information with respect to this MT.

7 Comparison with a threshold has not been taken into account in the SDL code [14).

8 The association is lost due to a forward handover of the MT to another AP.
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The AlA process uses a timer to periodically update the status information of all associated APs. If the
timer expires and an MT has been "silent" too long, it is nominated to be sent an invitation. The frame
header contains space that has been reserved for at most one invitation per time frame. This is the
reason why the functionality that decides about the sending of invitations is triggered by a message
from the ASC that indicates a frame start. Each time when such a message is received, the AlA enters a
loop in which for each MT it is decided what to do: send the MT an invitation, consider the MT to be
lost or do nothing.

This decision mechanism has been implemented in a separate procedure. It decides to do nothing if not
enough time has elapsed since the reception of the last alive-signal concerning the specific MT. If an
MT has been "silent" too long, it qualifies to be sent an invitation. An MT is obliged to respond to an
invitation by sending an MPDU. The AlA keeps track of the number of subsequent invitations that is
sent to each MT. If this number exceeds a certain threshold for a specific MT, the decision mechanism
considers this MT to be lost.

If it is decided to send an invitation, the AlA informs the ASC about this, so that the appropriate
information can be put inside the specific frame header field. If the outcome of the decision mechanism
is to consider an MT to be lost, the AlA informs the ADG (see Section 2.3.1). The ADG in turn
releases the resources that belonged to the association of the MT that is lost and notifies the upper
control layer.

When an MT is temporarily incommunicado (TI-mode, see Section 2.4.4.2), the AlA should not take
this MT into account. MTs that are in TI-mode should not be sent invitations, since they are not able to
communicate with their current AP, so they do not respond to any invitation. But they should not be
considered lost either, because they will resume their communication as soon as they are finished with
their scanning procedure (end of TI-mode). The AlA is informed about MTs that are in TI-mode by the
An, so that those MTs are not taken into account by the AlA.

Finally, the ASG is responsible for closing down the AlA in the end.

2.4.6 AP Link Status Recorder (ALS)

The AP Link Status Recorder is responsible for collecting status information about the different
connections of the AP. This information is collected at the request of the upper control layer. ALS
contacts the Generic WDLC9 and ASC entities to obtain the information. In addition, ALS is capable of
sending unsolicited alarm messages to the upper control layer, for which it is being triggered by
Generic WDLC or ASC.

So, ALS basically relays information requests from the upper control layer to the relevant entities.
Furthermore, in some urgent situations ALS informs the upper control layer upon reception of a request
to do so from the entities ALS communicates with (Generic WDLC and ASC).

2.4.7 Steady State Generic Control (ASG/MSG)

These entities are being instructed by GMC (see 2.3.4) to initialise and terminate the other entities of
the Steady State Control FE. Furthermore, they receive the appropriate parameters from GMC, which
they pass to the entities they create.

2.4.7.1 AP Steady State Generic Control (ASG)

Upon reception of an initial message from AP GMC, ASG itself initialises AlA, ABA, ATI and ALS.
Among the parameters it receives from GMC are the AP MAC address, the operation frequency, the
beacon period and the neighbour AP list. In the end it closes down the entities it has initialised before.

9 Generic WDLC is the WDLC sub-entity that is responsible for the dynamic creation and tennination ofWDLC Transmitter and
WDLC Receiver instances.
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2.4.7.2

Functional description of the MASCARA protocol

MT Steady State Generic Control (MSG)

Upon reception of an initial message from MT GMC, this functional entity initialises MBA, MTI, MTC
and MPS (see Section 2.4.8). It is not clear from the documentation [12, appendix 2] what parameters
are involved in this initialisation procedure. In the end it closes down the entities it has initialised
before.

2.4.8 MT Power Saving (MPS)

MSS should contain an entity that is responsible for entering or leaving low consumption modes during
which the electrical power consumption of the MT is being saved. The underlying procedures have not
been defined yet. This is why MPS will not be taken into account here.

2.4.9 MT Handover Indicator (MHI)

Strictly speaking, MHI is part of the Dynamic Control (see Section 2.3.1). But to some extent its task is
similar to that of MTC, and it also co-operates closely with MTC. In addition, MHI is crucial in
handover scenarios. This is why its description has been included in this section.

MHI periodically collects information about the current association and uses this information to decide
whether a backward handover is needed (see Section 2.4.9.1). In this perspective it roughly does the
same with respect to the current association as MTC does with respect to alternative associations.
Because the decision whether a backward handover is needed is based on the obtained information, this
information needs to be more thorough than the information that is collected by MTC IO

• Furthermore,
there is no need for the MT to go temporarily incommunicado, because MHI only has to collect
information about the current association. So MHI is able to perform its task during normal MT
operation, which also means that there are less stringent timing limitations. Another task of MHI is to
manage part of the forward handover procedure (see Section 2.4.9.2).

2.4.9.1 Backward handover

MHI periodically checks whether a backward handover is needed and if this is the case, it initialises
this handover.

After proper initialisation by the MT Dynamic Generic Agent (MDG), MHI waits for the MT to
become associated. When this is the case, it sets its timer to expire when the first periodic check should
be executed. MHI considers three kinds of information when it judges its current association: the cell
error rate, the MPDU-error ratell and the RLQ. SO when the timer expires, MHI sends requests to
WDLC, MPR and MEF respectively to obtain this information. When those three entities have
responded, MHI takes a decision about the need of a backward handover based on the collected
information. If MHI decides that a handover is not needed, it sets its timer again. But when a handover
is needed, it sends a request to MTC to find an alternative AP for handover. If all goes well, MTC
responds after a while that it has found an appropriate AP. MHI in turn informs the upper control layer
about the need of a handover and about the candidate AP that has been found. It then waits until the
MT gets associated again. If MTC does not manage to return to its old AP, it responds to MHI that it
has lost its old AP. MHI then enters a forward handover scenario (cf. Section 2.4.9.2).

There are situations in which MHI should not perform its handover decision procedure. These
situations occur if MTC is in TI-mode, meaning there temporarily is no communication between the
MT and the AP it is associated with. In these situations MTC sends messages to MHI to suspend and
resume its handover decision procedure (by simply resetting and setting its timer).

10 Compared with MTC, MHI, in addition to the RSSI, also obtains information about error rates. But MHI does not collect
information about the current load of the AP, because this information is of no use in the handover decision procedure.

II WDLC performs error control on ATM cell level and MDP performs error control on MPDU-Ievel (see section 2.2.4.3).
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2.4.9.2 Forward handover

In case of a forward handover, MHI receives a signal from MPX or MTC indicating that the association
with the current AP is lost. MTC sends this signal if it cannot succeed in returning to the old AP during
a TIP or backward handover scanning procedure (cf. Section 2.4.4). MHI then enters a forward
handover scenario.

MHI sends a request to MTC to find an alternative AP for handover. It also informs the upper control
layer and MAA that the current association has been lost. Then MHI waits for the response of the MTC
that contains the MAC address of the newly found AP. It then informs the upper control layer about the
identity of this new AP and waits until the MT becomes associated with the new AP.
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3 Introduction to the Specification and Description
Language (SDL)

In this chapter the Specification and Description Language (SDL) is briefly introduced. SDL is a
formal language that is widely used in the communications industry and has been standardised in
standard Z.lOO [4]. In Section 3.1 the overall SDL system structure is described. Section 3.2 deals with
the internal behaviour of SDL processes. Finally, Section 3.3 introduces variables and types.

The content of this chapter is based on [15, p. 12-20]. An overview of SDL symbols is presented in
appendix I. For more detailed information see [2].

3.1 System structure

SDL is intended for the description of systems that are reactive, concurrent, real-time, distributed and
heterogeneous. A system description in SDL consists of a number of communicating processes whose
behaviours are executed concurrently. Processes communicate with each other by exchanging signals.
Their communication is asynchronous. Each process has an unbounded input buffer (called input port).
All input signals are placed in the input port of the receiving process and are consumed (one by one) in
the order of arrival each time the receiving process is allowed to make a step.

Processes form the lowest hierarchical level. They are grouped together in blocks. Within the same
block, processes are connected through signal routes. A block either contains a number of processes or
a number of other blocks. Blocks are connected through channels. Signal routes and channels are uni
directional or bi-directional. Furthermore, there are channels with delay and channels with no delay.
Channels with delay may delay a signal for an arbitrary time. The highest hierarchical level is called
the system level (Figure 3-1).

system My_sys

SIGNAL sigl,sig3; C2

SIGNAL sig2(Integer,
Boolean) ;

[sig3]

Cl
Bl B2

[sigl] [sig2]

Figure 3-1: System diagram (example)

The system diagram of Figure 3-1 consists of blocks 81 and 82 that are connected through channel C1.
Furthermore, block 82 can communicate with the system environment through channel C2 (open
system). The names of signals are shown between square brackets near the arrowheads. Figure 3-2
shows the internal structure of block 81.
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-block BI

(_P_I_..rI--....f-----....-~-----/

SIGNAL sig4.sig5.sig6(INTEGER);'

SIGNALLIST pl_to_P2 = sig5.sig6;

Figure 3-2: Block diagram (example)

Block 81 consists of processes P1 and P2 that are connected to each other through signal route R3.
Signal routes R1 and R2 are used to exchange signals with processes outside block 81. Each signal
carries the identity of its sender and possibly other information in the form of parameters. Several
signals can be grouped together in signal lists denoted between brackets (e.g. (P1_to_P2)). Signals and
signal lists are defined in a text symbol.

Processes can be dynamically created within the same block (like the creation of process P2 by process
P1, indicated by the dashed line in Figure 3-2). Two numbers are associated with a process (e.g. (0,5)):
the first number represents the number of instances at the initialisation of the system and the second
number represents the maximum number of instances of the specific process. When they are omitted,
these numbers are (1,1) by default.

3.2 Processes

Processes describe the dynamic behaviour of the system. The behaviour of a process is represented by
an automaton, i.e. a set of states and transitions. A state represents a stable situation in which the
system is waiting for input signals. Each process has only one initial state that corresponds to the
location where the process behaviour starts when the process has just been created. Each transition
begins and ends at two SOL states (initial SOL state and destination SOL state). An example of a
possible state transition is the transition from State_1 to State_2 in Figure 3-3.

The initial SOL state of a state transition can be labelled by the name of a system state or a list of state
names. In the latter case, the transition can be executed from all the corresponding states (code
reduction). The character ,*, can also be used as a label of an initial SOL state and represents all states
of the process (asterisk state). A label in the form of ,* (Ls)', where Ls is a list of state names, represents
all process states except those mentioned in the list Ls (exception states).

The destination SOL state of a state transition can only be labelled by a single state name or the
character '.' (dash state) which represents the initial state name of the transition (the transition is a loop
on the same state in this case). The destination state can be replaced with a stop symbol that indicates
the suicide of a process. When a stop symbol is reached, the signals remaining in the input port are
eliminated and the process instance is killed.

A state transition is composed of one input signal (e.g. sig5 in Figure 3-3) and some of the other
features presented below. The entire transition is executed in an atomic step when the process
consumes the input signal from its input port. Several state transitions can be defined from the same
state. It then depends on the input signal which transition is taken.
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DCL I Integer;

DCL J Boolean;

Figure 3-3: Process diagram (example)

Instead of specifying the complete behaviour of a process, it is possible to define partial behaviour by
means of services. A process can then be defined as a composition of service instances, mutually
connected through signal routes. The internal structure of services is comparable with the internal
structure of processes. Services within one process execute one at a time, i.e. not concurrently.
Variables of the process can therefore safely be shared between the services.

Input signals can be labelled by a signal name (with its arguments) or a list of signals. In the latter case
any of the signals mentioned in the list can be received. In a similar manner as for state labels, an input
signal can be labelled by the character ,., to represent any input signal of the process. If, in a certain
SDL state, none of the input signal labels correspond to the first signal present in the input port, this
signal will be discarded.

Output signals (e.g. sig2(I,J) in Figure 3-3) are of the form: S, S TO p, s VIA r or s VIA r TO p where S is a
signal, p is a process identifier (used when the destination process is ambiguous) and r is a route label
(used when there are several possible routes). As shown in Figure 3-3, arguments of parameterised
signals are declared within the process.

Variables can be tested in a decision in order to make branches inside a transition. Decisions are useful
control structures to make loops. They must have at least two answers (mutually exclusive) and one of
them can be labelled with 'else' (it then represents the complement of the other answers). An example
of a decision is shown in Figure 3-4.

In fact, the decision in Figure 3-4 is an informal decision, as can be seen from the single quotes around
the decision statement within the diamond symbol. Informal decisions are non-deterministic. Labels
can be used to define intermediate control states (e.g. lab in Figure 3-4) using in-connector and out
connector symbols. The atomicity of the state transition is not broken when labels are used.

Formal tasks are used to assign expressions to variables. Informal tasks are useful for incomplete
specifications (abstractions). They are placed between single quotes. An example of an informal task is
'discard' in Figure 3-4.

Procedures are described in the same way as processes. They can handle their own variables and are
used only in the process in which they are defined (except for remote procedures [2, p. 94-97]). A
procedure uses the same input port as the process in which it is defined. Procedures are especially
useful when they are called repeatedly at different locations within a process (code reduction).

Finally, comments can be used to clarify specifications, as can be seen from Figure 3-5.
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(Yes) (No)

-------I

- - ~ from keyboard

Figure 3-4: Decision (example) Figure 3-5: Comment (example)

3.3 Variables and types

Typed variables are declared within a process declaration. Predefined types are Integer, Boolean, Real,
Natural, Charstring, Character, Time (absolute time), Duration and Pid (identification of a process). It is also
possible to define new types e.g. arrays, lists, sets and records.

Variables are by default local to processes. Nevertheless, processes can share variables in read only
mode. Constants can be defined at any hierarchical level. For more information see [2].

SDL allows to deal with absolute time (Time) and relative time (Duration). Figure 3-6 shows an example
of the way in which timers can be used in SDL. Timers are particular variables, assigned relatively to
the current time (e.g. NOW +10). When the corresponding duration has elapsed 00 units of time in
Figure 3-6) a timeout signal labelled with the name of the timer is sent to the process like an ordinary
signal (e.g. input signal my_timer in State_2). The timer can be disabled by a Reset operation. In case the
timer has already expired and the corresponding signal is not yet consumed, it is removed from the
input port of the process.

process P2

set(NOW+lO.
my_timer);

TIMER my_timer;

Figure 3·6: Timer (example)
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4 Introduction to POOSL and the SHESim tool

In this chapter the Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL) is briefly introduced.
POOSL is a formal language developed within the Section of Information and Communication Systems
of Eindhoven University of Technology. SHESim is the tool for interactive modelling and simulation
that has been used to develop the POOSL model of MASCARA. In Section 4.1 the overall POOSL
system structure is described. Section 4.2 deals with the internal behaviour of process objects, whereas
Section 4.3 deals with data objects. Finally, Section 4.4 briefly describes the SHESim tool.

The content of this chapter is based on [5, p. 5-7 and p. 11-13]. An overview of POOSL process and
data statements is presented in appendix 3. More detailed information on the conceptual background of
POOSL can be found in [6].

4.1 System structure

In POOSL complex real-time behaviour is represented by a collection of asynchronous concurrent
process objects that communicate synchronously by passing messages over static channels. Processes
form the lowest hierarchical level within a POOSL specification. Next to processes, POOSL supports
the concept of cluster. A cluster is composed of processes and other clusters and acts as an abstraction
of these. Clusters are used to create a hierarchical structure of modules that hide their internal structure.
An example cluster specification is presented in Figure 4-1. The overall system is specified at the
highest hierarchical level: the system level. Process objects, cluster objects and data objects (see
Section 4.3) are defined in classes. A POOSL model then consists of a number of instances of those
classes.

J>iI Cluster Class Browser on: MMOP I!!I[!] E'J

MPDUJr_rcv

mtc

MSC

msg 01

mmdp_mmcl

Figure 4-1: Cluster specification (example)

The cluster class specification of Figure 4-1 (cluster MMDP) consists of one process object (MSC) and
one other cluster object (MPDU_tr_rcv). They are both connected to the environment of cluster
MMDP through channel rnrndp_rnrncl and port rnrndp_rnrncl. This channel also enables communication
between process MSC and the processes within cluster MPDU_tr_rcv.
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4.2 Process objects

In process objects the dynamic behaviour of the system is described by means of process statements.
There is a small collection of very powerful and entirely compositional statements.

• Synchronous (conditional) message (and data object) passing primitives. The statement
ch ?m (PI, ... , Pn IE) (receive statement) denotes the synchronous reception of a message m
on port ch, having n data objects as parameters that are bound upon reception to the variables PI

to Pn. The synchronisation will only take place if the expression E (which may depend on the
received parameters) evaluates to true. The statement may be followed by a data statement
between braces. This data statement will then be executed atomically after the message is received.
ch! m (E1 , ... , En) is the corresponding send statement used to send a message m on channel ch
with as parameters the objects that are the result of evaluating the expressions E 1 to En. The send
statement may also be followed by an atomic data statement.

• Loops (while E do 8 od), conditional statements (if E then 8 1 else 82 fi) and
sequential compositions (81; 8 2) have the usual semantics, with data expression E and (sequences
of) statements 8i.

• The selection primitive sel 81 or 82 or ... 8 n les executes one of its composite
statements, making the decision as soon as one of the composite statements is ready to execute an
action.

• Guarded commands. The statement [E] 8 is ready to execute whenever 8 is ready to execute and
the guarding expression E evaluates to true.

• Parallel composition. The statement par 8 1 and 8 2 and ... 8 n rap denotes the parallel
(interleaved) execution of the composite statements. The statement terminates when all composite
statements have terminated.

• Procedure (method) abstraction and (tail) recursion in the form of method calls using the statement
m(E1 , ••. , En) (PI' ..• , Pm) • which calls the method m passing the expressions E1 to En and
receiving results after execution in variables PI to Pm. If the method call is the last statement of a
method body, the call is made in a tail-recursive fashion, thus allowing the simple modelling of
infinite behaviour.

• Interrupt and abort primitives. The interrupt statement 8 1 interrupt 82 executes 81> allowing
the execution to be suspended by the execution of 8 2. When 8 2 terminates, the execution of 8 1 is
resumed (and can be interrupted by 8 2 again). The abort statement 8 1 abort 82 behaves similarly,
except that now the execution of 8 1 is aborted instead of suspended.

• Delay primitive. The statement delay E lets the process delay for E units of time.

• Data statements. Furthermore there exist a number of data statements such as assignments to
variables (x: =E) and method calls on data objects (Ern (E1 , ••• , En) ). A sequence of data
statements can be put between brackets to ensure that they are executed atomically in a single step.
An overview of the available data statements can be found in appendix 3.

• The skip statement performs an action without any effect. It is useful in combination with other
statements. E.g. one can use it to model internal non-deterministic choice using sel skip; 81

or skip; 82 les.

A process (or cluster) instance can have zero or more instantiation parameters that are bound to data
objects upon the instantiation of the instance. As a consequence, unique values can be assigned to
instantiation parameters of single instances of processes or clusters. Next to instantiation parameters,
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instance variables can be defined within the scope of a process class. They need to be initialised before
they can be used. The difference between instantiation parameters and instance variables is that
instantiation parameters need to be initialised manually (for each instance) whereas instance variables
are initialised automatically (in the code).

Methods are used within processes to structure their behaviour. A method contains input parameters,
output parameters, local variables and a method body. Upon instantiation of a process object its initial
method is called.

4.3 Data objects

To describe complex functional behaviour, POOSL supports data objects. Data objects have sequential
behaviour and communicate by synchronous message passing. They are contained in processes and
they model the private data of these processes. Data objects are also called travelling objects, since they
can be passed between processes. They are defined in data classes. Examples of data classes are
Array, Boolean, Integer, Number and Normal.

4.4 The SHESim tool

The cluster specification of Figure 4-1 is a snapshot taken from the interactive modelling and
simulation tool called SHESim. The tool can be used to incrementally specify and modify classes of
data, processes and clusters in a graphical way. A POOSL specification does not have to be complete
before it can be tested and simulated. Figure 4-2 shows the simulation window of the tool, which
contains the system level (graphical) description of the model.

J>fI SHESim System level EditOl I!!!llIiI £j

ss Definitions ~cenalioi .Qptions Interaction DiaQlarns About

! ap_mt
~ lTIp(luBeacon~3)

Figure 4-2: Simulation of the POOSL model

Using the different buttons at the bottom of the simulation window, the current model can be executed
in different modes of simulation. The messages and parameters that are passed between the different
processes and clusters are indicated on the appropriate channels. It is possible to open inspectors on
each model part (data objects, processes, clusters and channels). Process inspectors show the current
state of each variable as well as the statements that are about to be executed. An example process
inspector is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Process inspector (example)

To inspect the history of all messages exchanged between the different entities, interaction diagrams
can be generated automatically. An example of an interaction diagram is shown in Figure 4-4. The
diagram shows the different model entities and the messages exchanged between these entities. For
each message the time, the channel and the parameters are indicated. Notice that not every instance of
message exchange is shown. E.g. the communications inside the AP3 entity are hidden and it cannot be
observed which entity inside AP3 actually sends or receives a message. They can be made visible,
however, by either exploding or entering AP3 (see Figure 4-4). One can traverse the hierarchy of the
system, displaying everything or hiding communications either inside or outside clusters.

APIMrl

pllinielaciion Diaglam

300.0:ap-m1: pduBeacon(l)

300.0:ap_m1: duBucon(3)

74.Q22:ap_m1 :associ ionCnf(I, "success", 3)

Figure 4-4: Interaction diagram (example)

Another way to handle the complexity of behaviour is through the concept of scenario. A scenario
defines a coherent piece of behaviour in terms of the entities (processes, clusters and channels) that are
involved in this behaviour. This allows a designer to focus on specific aspects of the model, leaving out
the other details that are unimportant in the particular situation.
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5 Translation from SDL into POOSL

This chapter describes characteristic aspects of the translation from SDL into POOSL that are
independent of the model to be translated. Section 5.1 deals with the way hierarchical structures can be
used, as both languages support them. The differences in the underlying communication mechanisms
are discussed in Section 5.2. Finally, a number of frequently appearing translation constructs regarding
the inner structure of processes are presented in Section 5.3.

5.1 Structure

Both in SDL and POOSL a hierarchical structure is used to create large models in a structured way.
Processes are the smallest autonomous entities within a model. In this context, a process in SDL is
comparable with a process object in POOSL. The inner structure of processes is discussed in
Section 5.3.

In SDL, processes can be combined into blocks, in POOSL they can be combined into clusters. The
next higher level in SDL has to be a combination of blocks, whereas in POOSL at any level
combinations of processes and clusters are possible. The highest level is called the system level. In
SDL, the system level consists of the system diagram and its environment. The environment is
expected to consume all possible input signals coming from the model and to produce all possible
output signals to be received by the model. The POOSL system level specification has no environment
and thus POOSL can only be used to describe closed systems. The way process and block types are
used in SDL is comparable with the concept of process and cluster classes in POOSL.

SDL uses signal routes as direct connections between processes. Connections between blocks are called
channels. There are two kinds of channels: channels with delay and channels with no delay l2. In
POOSL, all processes and clusters can be connected through logical, rendezvous channels (with no
delay). In SDL, signal routes and channels can either be uni-directional or bi-directional. POOSL
channels are allowed to connect more than two processes and/or clusters. This enables broadcast
communications and enhanced structuring of the model through channel muitiplexing13

. Different
processes within the same cluster can be connected to the same port through one single channel,
whereas in SDL a separate signal route is needed for each process to be connected to the gate. The only
precaution that needs to be made, using POOSL channels connected to more than two processes and/or
clusters, is to avoid unwanted communications between processes as a result of combining channels.

Concluding, there are certain differences between SDL and POOSL regarding the construction of the
hierarchical structure, but in general it is possible to convert the SDL structured layout into a POOSL
structured layout in a straightforward way.

5.2 Communication

The underlying communication mechanisms of SDL and POOSL are completely different. SDL uses
asynchronous buffered communication, whereas POOSL uses synchronising rendezvous
communication. In SDL, communication is based on communication primitives, called signals, while in
POOSL those are called messages (a matter of terminology).

The consequence of using asynchronous buffered communication in SDL is that sending processes do
not become blocked. The sending action is always enabled and because of the unbounded size of the

12 In SDL-88 there are only channels with delay, whereas in SDL-92 it is also possible to have channels with no delay.

13 Several channels can be mapped on a single channel at a higher level, e.g. all processes within two clusters can communicate
with each other over a single channel that connects both clusters.
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input port, signals always arrive at their destination, sooner or later as a result of a possible channel
delay. But, input signals may be discarded in the receiving process. If an SDL process is in a state in
which it wants to read from its input port a signal that differs from the signal at the head of the input
port, the latter signal is discarded. Characteristic of systems that are built using SDL is the loose
coupling between system parts. Such systems show more possible behaviours, and thus are more
flexible, compared with system models that are based on close coupling. On the other hand, it is more
difficult to predict their behaviour.

In POOSL, sending processes may become blocked as a result of the rendezvous communication
principle if the receiving process is not willing to receive the specific message from the sender (receive
statement disabled). This does not hold for broadcast communications. Furthermore, there are no input
buffers in POOSL unless they are explicitly constructed. The same holds for channel delays. A channel
with an arbitrary delay can be approximated in POOSL by using a process that implements the arbitrary
delay (within certain bounds). This process should be placed between the processes to be connected by
the so-modelled channel with delay.

It is possible to make a translation from SDL into POOSL in a straightforward way. In addition to the
behaviour as it is described in the SDL model, process input buffers and channels with arbitrary delay
have to be constructed explicitly. This makes the model a lot bigger and implies a lot of extra work if
done by hand. The model can be constructed in a more effective way in POOSL by only using input
buffers if they are necessary. Maybe simulation results (containing errors) could indicate the need of an
input buffer for a specific process, but it seems to be hard to determine if a missing input buffer causes
the error.

In the POOSL model with no input buffers, messages corresponding with SDL signals that make
explicit use of the input ports in the SDL model will now block sending processes until the
corresponding receiving processes are ready to receive them. This might lead to situations of deadlock,
especially in situations where SDL discards signals. In those cases, a choice has to be made between
addition of an input buffer in front of the receiving process or an ad hoc solution that suits the specific
situation. If the discarding of signals does not occur often, then an ad hoc solution to prevent deadlock
is preferable. In the POOSL model of MASCARA ad hoc solutions were chosen to solve deadlock
problems.

Another problem in the conversion from SDL into POOSL is the possibility of channels to delay
signals for an arbitrary amount of time, with the restriction that the order of signals is preserved. In the
SDL model of MASCARA only channels with delay were used l4. It seems odd that communication
over channels between blocks can suffer from an arbitrary delay, while communication over signal
routes between processes within a single block can not. Furthermore, the presence of delays makes it
more difficult or even impossible to estimate throughput or performance features. This is why in
POOSL channels with delays were omitted. Just like the avoidance of buffered communication, this
again leads to a more closely coupled system.

5.3 Processes

5.3.1 General aspects

The inner structure of an SDL process is subject to more restrictions than the inner structure of its
POOSL equivalent. This causes a certain amount of flexibility in the way in which parts of SDL
processes can be mapped onto POOSL methods. The most straightforward way to do this, is to map
methods on state transitions, i.e. one POOSL method covers all transitions originating from a single
SDL state. This approach is used in the translation of the MASCARA protocol from SDL into POOSL.
By doing it in this way, the absence of "labels"ls in POOSL causes no problems. Sometimes it is

14 SDL-88 was used to construct the protocol description and it only supports channels with delay.

IS Compared with labels in in/out connectors in SDL (see Section 2.3.2).
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possible to combine several SDL state transitions into one POOSL method, but if there are references
to non-initial states, those states should be translated into separate POOSL methods.
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SDL processes may contain procedures and (remote) procedure calls. There is no direct equivalent for
procedures in POOSL. But then the concept of procedures can easily be covered by the more general
concept of methods in POOSL. This does not hold for remote procedures, because methods are only
accessible from within the process itself. Remote procedures could be covered in POOSL using the
communication mechanism.

In SDL it is possible to dynamically create process instances of a certain process type. It has to be
specified how many of them are created during system initialisation and how many of them are allowed
to exist simultaneously. Together with the process creation, channels connected to those processes are
also created dynamically. POOSL does not support dynamic process creation. The dynamic process
creation mechanism has to be covered in POOSL by means of an artificial solution. A possibility is to
create a number of 'sleeping' processes that wake up if they receive a special message from their
'creator'. The only occurrence of dynamic process creation in the MASCARA control part of the
protocol, the dynamic creation of AP Association Agents, has been abstracted in the POOSL model
(see Section 6.4.7).

State transitions in SDL are executed atomically (state transition level interleaving). In POOSL,
statements are executed atomically (statement level interleaving). Sequences of statements can be
executed atomically in POOSL as long as they do not contain rendezvous communications and time
does not make progress. In general, it is not possible to convert an SDL atomic state transition into an
atomic sequence of POOSL statements, because most SDL transitions contain input and output
statements that are converted into rendezvous communications. The result of this is that the global
system state space of the POOSL model contains additional, intermediate system states that are not
specified in the SDL model. This is an extra, complicating factor, which might lead to additional
problems e.g. deadlocks.

5.3.2 Translation ofstate transitions

In this section, a practical example is given of the translation into POOSL of a part of the AP TIP
Agent process. Some simplifications were made, in comparison with the final POOSL model of
MASCARA, to obtain a straightforward translation. The basics regarding the translation of an SDL
state transition are presented through the example in this section. The complete POOSL model,
including all significant modifications, is described in Chapter I. At the end of this section, some
general remarks concerning the translation of state transitions are made.

The SDL code that shows possible transitions from state ATLActive is presented in Figure 5-1.
Translation of the SDL code from Figure 5-1 leads to the following POOSL code for method
atiActive () ():

atiActive () ()
sel

cre?mpduTip(mtMacAddr,tipType);
if tipType == "startTip"
then

if toggle get (mtMacAddr) == "On"
then

asc!tipMTlnd(mtMacAddr) ;
if randomGen random <== tipAllowanceProbability
then

mti!mpduTipAck(mtMacAddr) ;
aialmtSleep(mtMacAddr) ;
toggle put (mtMacAddr, "Off")

fi
else

skip
/* toggle == "Off" */

fi;
atiActive () ()

else /* tipType "stopTip" */
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if toggle get(mtMacAddr) = "Off"
then

asc!tipMTlnd(mtMacAddr) ;
aia!mtWakeUp(mtMacAddr) ;
toggle put(mtMacAddr,"On");
atiActive () ()

else /* toggle = "On" */
skip /* error */

fi
fi;

or
asg?closeAti

les.

( start_tip )

r-------
...!The /,IT requires to

1get incommunicadoL _

( en<Uip )

ON )

'error'

( OFF

( 'nol allowed')

r-------
.AP informs /,IT
.that it can get
incommunicadoL _

( ON )

(

( OFF )

D

toggle(MT_MAC_Addr):=OFF

Figure 5-1: Example SDL state transition (from MASCARA AP Steady State Control process ATI)

The POOSL code is nested up to four levels. It starts with a selection statement (sel-or-les) in
which a choice is offered between reception of message cre?mpduTip from process Control
Reassembly (CRE) and message adg?closeAti from the AP Dynamic Generic Agent (ADG)
process. If the latter message is selected, the behaviour of the method stops, analogous to the stop
symbol present in the SDL code. In general, SDL input signal selection is covered by the selection
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statement in POOSL. If more than one input statement is enabled within a selection statement, the
scheduler arbitrarily chooses which of the enabled statements is executed.
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The SDL decision symbol can be translated into POOSL using the conditional statement (if-then-else
fi). The array toggle is accessed in SDL in a straightforward manner. E.g. toggle(MT_MAC_Addr) denotes
the array element corresponding with index MT_MAC_Addr. POOSL uses object-oriented methods to
access or manipulate data objects. An array can be accessed using method get (index) and a value
can be assigned to an element of an array using method pu t ( index, obj ec t ) . Before an array can
be used, it needs to be instantiated. This has been left out of the SDL diagram of Figure 5-1 as weB as
the example POOSL code. Method new (Array) is used to (dynamically) create an array in POOSL.
Instantiations or initialisations of data objects can easily be done using an initial method that ends with
the method call of a method that contains the standard behaviour of the process (e.g.
at iAct i ve () (). Notice that arrays in POOSL start with index I whereas arrays in SDL start with
index O.

The output symbol concerning output signal TIP_MTJnd(MT_MAC_Addr) in Figure 5-1 is followed by a
decision symbol that contains a condition between single quotes ('imitation of the ASC decision'). Informal
text can be used to avoid over-specification or to abstract from unwanted implementation details. The
use of informal text inside a decision symbol makes the outcome undecided, resulting in an arbitrary
choice to be made during simulation. To make a choice at random in POOSL, a variable
(randomGen) of type RandomGenera tor can be used. An arbitrary choice mechanism in POOSL
can then be realised by generating a new random number (randomGen random) with the random
generator and compare this number with a fixed reference value (tipAllowanceProbabili ty).
The random generator needs to be instantiated first (not shown in the example code) using
randomGen : = new (RandomGenera tor) in an initial method. As opposed to SDL, also non
symmetrical probabilities are possible.

Another possibility to realise a non-deterministic mechanism of choice in POOSL is to use a selection
statement with branches that are always enabled (using skip). The scheduler of the simulator then
makes an arbitrary choice between the enabled branches. No separate random generator is needed, but
only symmetrical choices are possible. For the POOSL model of MASCARA the solution with the
random generator was chosen, because of the possibility to assign probabilities to the alternatives.

In the example, the else-skip construction is used to indicate that nothing should happen if these
branches are selected. The first occurrence of else-skip in the example POOSL code is redundant
and can thus be left out l6

. The same holds for the second occurrence of else-skip (the 'error'
branch). But if this 'error' -branch is left out, it is less obvious for the human reader of the POOSL code
that the behaviour of the process stops if the condition (toggle get (mtMacAddr) = "Off")
does not hold. Keeping the 'error' -branch in the code makes the behaviour of the process more clear.

If aU possible state transitions lead to the same next state, the call of the next method in POOSL can be
placed at the end of the current method. To avoid unlimited growth of the stack, caUs of methods with
infinite behaviour (direct or indirect) should only be placed at the end of other methods (tail recursion).

There is no POOSL equivalent for combined SDL states. Behaviour of these states has to be copied to
each method corresponding with the states mentioned in the combined state symbol (e.g. reception of
maa?synchroWith in MTC methods nonAssociated() () and associated() (). To avoid
large amounts of copied code, a new method can be created that resembles the behaviour within
transitions originating from the combined SDL state (e.g. method nextAPKO () () of the MTC). If in
SDL the next state of a combined state transition is a dash state (see Section 3.2), in POOSL an
additional mechanism (e.g. a variable) is needed to keep track of the method from which the current
method, that resembles the combined state, was caUed. In method nextAPKO () () instance variable
tipFlag is used for this purpose.

Asterisk states (see Section 3.2) are a combination of all states present within the process (except for
the states denoted between parentheses in the asterisk state symbol). Their behaviour could be added

16 In general, removal of skip changes the process behaviour. However. in the example POOSL code the resulting behaviour
remains the same.
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explicitly to all appropriate methods in POOSL, but this is undesirable because it leads to a lot of
copied code. Instead, the behaviour that corresponds with SDL state transitions started from an asterisk
state should be translated into separate POOSL methods. Those methods can be called explicitly from
alI other methods corresponding with the SDL states that are not excluded from the asterisk state. For
example, method APLos t () () contains the behaviour of the asterisk state of MHI.

In general, labels in SDL have to be replaced with the actual code in POOSL, since POOSL does not
contain the concept of labels. Sometimes it is necessary to replace labels with separate POOSL
methods, e.g. when labels are used to construct a loop in SDL. Straightforward loops (e.g. the loop
folIowing expiration of timer TJAA_POLL in the AlA) can be obtained in POOSL without using method
calIs (using the repetition statement while-do-od).

5.3.3 Timers

The built-in timer mechanism in SDL is simple yet powerful. Simple timer constructions can be made
in POOSL using a delay statement (delay (Number) ) as one of the possible branches of a selection
statement. The delay branch is only chosen if alI other branches remain disabled until the delay
statement becomes enabled, which means that the time specified by the delay statement has elapsed.
The delay branch will typicalIy specify the timeout behaviour.

Not all occurrences of timers in SDL can be replaced by constructions with delay statements only,
especially when timers possibly remain set during several state transitions. This has to do with the fact
that if the first statement of some branch becomes enabled earlier than the delay statement of another
branch, the delay statement is not taken into consideration anymore. In other words: the effect of this is
the same as a timer reset. An example of a situation in SDL where it is not possible to translate the use
of a timer (T_NEIGH_SEARCH) directly into POOSL, by only using a delay statement in combination
with a selection statement, is shown in Figure 5-2.

The left branch in Figure 5-2 shows possible cyclic transitions from state Associated. It is assumed that
timer T_NEIGH_SEARCH is set just before state Associated is reached for the first time. While the timer
remains active, the left branch, starting with input SEND_NEIGH_APJNFO, can be executed any number
of times, depending on the signals present in the input port. When the timer expires, the expiration
signal T_NEIGH_SEARCH is placed in the input port and will be consumed just like any other input
signal.

Asscciated

'Store neigh AP infos'

Figure 5-2: SDL state transition with timer input

(from MASCARA MT Steady State Control process MTC)
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An erroneous translation into POOSL of the SDL state transition of Figure 5-2, using a delay and a
choice statement, would be:

Associated () ()
sel

rnba?sendNeighAPlnfo;
beaconReceived .- true;
/* Store neigh AP infos */
Associated () ()

or
delay (tNeighSearch) ;
if beaconReceived
then

mti!initHOSeeklnfo
fi;
Associated () ()

les.
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Every time Associated () () is called, the delay statement is evaluated. This should not be the case
if Associated () () is called after sending mti ! ini tHOSeeklnfo, because in the SDL code
then the timer is not set again. Also, if mba?sendNeighAPlnfo is received while the delay is
halfway, for instance, then the next time Associated () () is called, the delay statement starts from
the beginning again.

Because of the fact that a timer expiration signal in SDL is treated in the same way as any other input
signal, an obvious solution to the above-mentioned problem would be to create a separate timer
process. This timer process can then be set and reset using set and reset messages. If the timer expires,
a timeout message is generated. This solution is used at several places in the MASCARA model to
overcome timer problems. See Section 6.2.5 for the actual implementation of the timer process. Section
6.2.5 describes the way in which timer processes are implemented in POOSL and how they are used in
the MASCARA model.
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6 The MASCARA model in POOSL

This chapter describes the POOSL model of the MASCARA protocol that has been built according to
the informal specification [12] and the SDL source code [14]. The resulting model consists of the AP
and MT Steady State Control, the Handover Indicator process of the MT Dynamic Control and a
number of peripheral processes. Section 6.1 outlines the hierarchical structure of the POOSL model.
Aspects that are not attributable to one single process are described in Section 6.2. The core processes
of the model are the subject of Section 6.3. Differences with the SDL source code and modelling
decisions are described. Finally, Section 6.4 describes the peripheral processes.

Appendix 2 contains the relevant parts of the SDL source code. The POOSL code of the resulting
POOSL model is presented in appendix 5, whereas appendix 4 contains an overview of the hierarchical
structure of the POOSL model.

6.1 Hierarchical structure

In order to obtain an overview of the POOSL model, this section presents its hierarchical structure. At
system level several APs and MTs can be combined to model a 'wireless' network. They must all be
connected to one single channel that serves as the air interface. The hierarchical structure of the AP and
MT is kept as close as possible to the hierarchical structure of the SDL model. To close the model, only
processes of the environment that perform direct communications with the core processes (Steady State
Control and MHI) are included in the model. Their internal behaviour is simplified as much as possible.
Sometimes advantage is taken of the possibility in POOSL to combine processes and clusters within
the same cluster (e.g. the MSC process and the MPDU_tcrcv cluster in the MT).

The hierarchical structure of the MT is shown in Figure 6-1. A list of the abbreviations that are used
here can be found on page 125.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Figure 6-1: Hierarchical structure ofthe MT (in the POOSL model)

Process object

Cluster object

In reality CCON (see Section 6.4.2) is situated outside MASCARA, in the upper layers, whereas in the
POOSL model it is part of the MT. This is done because, in the part of the protocol that is modelled in
POOSL, CCON only communicates with processes of the MT. The necessary behaviour of CCON has
been extracted from its interactions with other processes, since it is not described in the informal
specification [12].

The hierarchical structure of the AP is shown in Figure 6-2. The AP Link Status Recorder (ALS) is not
made part of the POOSL model, since it does not perform any communications with the core processes
and the status information (see Section 2.4.6) it should collect, has been abstracted.

The use of separate timer processes by the MTC, MHI and AlA is motivated in Section 6.2.5. The
complete layout structure of the MT and AP, including all channels, is presented in appendix 4.
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iiiiiiiii

Process object

Cluster object

Figure 6-2: Hierarchical structure of the AP (in the POOSL model)

6.2 General aspects

This section describes aspects of the model that are not attributable to single processes. Either those
aspects apply to several processes within the model or more than one process is involved in a single
aspect.

6.2.1 Direct peer-to-peer communication

Several processes of MASCARA Control perform peer-to-peer communications between AP and MT,
e.g. the TIP Agents, Beacon Agents and Association Agents. As can be seen from the functional
protocol description (Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3), control MPDUs are used to exchange information
between peer entities, just like normal MPDUs are used to exchange data. All control MPDUs are sent
through the Control Segmentation and Reassembly (CSR), Wireless Data Link Control (WDLC) and
MAC Data Pump (MDP) entities to the Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) sublayer. At the receiver,
control MPDUs follow the same way up again to arrive at the MASCARA Control entity.

Since the POOSL model of MASCARA only consists of the Steady State Control part of the protocol
and its direct surroundings, not taking into account the data communication part of the protocol, an
alternative way to exchange control information between peer entities had to be found. Instead of
indirect communication via a number of intermediate entities that wrap and unwrap control signals into
control MPDUs, direct peer-to-peer communication is used in the POOSL model.

In the real protocol, the underlying communication mechanism guarantees error free peer-to-peer
communication of control signals by means of using error control techniques (i.e. sliding window etc.,
see Section 2.2.4.3). Using direct peer-to-peer communication in POOSL also guarantees error free
delivery of control messages. However, it does not cover the peer-to-peer transmission delay of the real
protocol that is caused by scheduling and possible retransmissions. But since there are no time-critical
processes in the POOSL model that depend on the peer-to-peer transmission delayl7, this is no problem.

On system level, in the POOSL model only one channel is used to exchange control information
between all APs and MTs. All processes that perform peer-to-peer communications share this channel.
It is always available, even if there is no physical connection between MT and AP. Extra measures are
taken to ensure that communication is only possible if an MT is tuned into the correct frequency
channel (see also Section 6.2.2).

17 The only exception to this is the MT TIP Agent, but this process uses a timer to bound the maximum delay (see Section 6.3.1).
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In the real world, the beacon information is broadcast over the air-interface. The AP Beacon Agent
(ABA) is responsible for the generation of beacon signals. To model this in SDL, the one beacon signal
from the ABA is converted in the CSR entity into a series of signals directed to the different reachable
MTs (point-to-point), since SDL does not support broadcast communications. In the POOSL model, a
single asynchronous broadcast statement mba! *rnpduBeacon is used to address all connected MTs at
the same time. To prevent the MTs from receiving beacons from all APs, additional measures are taken
(see Section 6.2.2).

6.2.2 Multiple AP support

The entities outside MASCARA Control, of which most functions are left out of the POOSL model, are
responsible for addressing issues. Without the functionality of those entities, using direct peer-to-peer
communications instead, the different processes within the POOSL model that perform peer-to-peer
communications have to deal with addressing issues themselves.

In the POOSL model all MTs and APs are connected through one single, logical channel. So, without
adding addressing information, a message from a specific MT to its associated AP could be received by
any other AP as well, if the specific receive statement is enabled. To prevent this from happening, all
messages that are exchanged between peer entities are extended with an extra parameter that contains
the MAC address of the destination. These MAC addresses (apMacAddr, rntMacAddr) are unique
within the model. In the receiving process a conditional receive statement must be used to determine if
an input message contains the correct address information. The input message is only consumed if the
condition holds, otherwise the process withdraws its receive attempt, giving another process the
opportunity to receive the message.

Both MT and AP MAC addresses are fixed within the model (see Section 6.2.4), so it is no problem to
add the identity of the sender to messages. Furthermore, messages between MT and AP already
contained the MT MAC address, because the MASCARA Control part of the protocol at the AP needs
the address information for several of its tasks. On the other hand, in the real protocol the MT never has
anything to do with more than one AP at the same time, because they all use a different frequency
channel or are out of reach (in case of frequency reuse). In the POOSL model, all APs that are present
are also reachable, which implies the necessity to provide all messages from MTs to APs with an extra
AP MAC address parameter. This is where a problem shows up, because for an MT the AP MAC
address is not a fixed address. It changes each time a new association is established. The processes that
have to use the AP MAC address in their communication with peer entities must be informed explicitly
about the address information each time the address changes.

To inform the processes of the MT that perform peer-to-peer communications about the AP MAC
address of the current AP, an additional information distribution structure is needed. The first process
within the MT to know about new associations is the MT Association Agent (MAA). MAA distributes
the AP MAC address to the MTC (added parameter apMacAddr to
mtc! associationCornpleted (apMacAddr, rnaxAPlndex) /8 and the MBA (new message
mba! rntAssociated (apMacAddr). MTC uses the AP MAC address in its communication with
the AP MPDU Handler Receive (see Section 6.4.8) and to skip the scan of its current AP during TIP
(see Section 6.3.2). Furthermore, it passes on the address to the MTI
(rnti! initHOSeeklnfo (apMacAddr), which in turn uses it in its communication with the AT!.
The MBA uses the AP MAC address in its conditional beacon receive statement, to prevent receiving
beacons from all APs. Aside from associations, MAA also informs the MBA of de-associations, using
the new message mba !rntDeas soc iated, so that beacons can only be received when the MT is
associated. This is an example of the extra measures that are taken to prevent communication between
system level entities that are not connected to each other, as mentioned in Section 6.2.1.

18 In fact, the parameter is already part of the synchronisation request message (mtc ! synchroWi th (apMacAddr) )
preceding the association completed message. It is only added to the association completed message for
readability of the interaction diagram.
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6.2.3 Probabilistic choices

In several processes within the POOSL model probabilistic decision mechanisms are used. General
information about how probabilistic decision mechanisms are implemented in POOSL can be found in
Section 5.3.2. Sometimes those mechanisms cover non-deterministic decision mechanisms in de SDL
source code, indicating that the actual decision mechanism is not yet implemented. This is the case for
MHI and AT!.

In the model, answers to the requests for information that MHI sends about radio quality, MPDU errors
and cell errors do not contain any information. So, instead of making a decision based on the gathered
information, a probabilistic decision about a possible backward HO is made. Instantiation parameter
HO_Probabili ty denotes the probability that a backward HO procedure is started.

The decision about TIP allowance that, according to the informal protocol specification [12, p. 26], is
made by the AP Scheduler (ASC), is replaced by a non-deterministic decision mechanism being part of
ATI in the SDL source code. Absence of the data part of the model makes it impossible to take a
motivated decision in this case. The POOSL model contains a separate ASC process that takes a
probabilistic decision upon request from ATI, thus keeping more close to the informal specification.
Instantiation parameter tipAllowanceProbabili ty denotes the probability of a TIP request to
be granted by the ASC.

Processes that contain probabilistic decision mechanisms in the POOSL model that do not correspond
to non-deterministic decision mechanisms in the SDL source code are: the Radio Control Manager
(RCM), the MT and AP Steady State Generic Control (MSG/ASG) and the AP MPDU Handler
Receive (AMPR). Those peripheral processes mainly use probabilistic decision mechanisms to abstract
from the implementation details of certain parts of the protocol, e.g. the data part.

The RCM uses a probabilistic mechanism to decide whether it succeeds to tune into a specific
frequency channel as requested by the MTC. This simplifies the RCM inner structure, because the
communication with the radio modem in the Physical Medium Dependent sublayer and the frame hunt
procedure are both omitted. Instantiation parameter apAcqui s i tionProbabi 1 i ty indicates the
probability of a successful AP acquisition (frequency channel tuning and frame header hunt procedure).

Both the MSG and ASG contain a probabilistic mechanism that decides whether or not the Steady State
Control part of the protocol should be shut down by means of sending c lose messages to its different
sub-entities. In the real protocol, the Generic MASCARA Control process (GMC) initiates such a
closing action, sending a c lose message to all sub-entities of MASCARA Control, including the
MSG (MT) or ASG (AP). In the POOSL model, the MSG and ASG autonomously take the closing
decision (instance variable c los ingProbabi 1 i ty), so that the GMC process can be omitted 19. In
combination with the probabilistic decision mechanism, a periodic random delay (instance variable
randomDelay of data class Uniform) is used to model the unpredictability of the arrival of a closing
request from GMC. If value 0 is assigned to variable c los ingProbabi 1 i ty, the closing decision
will never evaluate to true, thus enabling possibly infinite protocol behaviour during simulation.

The AMPR is responsible for the sending of alive-messages to the AP I Am Alive Agent (AlA). It can
not perform its task based on the arrival of data MPDUs, because the data part of the protocol is not
modelled. An artificial mechanism (one of the measures mentioned in Section 6.2.1) is implemented as
a substitute. More detailed information can be found in Section 6.4.8.

6.2.4 Simplifications offrequency channels and MAC addresses

In the real protocol, MAC addresses identify entities that are present within the wireless ATM network
and frequency channels are used to establish communication between two entities, i.e. an AP and an
MT. MAC addresses consist of two bytes in MASCARA, thus limiting both the total number of MT
and AP MAC addresses to a maximum of 65536 (see Section 2.3.1). Information about the frequency
channels that the different (neighbouring) APs use, and their mapping on AP MAC addresses, is

19 The ASG and MSG autonomously generate initialisation messages for the different sub-entities, omitting interaction with the
GMC (see section 6.2.7).
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provided to the MT through the beacons. However, this does not work during MT start-up, because
then the MT is not able to receive any beacons. In this case, RCM autonomously scans through
frequency channels until it manages to synchronise with some AP. As soon as the MT establishes an
association, beacons provide the MT with the required information. Tables of alternative
(neighbouring) APs within the MT are indexed and thus limited in size; they only contain information
about APs that are considered to be reachable. AP MAC addresses and frequency channels are fixed, as
opposed to MT MAC addresses that are assigned to the MT by the AP during the association
procedure.

The limited size of the POOSL model (tens of MTs and APs at most is recommended) justifies to
simplify the usage of MAC addresses and frequency channels. Since there is a unique mapping
between AP MAC addresses and frequency channels, those two can be merged together in the model.
Another simplification is to provide all APs with successive MAC addresses. It is justified to do this,
because the assignment of MAC addresses is not a task of the core processes of the POOSL model. The
reason to do it, is to provide the model with an association procedure as simple as possible. As a result,
the size of the AP list within the MTC can be fixed to the number of APs present in the model, using
the AP MAC addresses as the table indices. The information about neighbouring APs provided through
the beacons then becomes superfluous, under the assumption that the APs in the model are all
considered to be each other's neighbours. All the MT has to know to determine the size of its AP list, is
the number of APs that are present in the model. This number (instantiation parameter maxAPlndex),
which remains constant during simulation runs of the protocol, is provided to the MT by the ADG
process of the AP (message mtc! associationCompleted (apMacAddr, maxAPlndex)).

Another simplification is to provide MTs with fixed, successive MT MAC addresses as well, thus
limiting the size of MT tables at the AP (e.g. in the ATI and AlA) to the fixed number of MTs present
in the model, using the MT MAC addresses as the table indices. This makes the association procedure
even simpler, since no MAC address has to be assigned to the MT anymore.

MT tables can easily be implemented using arrays. Instantiation parameter mtMaxActi f denotes the
total number of MTs present in the model, and thus determines the sizes of the arrays that are used.
Processes ATI and AlA use arrays of MTs (see Sections 6.3.1.1 and 6.3.3).

The use of an array to store the list with neighbouring APs in the MTC is omitted. The data values to be
stored in this list are abstracted away, which makes the list superfluous. The behaviour of the MTC has
been changed with respect to the scanning procedures in TIP and HO, since the order of the APs in the
array is fixed (all APs are considered to be an equally suitable HO candidate) and all APs have to be
taken into account (they are all considered to be neighbouring APs). In TIP, the scanning procedure
starts with the AP with MAC address 1 and ends with the AP with the highest MAC address (equal to
maxAPlndex), skipping the current AP (using a check on instance variable apMacAddr). In HO, the
scanning procedure starts with the next Ap20 and ends upon a positive (acquireNewAPOk) answer
from the RCM. The current AP is not skipped in this case (it is addressed last because of the changed
starting point, though) and if the last AP (with the highest MAC address) is reached, the scanning
procedure is continued at the first AP (MAC address 1).

The values of instantiation parameters mtMaxActi f and maxAPlndex have to be provided to the
model by the user.

6.2.5 Timer processes

The general motivation to use a separate timer process in POOSL is outlined in Section 5.3.3. There are
three processes within the POOSL model that make use of a timer process: the MTC, MHI and AlA.
As can be seen from the system layout overview in appendix 4, timer processes are located in the direct
vicinity of the processes that use them (within the same cluster). The inner structure of the Timer
process contains two methods: idle () () and set () ().

20 The next AP is the AP with the MAC address of the current AP plus I, (apMacAddr % maxAPindex) + I. with % the modulo
operator.
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idle () ()
sel

ch?set(period); set() ()
or

ch?reset; idle() ()
les.

set () ()
sel

delay(period); ch!timeout; idle() ()
or

ch?reset; idle () ()
les.

The MASCARA model in POOSL

The timer can be set in method idle () () using the set message. Instance variable period denotes
the value of the timer. Reset requests are explicitly ignored in method idle ( ) (). In method
set() () two things may happen: either the timer is reset using a reset message or it expires and
generates a timeout message. In both cases method idle () () is called again.

6.2.5.1 Use ofan external timer in the MTC

The motivation to use an external Timer process in method as sociated () () of the MTC is
outlined in Section 5.3.3, where it is used as an example. Presence of possible loop behaviour that can
be executed while the timer remains set, causes the standard solution of a delay statement in
combination with a choice statement to be inapplicable here.

6.2.5.2 Use ofan external timer in the MHI

The situation in SDL state Associated of the MHI is somewhat different compared with the MTC, as can
be seen from Figure 6-3.

- - - - - - - I r------C====7--;::::::==:::::Jc::::=::;=~r==::::::J.-___, r- - - - - - -
The MT is I I
scanning the SUSPEND_lAHI RESUME_MHI The scanning
envirtllVllenl rMTC'1 rMTC'/ ~is over

._-----~ ~------

measure_rtcLre<LlAHI
/'MEF - Radio Control'l

Figure 6-3: SDL state transition with timer input
(from MASCARA MT Dynamic Control process MHI)

Again, there are input branches that end up in the same state Associated, but now they are not
independent from the timer: they either set or reset the timer. This means that the timer is either just set
or just reset when state Associated is reached, with nothing in between. Under these circumstances it is
not possible to model the timer with a simple delay statement, because then it would always be set in
method Assoc iated () () . Using a separate timer process solves the problem.
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An alternative solution could be the use of a conditional delay statement. Whenever the timer is set in
the SDL code, a Boolean flag is set to true in the corresponding POOSL code. If the timer is reset, the
corresponding flag is set to false. This only works if the timer is always set or reset just before the
method that includes the timeout behaviour is called. The more general solution with the separate timer
process has been chosen in this case to obtain a model that is as uniform as possible.

6.2.5.3 Use ofan external timer in the AlA

The situation in SDL state Steady of the AlA is comparable with the Associated state of the MTC. In this
case there is also a loop back to the same state, triggered by input signal FRAME_START, that can be
executed a number of times while timer TJAA_POLL remains set. So, again, in the POOSL model a
separate timer process is used. The corresponding SDL code can be found in appendix 2, page 79.

6.2.6 Arrays

In POOSL, arrays start with index I, as opposed to arrays in SDL that start with index O. As a
consequence, all ranges of indices had to be changed. Initialisation of arrays is easier in POOSL
compared with SDL. In SDL a loop has to be used to initialise individual elements, whereas in POOSL
all elements can be initialised at once using method putAll (Obj ect) of data class Array.

6.2.7 Process initialisation and termination mechanisms

Both at the MT and AP, Generic Mascara Control (GMC) processes are responsible for the
initialisation and termination of the MASCARA Control sub-entities, i.e. Steady State Control,
Dynamic Control and Radio Control. In the SDL model, the Steady State Generic Control processes
(ASG and MSG) relay the initialisation and termination messages, that they receive from the GMC, to
their respective sub-entities within the Steady State Control. In the POOSL model, however, the
initialisation and termination messages from the GMC to the ASG and the MSG are omitted and, as a
consequence, the GMC processes can be left out as a whole. Both the ASG and the MSG autonomously
generate the necessary initialisation messages during start-up. To trigger the termination behaviour, an
alternative closing mechanism is used that is based on random delays (see Section 6.2.3).

Within SDL processes no uniform closing mechanism is used. Considering the Steady State Control
and the MHI process, the AlA returns to state Init upon reception of CLOSE_AlA. All other processes
actually kill themselves when they receive their CLOSE signals, using the SDL stop symbol. There are
processes that are capable ofreceiving CLOSE signals in every state (AlA and MTC) using an asterisk
state and there are processes only capable of receiving CLOSE signals if they have been initialised
(ABA, ATI, MBA and MTI), not in states Idle or waiUnit. It is not clear why this distinction is made.

The SDL behaviour could exactly be copied to the POOSL model, explicitly adding receive statements
of c lose messages in all appropriate locations. It is thought better to use a uniform closing
mechanism in the POOSL model. To the first method call after receiving an ini t message, an abort
statement triggered by the reception of a c lose message is added. As a consequence, the behaviour of
the process is ended directly upon reception of the c lose message. The statement level interleaving of
POOSL enables receiving close messages at any instant, as opposed to SDL where state transitions
are executed atomically. No situations have been found for which the applied closing method in
POOSL led to undesired behaviour of the POOSL model.

Peripheral processes within the POOSL model have not been provided with a start-up or a closing
mechanism, since starting up and closing down is not considered to be an important task of these
processes. Closing down the MHI was omitted from the SDL code as well as the informal specification
and thus has been left out of the POOSL model as well (it could easily be added in the same way as in
other processes, but then an extra MT Dynamic Generic Agent (MDG) process is needed that can be
omitted otherwise). In SDL, there is a possibility that messages are discarded during start-up, because
they are sent from a process that is already initialised to a process that has not been initialised yet. In
POOSL, this problem does not exist because of the rendezvous communication principle.
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6.3 Steady State Control and MHI

This section deals with the core processes of the POOSL model, i.e. the processes that are part of the
AP and MT Steady State Control (except for the ALS) and process MHI ofMT Dynamic Control.
Differences with respect to the corresponding SDL source code are described, as far as they have not
been discussed in earlier sections. Also, modelling decisions are explained.

6.3.1 TIP agents (ATI/MTI)

6.3.1.1 AP TIP Agent

In the original SDL code, ATI contained a single variable toggle, meaning that the TIP status of only
one MT could be stored inside the ATI process. This single variable toggle is replaced with a toggle
array so that the TIP status of all associated MTs can be stored within the ATI process. The MT MAC
address is used as an index of this array (see Section 6.2.4). The size of the array is equal to the total
number of MTs that are present in the model (instantiation parameter rntMaxActi f) and all elements
(of data class String) are initialised with "On", meaning that the corresponding MTs are not in TIP by
default.

The possibility of an MT to get lost while it is temporarily incommunicado is not taken into account in
the ATI process of the SDL model. This means that such an MT is considered to be in TIP forever,
keeping table resources occupied. Since in method atiActive () () only strict alternation between
startTip and stopTip MPDUs is allowed, and MTs have fixed MAC addresses in the POOSL
model, an MT that gets lost while it is in TIP, is never permitted to start another TIP procedure when it
gets associated to the same AP again in the future. To prevent this from happening, the ATI is capable
to receive the new message adg?reset (anMTMacAddr) from the ADO. Process ADO is kept
informed about all associations and de-associations and sends the reset message whenever an MT
gets de-associated (see Section 6.4.7).

A new method reset () () is executed in parallel with atiActive () (). Upon reception of
adg?reset (anMTMacAddr), the entry in the toggle array that corresponds with the MT,
denoted by parameter anMTMacAddr, is changed into default value "On". Both atiActive () ()
and reset () () are executed repeatedly using tail recursion. A construction with an abort statement
(as is used in the MTI) can not be used here, since execution of the abort causes the current behaviour
of atiActive () (), concerning another MT, to stop. Also, the possibility to use a choice statement
is examined. However, it turned out that using a choice statement leads to a triple deadlock between
ATI, AlA and ADO. Using a parallel composition prevented this deadlock from happening.

If the MTI is not able to receive ati ?rnpduTipAck, because it received a reset message (see
Section 6.3.1.2), the ATI gets blocked when it tries to send rnt i ! rnpduTipAck. The ATI is then
unable to provide service to other APs. To avoid this, the send statement rnti ! rnpduTipAck is
embedded in a choice statement with a delay (1) statement in the alternative branch. Unless the MTI
behaviour is aborted through reception of a reset message, it is always enabled to receive
at i ?rnpduTipAck. Thus, a delay of I time unit suffices to prevent ATI from blocking in this
situation. Another possibility could be the use of an asynchronous broadcast statement instead of the
choice statement with delay. However, this does not work in this case, because the subsequent process
behaviour depends on the result of the rnti ! rnpduTipAck sending attempt. Only if the
acknowledgement is sent, the AlA should be informed and toggle should be updated. This is why
rendezvous communication is necessary in this case.

6.3.1.2 MT TIP Agent

The MTI is capable of receiving an extra message rntc?reset from the MTC in method
ini t () (). Upon reception of this reset message, the current behaviour of the MTI is aborted and
restarted at the beginning (except for initialisation). The POOSL initial method
startUp () () corresponds with SDL state waiUnit and is only executed once. Triggered by the
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reception ofmsg? ini tMti from the MSG, it calls method ini t () () . Each time when the reset
message is received, method ini t () () is called again.

The construction with the reset message is used to prevent the MTI from de-synchronising with the
MTC, causing errors and possibly even deadlock situations. The problem occurs when the MTC starts
its HO behaviour while it was waiting for permission from the ATI through the MTI to start a TIP
procedure. If the ATI sends its acknowledgement of the TIP request to the MTI, the MTI becomes
blocked as it tries to send mtc! ini tHOSeeklnfoOk to the MTC. The corresponding receive
statement within the MTC is only enabled when method assoc iated () () is called. This is the case
either directly after a successful backward HO, while the MTC waits until the new association becomes
active, or after a successful association procedure that took place as a result of the performed forward
HO. In both cases, the requested TIP procedure should not be started anymore. In the latter case, the
MT is even associated with a new AP, while the MTI still thinks it is associated with the old AP. The
added mti ! reset message in the MTC, that is sent directly when a HO procedure is started, avoids
these problems. As a consequence, additional measures had to be taken to prevent the ATI from
blocking when the MTI receives a reset message (see Section 6.3.1.1). The same problem is also
present in SDL, but will probably not lead to a deadlock, since unwanted signals will be discarded.

6.3.2 MT Target Cell (MTC)

The most important change in behaviour of the MTC is made to method returnToOldAP () () that
corresponds with SDL state return_to_old_AP. The reason for it is the possibility in the original SDL
code to return to state Non_Associated after failing to return to the old AP. Before returning to state
Non_Associated, AP_LOST is sent to the MHI, which invokes the MHI to send GET_TARGET_AP(HO) to
the MTC. In state Non_Associated the MTC is not willing to receive this message, which leads to
deadlock in the original SDL model. Therefore, the original SDL model has been changed.

The POOSL code in method returnToOldAP () () is based on the modified SDL code. The branch
that follows receive statement rcm?acquireNewAPKo is divided in a TIP part and a backward HO
part, using variable tipFlag. In the TIP case, rnhi! APLost is sent as before, but now method
as soc iated () () is called instead of method nonAssoc iated () () , although the MT is not
really associated. This is done to enable the reception of message rnhi ?getTargetAP (HO) that is
sent by the MHI in reply to the mtc?APLos t message it received. As opposed to returning to
associated () () after a successful return to the old AP, now timer tNeighSearch is not set
again, message mti ! s topHOSeeklnfo is not sent (the AP is unreachable anyway) and the AMPR
is not resumed (see below), since the MT is not really associated anymore. A forward HO scenario is
started in order to associate to a new AP as quick as possible.

The reason for the aforementioned division into a TIP part and a backward HO part, is the availability
of a candidate AP in case of a backward HO procedure. So, instead of starting a forward HO procedure,
as is being done in the TIP case, the candidate AP that was found as a result of the backward HO
procedure is sent to the MHI through message rnhi ! targetAPFound (apMacAddr ,HO) .
Parameter HO was added to this message to inform the MHI (and indirectly CCON) about the current
handover type. Before the message is sent, instance variable HO is changed from "backward_HO"
into" forward_HO". In expectation of the new association to take place as a result of the forward
HO, method nOnAssociated () () is called.

An extra task that is added to the behaviour of the MTC, is to inform the AP MPDU Handler Receive
(AMPR) when the MT loses the physical connection with its AP (de-association, TIP or HO) and when
it returns (new association or end of TIP or HO). For this purpose the MTC uses the new messages
ampr! suspendMpr and ampr! resumeMpr. The motivation to add the extra communication
mechanism (to inform the AMPR) to the MTC is outlined in Section 6.4.8. The MTC suspends part of
the AMPR behaviour whenever the physical connection with the current AP gets lost to start a
synchronisation, TIP or HO procedure (directly before or after message rcm! acquireNewAp is sent
to the RCM in methods associated () () and wai tAckSuspended () (). When the MTC
returns to method associated () (), at the end of a TIP or HO procedure (coming from method
returnToOldAP () () or upon a new association (coming from method nonAssociated () (),
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the suspended AMPR behaviour is resumed again. The only exception to this is the return to
associated () () when the AP was lost during TIP. In this case the suspended AMPR behaviour is
not resumed, because there is no real association anymore.

In method associated () (), after reception ofmti ?ini tHOSeeklnfoOk that indicates the start
of a TIP procedure, an extra branch is added to avoid possible deadlock between the MTC and the
MHI. In the deadlock situation, the MTC tries to suspend the MHI (mhi ! suspendMhi), while the
MHI tries to send mtc! getTargetAP (HO) to start a HO procedure. In the resulting POOSL model,
a choice statement is used to prevent the deadlock. As a result, the MTC either sends
mhi! suspendMhi or receives mhi ?getTargetAP (HO) in this situation. In practise this means
that the backward HO scenario, started by the MHI, has priority over the TIP procedure, which is the
intended behaviour. Basically, the same sequence of steps that follows the direct reception of
mhi ?getTargetAP (HO) in method associated () () is executed in the added branch. The only
differences are that the MTI does not need to be reset (it already returned to its starting point after
sending mtc ! ini tHOSeeklnfoOk) and also the timer does not need to be reset, because it already
expired (otherwise no TIP would have been started). The deadlock situation itself is described in more
detail in Section 7.2.5.2).

Several changes were made to the way in which variables, that resemble frequency channels or MAC
addresses, are used in the MTC. Variable apMacAddr denotes the MAC address of the AP the MT
currently is associated with, if the MT is associated. Otherwise, apMacAddr denotes the last AP the
MT was associated with before the association was lost. Variable theChannel denotes the frequency
channel through which the MT is currently connected. It is used during TIP and HO procedures to
provide the RCM with frequency channel information. Variable i is used as a loop counter. Since AP
MAC addresses and frequency channels coincide, i in fact is superfluous. The same holds for variable
oldChannel that is used to store the frequency channel of the current AP when the MT starts a TIP
or backward HO procedure. For clarification to the human reader of the POOSL code, variables
theChannel, oldChannel and i are preserved.

In the original SDL code, signal SUSPEND_MSC(RC) contains a parameter RC that denotes the urgency
of the suspension. If RC is assigned the value "LATER", the MSC waits with the sending of the
acknowledgement SUSPEI\ID_MSC_OK until the next frame header has arrived. However, since the data
part of the protocol is omitted in the POOSL model, the MSC can always be suspended immediately.
As a consequence, parameter RC is left out.

The loop counter that is used in the SDL code to receive a number of signals in an arbitrary order (in
the transition from state waiCdata) is not needed in the POOSL model. A fixed order is applied instead,
without messages being discarded, because of the rendezvous communication principle used in
POOSL. In the SDL model, the loop counter is also used to determine the number of signals to be
received. In the POOSL model instance variable tipFlag is used in this case to decide if
mpr?neighAPLoadlnfoCnf should be received or not (only in case of a TIP procedure). As a
consequence, compared with the SDL state transition from state waiCdata, a larger part of method
wai tData () () is separated in a TIP and a HO branch, which leads to a more structured POOSL
code.

Message measureRlqCnf does not provide the MTC with any information regarding the quality of
the radio link. Therefore, this value does not need to be stored in an array and comparison of the RLQ
value with a threshold during a HO procedure, as is stated in [12, p. 34], is omitted. The probabilistic
decision mechanism of the RCM indirectly decides for the MTC if an AP is a suitable candidate for a
handover. If the RCM responds to the AP acquisition request with mtc! acquireNewAPOk, the AP
is assumed to be a good HO candidate.

6.3.3 AP I Am Alive Agent (AlA)

The AlA functionality is described in Section 2.4.5. To implement the functional behaviour, a quite
sophisticated algorithm is used to decide if an MT should be sent an invitation or be considered lost.
The main line of the algorithm that is used in the POOSL model coincides with the algorithm that is
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implemented in the SDL model. In this section a description of the algorithm is given and the
differences between both algorithms (in SDL and POOSL) are outlined.
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6.3.3.1 General aspects

The inner structure of the POOSL AlA process is roughly the same as the inner structure of the
corresponding SDL method, except for the extra methods t_IaaPoll () () and
frameStart () (). Those methods contain behaviours that correspond to complex state transitions
from SDL state Steady. Separation of these behaviours from POOSL method steady () () makes the
inner structure of steady () () more clear. Because of the complex structure of the loop that follows
the frameStart input signal, a separate method is absolutely necessary in this case (because no
labels can be used in POOSL, see Section 5.3.2). SDL procedure IAA_Process, that is called in the
FRAME_START state transition, is simply covered by a method iaaProcess () () in POOSL.

The AlA uses an array mtStateList that contains elements of the newly created data class
mt StateLis tElement. The array is used to store status information of the different MTs. The size
of the mtSta teListArray is equal to the total number of MTs in the model (instantiation
parameter mtMaxAct i f). Each mtSta teLi s tElemen t resembles a record for a specific MT and
contains the data fields mtMacAddr, validAddrFlag, wakeUpFlag, counter and counterl.
Within the AlA, access methods named after these data fields are used in an object-oriented manner to
obtain the values of these fields. Another set of methods is used to set the values of the different fields:
setMtMacAddr(integer),setWakeUpFlag(boolean),
setValidAddrFlag(boolean),setCounter(integer) andsetCounterl(integer).
The ATM address, as part of the record that is used in the SDL description (type
MLSTATUS_RecType), is left out, because the ATM address is not used in the POOSL model. Despite
of the usage of the MAC address as an index to the mtStateList array, it remains explicitly one of
the data fields, so that data class mtStateListElement does not need to be redefined in case of future
changes to the address structure of the model (i.e. non-successive addresses).

Method steady () () is used as a starting point as long as at least one MT is associated. Only then it
makes sense that a periodic check is performed to determine if the associated MTs are still alive.
Instance variable nAs s keeps track of the number of associated MTs. To be able to perform its task,
the AlA is informed about new associations and de-associations (by the ADG), MTs that are alive (by
the AMPR) and MTs that are temporarily incommunicado (by the ATI). The AMPR uses an alternative
construction to determine if an al i ve message should be sent, since the data part of the protocol is
omitted in the POOSL model. Invitations are not really sent to the MT, since the AMPR determines for
itself whether al i ve messages are sent or not. This is why invitations are addressed directly to the
AMPR instead of the ASC (see Section 6.4.8).

The AlA uses the mtStateListElement fields counter and counterl to keep track of the
status of the different associated MTs. When mpr?mtAl i ve (mtMacAddr) is received, indicating
that the MT with MAC address mtMacAddr is still alive, both counters are reset to O. This is also the
case when a ti ?mtWakeUp (mtMacAddr) is received, indicating the end of a TIP procedure. In both
cases, the MT starts with a clean sheet. Both counters are also reset when the TIP procedure is started
(ati ?mtSleep). This behaviour is added (compared to the SDL model) to keep track ofMTs that
remain in TIP too long. Method t_IaaPoll () () contains an additional mechanism to determine if
an MT has been incommunicado too long.

The loop in method frameStart () () is constructed in such a way that it stops if an invitation is
sent (at most one invitation is sent perframe) or if the end of the mtSta teLis t array is reached, in
conformance with the SDL model. It would have been more logical for the loop to stop whenever an
invitation is sent or all elements of the mtStateList array are evaluated. This requires an extra
variable to keep track of the starting point. It is decided to stick to the SDL code in this case and to
consider it as a recommendation.
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6.3.3.2 Method tjaaPoll()()

The MASCARA model in POOSL

Method t_IaaPoll () () is executed each time timer t_IaaPoll expires. Figure 6-4 shows the
flow diagram that corresponds with the POOSL code of method t_IaaPoll () ().

'all variables refer to the MT Y.....E_S_<:::::::-
with MAC address j'

YES

'reset mtStateListElement(j)'

nAss := nAss - I

Figure 6-4: Flow diagram ofPOOSL method tjaaPoll()()

The loop is executed once for each MT (loop counter j). The first condition in the loop checks whether
counterl is equal to rnaxTirnePeriods. If this is true, this means that at least
rnaxTirnePeriods times t_IaaPoll time units have elapsed since the last sign of life was received
by the AlA process21

, and as a consequence the specific MT should be sent an invitation. Under the
extra conditions that counter is equal to 0 and wakeUpFlag is true (the MT is not in TIP),
counter is then assigned value 1, so that the specific MT will be taken into consideration regarding
the sending of invitations in method iaaProcess () () (see Section 6.3.3.3).

The extra condition of counter to be equal to 0 is added, because otherwise the MT would never be
considered lost in frarneStart () (). This is the result of the alternation between t_IaaPoll () ()
and iaaProcess () (). Once counter is set, counterl never changes anymore, neither in
t_IaaPoll () () nor in iaaProcess () (). This means that without the extra condition counter
will be assigned value 1 repeatedly, since counterl remains equal to rnaxTirnePeriods. A value 1
of variable counter suffices for the sending of invitations in iaaProcess () (), but it will never
lead to the decision that the MT is lost. For this to happen a value greater than 1 for counter is
necessarl2

• The extra condition assures that the assignment of value 1 to counter only happens once
(as long as both counters are not reset). So now iaaProcess () () can use and alter the value of

21 To be more precise: at least (maxTimePeriods*t_IaaPoll) -I and at most maxTimePeriods*t_IaaPoll time
units.

22 Assumed that variable iaaMax >= I, see section 6.3.3.3.
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counter without interference from t_IaaPoll () (). If the combined condition does not hold,
counterl is incremented. This is harmless to iaaProcess () () since this method does not use
counterl.
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An extra condition on variable validAddrFlag is added to prevent taking into account MTs that are
not associated. Furthermore, an extra check is added to detect MTs that remain in TIP too long. With
respect to MTs that are in TIP, counterl denotes the number of timer expirations (t_IaaPoll)
that occurred since TIP was started. This value is used to compute if an MT has been in TIP too long
and should be regarded as lost. For the MTs that are in TIP (wakeUpFlag is false), condition

(counter1 - 1) * t_IaaPoll > maxAPIndex (6-1)

is evaluated. The left-hand side estimates the time that elapsed since TIP was started. -I is added to
make a safe approximation. The right-hand side denotes the maximum time the MT needs to visit all
alternative APs and return to the old AP again. It takes the radio modem one unit of time to tune into a
specific frequency and this is the only operation that contributes to the passage of time during TIP. If
(6-1) evaluates to true, the corresponding MT has been in TIP too long and is considered to be lost. As
a consequence, the same sequence of steps is executed as is the case in method frarneStart () ( )
when an MT is considered as lost: the ADO is informed, all fields of the specific
rntStateListElernent are reset and nAss is decreased.

6.3.3.3 Method iaaProcess()()

The inner structure of this method has been based almost literally on its SDL equivalent, procedure
IAA_Process. Each MT that is associated (validAddrFlag is true), not in TIP (wakeUpFlag is
true) and that has a corresponding value of variable counter that is greater than I qualifies to be sent
an invitation. Each time iaaProcess () () is executed with respect to a specific MT, the value of
counter is incremented. Everyone out of step times an invitation will be sent. Instantiation
parameter step can thus be used to influence the size of the jumps between MTs in the
rntStateList array to which invitations are sent. If step equals I an invitation is sent each time
iaaProcess () () is executed with respect to the specific MT. The lengthy equation that is used in
the SDL model to implement the construction with step, is simplified in the POOSL model through
the use of the modulo operator. In general, values for instantiation parameters iaaMax and step
should be chosen in such a way that iaaMax >= step, otherwise possibly no single invitation will be
sent before an MT is considered to be lost.

If counter exceeds the value of iaaMax when iaaProcess () () is started for a specific MT, this
means that the MT did not respond to any invitation and is considered to be lost. As opposed to the
SDL model, in POOSL method t_IaaPoll () () variable counter is assigned value I (instead of
2) as a precondition for iaaprocess () () to take the specific MT into account. This means that in
the POOSL model instantiation parameter iaaMax denotes the maximum number of invitations that
can be sent (if step equals 1)23, while in the SDL modellAA_max denotes the maximum number of
times procedure IAA_Process can be executed, including the last run that leads to the "deassoc"-decision.
So, in the SDL model one invitation less is sent compared with the POOSL model. From the user point
of view, it is better to think of variable iaaMax in terms of the maximum number of invitations rather
than the maximum number of times iaaProcess () () is executed.

23 The actual number of invitations sent is equal to LiaaMax I stepJ
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6.3.4 MT Handover Indicator (MHI)

6.3.4.1 Enabling and disabling the MPX

An extra task that is added to the behaviour of the MHI is to enable and disable the behaviour of
process MPX (see Section 6.4.3). The MPX is responsible for the sending of rnhi !APLos t messages
to the MHI. Because of the absence of the data part of the protocol in the POOSL model, the MPX uses
an alternative construction for the sending of APLost messages, that is controlled by the MHI through
the enable and disable messages. If the MPX is disabled, it will not send APLos t messages to
the MHI. The MHI enables the MPX whenever method associated () () is called from method
nonAssociated () () and whenever the MHI behaviour is resumed by the MTC
(mtc?resumeMhi). The MHI disables theMPX whenever method findTargetAP () () is called
and whenever the MHI behaviour is suspended by the MTC (mtc?suspendMhi). Modelled in this
way, the sending of disable and enable messages to the MPX is strictly alternated, leading to a
simpler inner structure of the MPX process.

The MPX is disabled when method findTargetAP () () is called, because the MHI then already
performs a HO scenario. If the ongoing HO scenario concerns a forward HO, repeated APLos t
messages are safely omitted. Method APLos t () () has already been executed and repeated execution
does not bring up new information. If the ongoing HO scenario concerns a backward HO, the MTC
will soon find out for itself that it is not possible to return to the 'old' AP. The MHI is informed about
the change into a forward HO scenario by means of the changed HO parameter that is added to the
rnhi ! targetAPFound (HO) message sent by the MTC (see Section 6.3.2). Because of the disabled
MPX, method APLost () () will not be called from findTargetAP () (), as opposed to the
corresponding situation in the SDL model (asterisk state). If method apLos t () () , which is
equivalent to the SDL state transition from the asterisk state, is not executed in the POOSL model when
a backward HO changes into a forward HO, an alternative construction is needed to replace the
apLost () () method execution (especially the interactions with other processes). Therefore, first a
closer look at the SDL code is taken.

In the asterisk state of the SDL model signal MT_ASSOCIATION_LOSTjnd is sent to LCP, signal
GET_TARGET_AP(HO) is sent to the MTC and signal AP_LOST is sent to the MAA. Signal
GELTARGET_AP(HO) will be discarded by the MTC, since it already performs a HO procedure. The
other two signals respectively inform the LCP and the MAA processes that the current association is
lost. In case of an ongoing backward HO, this is new information to these processes. In the POOSL
model, however, the LCP and the MAA are not informed about the lost association, because the MPX
is disabled and can not send the rnhi !APLos t message that triggers method APLos t () (). Since
CCON and the LCP coincide within the POOSL modd4

, the LCP (CCON) gets informed about the
handover type (parameter HO) when the MHI sends ccon! HOlnd (apMacAddr, HO), directly after
receiving mtc? targetAPFound (apMacAddr , HO) . Thus, a separate message to the LCP is not
needed here. To inform the MAA about the lost association, an extra maa !APLos t message is sent by
CCON (see Section 6.4.2). Usage of the added HO parameter and the extra message maa! APLos t
seals up the procedure to be carried out in case of a backward HO that is directly followed by a forward
HO.

The overall conclusion is that the MPX process can safely be disabled when method
findTargetAP () () is called. An indirect consequence of disabling the MPX in method
f indTargetAP () () is that a possible deadlock between method APLos t () () of the MHI
(mtc! getTargetAP (HO)) and method returnToOldAP () () of the MTC
(rnhi ! targetAPFound) is avoided.

It speaks for itself that the MPX becomes enabled (again) whenever the MHI calls method
as soc iated () () from method nonAs soc iated () (). In this situation a new association is set
up, so now it is possible again that the channel quality deteriorates, resulting in reception of an

24 In the real protocol the LCP only relays messages to the higher layers. Information about (de-)associations should be passed
on to CCON. In absence of the LCP, message mtAssociationLostlnd is addressed directly to CCON.
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APLos t message by the MHI. The decision to disable the MPX while the MT is in TIP has been made
to prevent a deadlock situation (comparable with the one described in Section 6.3.2) between the MTC
and the MHI. The situation is as follows. While the MT is in TIP, the MPX generates an APLost
message, meaning that the current association is lost. The MHI then tries to send
mtc ! getTargetAP (HO) to the MTC, but at the same time it is possible that the MTC tries to send
mhi ! resumeMhi to the MHI, to indicate that the TIP procedure has ended, which leads to deadlock.
Apart from the possible occurrence of this deadlock situation, it also seems logical that in the real
protocol the MPX does not send an APLos t message while the MT is in TIP, because in TIP there is
no physical connection between the MT and its current AP. So, the MT can not observe at all whether
its association is lost or not. This is why the MPX is disabled in the POOSL model as long as the MT is
temporarily incommunicado.

6.3.4.2 Method APLost()()

Method APLos t ( ) ( ) resembles the asterisk state of the SDL model. At several places that coincide
with positions of SDL states that are not excluded in the asterisk state, extra input statements
mtc?APLos t and mpx?APLos t are added explicitly in the POOSL model. The reason for the
distinction between the source processes (MTC and MPX) is that in the POOSL model different
channels are used to reach the MHI from the MSS cluster (that contains the MTC) and the MDP cluster
(that contains the MPX). Upon reception of one of these messages, method APLost ( ) () is called.
The extra receive statements are added to methods associated () () and
wai tChannelData ( ) (), but not to method f indTargetAP ( ) ( ) . The reason for this is that both
the MPX and the MTC will never generate an APLos t message while the MHI is in method
f indTargetAP () (). The MPX is disabled at that time, as is described above. And the MTC will
always be executing a HO procedure when findTargetAP () () is called. This will end with the
sending of mhi ! targetAPFound ( ) (), never with mhi !APLos t (see Section 6.3.2). Thus,
method f indTargetAP () () does not need to be capable to receive APLos t messages. This
implies that both receive statements can safely be left out. In the SDL model, state find_targeCAP can
also be excluded from the asterisk state, to avoid repeated execution of the handover procedure by the
MTC (triggered by GET_TARGET_AP(HO).

6.3.4.3 Method waitChannelData()()

An extra input signal SUSPEND_MHI is added to state waiCchannel_data in the SDL model to prevent
deadlock between the MTC and the MHI (the same deadlock as is described in Section 6.3.2). The
MHI will discard signal SUSPEND_MHI in state waiCchannel_data and the MTC will discard signal
GET_TARGET_AP(HO) in state waiCack_suspended (or any successor state). As a consequence, the MHI
will not receive TARGET_APJOUND from the MTC and remains in state find_targeCAP (until the need
for a forward HO triggers the asterisk state, if ever). This erroneous behaviour can not happen if the
possibility to receive signal SUSPEND_MHI is added to the set of state transitions from state
waiCchanneLdata. In the POOSL model, an extra receive statement mtc?suspendMhi is added to
method wai tChannelData () () accordingly. But this does not prevent the occurrence of the same
deadlock situation in POOSL, because of the statement level interleaving. However, addition of the
extra receive statement does imply that, when the MHI has not yet decided whether a backward HO is
needed, the MTC is still allowed to suspend the MHI. But when the positive HO decision has been
made, meaning that the MHI tries to send mtc! getTargetAP (HO), the MTC must accept this
message instead of sending mhi ! suspendMhi. The added extra branch in MTC method
associated () () makes sure that this happens (see Section 6.3.2).

The SDL state transition from state waiCchanneLdata is split up into two methods in POOSL. Method
wai tChannelData ( ) () covers the reception of the channel information messages from the three
different sources. Upon reception of one of the three expected messages, method
handoverNeeded () () is called. This method contains the handover decision mechanism. A loop
counter is used in this method (like in SDL) to determine if all three messages have been received. If
not, then wai tChanne lData () () is called again. If all messages have been received, a
probabilistic decision mechanism (see Section 6.2.3) is used to determine if a backward HO is needed.
The reason to use a loop counter is that it must also be possible to receive other input messages in
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method waitChannelData () () as well. If the three expected input messages are put in an
arbitrary, sequential order, additional input messages mtc?APLost, mpx?APLost and
mtc? suspenclMhi can not be received. The loop counter is initialised once, just before method
wai tChannelData () () is called (and not twice, as is the case in the SDL code). Technically
speaking it is possible to merge methods wai tChannelData () () and handoverNeeded () ()
into a single method, but then the code of handoverNeeded () () needs to be copied three times
into wai tChannelData () () due to the inner structure of this method. This has been the reason to
split up the SDL state transition from state waiCchannel_data in the first place.

6.4 Peripheral processes

This section describes the behaviour of the peripheral processes that are present in the POOSL model.
These processes only contain behaviour that is necessary to close the model, based on the interactions
they have with the core model. Since this behaviour deviates (due to abstractions) from the complete
functional specification of these processes [12,14], it is described only here and not in Chapter 2.

6.4.1 The MT Association Agent (MAA)

The MAA is responsible for the association procedure upon request from CCON (see Section 6.4.2). It
also informs the ADO about de-associations (see Section 6.4.7). The MAA process is simplified as
much as possible. Since the MT MAC addresses are fixed in the POOSL model, the negotiations with
the AP about the assignment of a MAC address are left out.

An association procedure starts with an association request from CCON. The MAA subsequently sends
a synchronisation request to the MTC. If the MT manages to synchronise with the intended AP, the
MAA sends an association request to the ADO process at the AP. If the response from the ADO is
positive as well, the MAA informs the MHI, the MTC and CCON about the successful association. If
something goes wrong during the association procedure, the MAA sends a negative confirmation to
CCON and waits for the next association request to arrive.

If a backward HO changes into a forward HO while the MHI just triggered method
findTargetAP () (), the MAA is not automatically informed about it (see Section 6.3.4). CCON
learns about the changed HO type through parameter HO that is added to the
ccon! HOlnd (apMacAddr , HO) message. It then informs the MAA through message
maa !APLos t if the forward HO is the result of a backward HO scenario. Upon reception of this
added message, the MAA continues with behaviour that is analogous to its normal behaviour in a
forward HO scenario. Without the added HO parameter and APLost message, the MAA would receive
ccon?mtDeassociationReq (backward HO), which it would confirm. Then, the MAA would
send adg! mtDeassociated to the ADO process at the AP. Since the backward HO changed into a
forward HO, without the MAA and CCON processes knowing about it, the 'old' AP is unreachable and
message adg! mtDeassociationReq should not be sent in this case. The added HO parameter
informs CCON about the HO type and CCON on its turn informs the MAA about the special forward
HO using message maa! APLost. So now the forward HO that resulted from a backward HO is also
treated as a forward HO by the MAA and CCON like it should.

6.4.2 The CCON process

CCON controls the association and de-association procedures. To this purpose, it communicates with
the MHI and the MAA. The internal structure and functionality of the CCON process has been derived
from the interactions that other processes have with it.

CCON initiates the first association with AP MAC address 1. It sends an association request to the
MAA and waits for a confirmation. If the response from the MAA is negative, CCON increments
variable apMacAddr with 1 (modulo maxAPlndex) and sends a new request to the MAA. It receives
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the value of instance variable maxAPlndex from the MAA through confirmation message
maa?associationCnf(RC,maxAPlndex).
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If the confirmation from the MAA is positive, CCON calls method associated () (). It then waits
for message mhi ?mtAssociationLostlnd followed by mhi ?HOlnd (apMacAddr, HO) in
case of a forward HO or message mhi ?HOlnd (apMacAddr , HO) directly in case of a backward HO
(or a forward HO that resulted from a backward HO). CCON is informed about the MAC address of
the target AP for handover through the HOlnd message from the MHI. If
mhi ?HOlnd (apMacAddr, HO) is received directly, a check is performed on parameter HO. If HO
"backward_HO" a de-association request is sent to the MAA and CCON only calls method
deassociated () () when the confirmation of the de-association from the MAA is received. If HO
= "forward_HO" the MAA is informed about it through message maa !APLos t. The MAA is not
informed about the lost AP by the MHI in this case, since the forward HO resulted from a backward
HO.

6.4.3 The MT MPDU Handler Transmit (MPX)

The MPX is responsible for the sending of mhi !APLos t messages that indicate the need of a forward
HO and therefore trigger method APLos t () () of the MHI. Since the data part of the protocol is
omitted in the POOSL model, the MPX has no information on which it could base its decision to send
an APLos t message. It uses a mechanism with a random delay according to a uniform distribution
instead.

The MTC controls the MPX using messages mpx! enableMpx and mpx! disableMpx (see Section
6.3.2). Only when the MPX is enabled, it is allowed to send an APLos t message. The MPX becomes
disabled whenever the physical connection between the AP and the MT is deliberately broken. This
may happen before or after the MPX has sent mhi !APLos t. When the MPX has sent an APLos t
message, it will always become disabled by reception of a di sable message, since there is no
physical connection during the HO procedure that is caused by the MPX itself. The enable and
disable messages strictly alternate.

If execution of method APLos t () () of the MHI is already triggered by the MTC, there is still a
possibility that the MPX also wants to send an APLos t message, because it is only inside method
APLos t () () that the MPX becomes disabled. The MPX can not send this message, because the MHI
is not willing to receive it in method APLos t () ( ) . It could be added as an extra input, but since the
MHI already knows that it is in a forward HO scenario (it is in APLos t () ()), reception of the
message does not add extra information. Furthermore, the MPX becomes disabled when the MHI
leaves method APLost () () anyway. In this case the abort construction is used to disable the MPX
and the APLos t message that the MPX wanted to send is never sent.

6.4.4 The MT Radio Control Manager (RCM)

The behaviour of the RCM is very simple. The mechanism that controls the frame header hunt and the
radio modem is replaced with a probabilistic decision mechanism (see Section 6.2.3). Instantiation
parameter apAcquis i t ionProbabi 1 i ty denotes the probability of a successful AP acquisition.
The only reason to provide the acquisition request (acquireNewAP (newChannel)) with
parameter newChanne1 25 is its visibility in the interaction diagram, so that it becomes clear to the
user that every acquisition request refers to a new frequency channel. Independent from the outcome of
the acquisition decision, a delay (1) statement is used to model the period of time that is needed by
the radio modem to tune into a new frequency channel (see [12, p. 35]).

25
Parameter newChannel corresponds to parameter theChannel or oldChannel in the MTC.
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6.4.5 Processes that respond to information requests

6.4.5.1 The MT MPDU Handler Receive (MPR)

The MPR process responds to information requests from the MTC and the MHI about the load of
neighbouring APs and the MPDU error rate of the current association respectively. In the POOSL
model, the MPR directly responds to those incoming requests with dummy response messages
rotc! neighAPLoadlnfoCnf and rnhi ! ropduErrorsCnf. Since the order of the alternative APs
in the AP list of the MTC is fixed (abstraction, see Section 6.2.4) and the backward HO decision in the
MHI is taken in a probabilistic way (abstraction, see Section 6.2.3), the information that the MPR could
provide is not used. This is why dummy response messages are used.

As a result of the MHI suspension mechanism (see Section 2.4.9.1) there is a possibility for the MHI
process to return to method associa ted () () while it was waiting for a response message from the
MPR. The MPR then blocks, since the MHI is not willing to receive this message in state
associated () (). To overcome this problem, an additional choice statement in combination with a
delay (1) statement is used. The MPR will try to send its response message to the MHI only during
one time unit. A delay of one time unit (in fact any delay> 0) suffices in this case, because the MHI is
willing to receive the response message either instantaneously or not at all.

6.4.5.2 The MT Measurement Functions (MEF)

Except for the names of the messages that are used, the MEF process is completely analogous to the
MPR process (see Section 6.4.5.1). The MEF responds to requests from the MTC and the MHI
regarding the Radio Link Quality (RLQ) with dummy response messages. Both the MTC and the MHI
do not use the RLQ information, since the comparison of the RLQ with a threshold value in the MTC
and the backward HO decision in the MHI have been abstracted by a probabilistic choice. The response
to the MHI is guarded by a timeout in the same way as is the case in the MPR. The reason that separate
receive statements are used for the communication with the MTC and the MHI is that the channel
between the MEF and the MSS cluster (that contains the MTC) is completely separated from the
channel between the MEF and the MDC cluster (that contains the MHI). As a result, the MEF will
automatically be able to determine which process sent a certain request26

•

6.4.5.3 The MT Generic WDLC process (GDL)

The ODL process instantaneously responds with a dummy response message to requests from the MHI
regarding the cell error rate of the current association. The response to the MHI is time-guarded in the
same way as is the case in the MPR (see Section 6.4.5.1).

6.4.6 The MT (Slave) Scheduler (MSC)

In the POOSL model the MSC only communicates with the MTC. It immediately responds to suspend
and resume requests. Those requests must alternate, otherwise the MSC blocks. The distinction
between suspending immediately and later is removed, since the data part of the protocol is omitted in
the POOSL model.

6.4.7 The AP Dynamic Generic Agent (ADG)

The ADO keeps track of all associations and de-associations of the AP. It also performs some tasks that
belong to the AAA processes in the real protocol, since POOSL does not support dynamic process
creation and thus does not contain any AAA processes. The ADO uses an array rotAssociated to
store information about which MTs are associated.

26 In SDL the imperative operator sender [2. p. 591 can not be used, since the MEF contains an intermediate state (and thus
signal input). Two different request signals are used, otherwise the response signals could end up nondeterministically in the
MTCorMHI.
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Upon reception of an association request from an MAA process (maa ?associationReq) the ADO
checks in the mtAssociated array whether the requesting MT happens to be associated already. If
this is the case, the association request is denied. If it is not, the ADO updates the mtAssociated
array, sends a confirmation to the MAA and informs the AlA about the new association. The
acknowledgement to the MAA, positive or negative, is always provided with instantiation parameter
maxAPlndex. The MAA passes on this parameter to the MTC and CCON.

The ADO is informed about de-associations by the MAA processes of the de-associating MTs.
Furthermore, the ADO learns about MTs that are lost through reception of message
aia?mtLost (mtMacAddr) from the AlA. The ADO exhibits almost the same behaviour in both
cases. It updates array mtAssociated and informs the ATI (see Section 6.3.1.1). In case ofa de
association (as part of a backward HO procedure) it also informs the AlA
(aia !mtDeassociated (mtMacAddr)).

Both output messages to the AlA (aia! mtAssocia ted and aia !mtDeassocia ted) are guarded
by an interrupt statement. This is done to prevent deadlock between the ADO and the AlA.
Independent from the ADO, the AlA can be in a position in which it tries to send adg !mtLos t while
at the same time the ADO tries to send one of the above-mentioned output messages to the AlA. The
interrupt method mtLost () () enables the ADO to receive the mtLost message from the AlA at
this point (as many times as needed). In interrupt method mtLos t () () the ADO then performs the
same steps as when the mtLost message is received directly (as described above).

6.4.8 The AP MPDU Handler Receive (AMPR27
)

The AMPR process performs three tasks in parallel. In method sendAlive () () it periodically sends
a ia !mtAl i ve (mtMacAddr) messages to inform the AlA that a specific MT is still alive. In
method invi tationResponse () () it responds to invitations received from the AlA by sending
alive signals. And in method upda te () () it keeps track of which MTs are physically reachable. The
process inner structure is constructed according to the interfaces it has with other processes within the
POOSL model.

In method sendAl i ve () () the AMPR can not base the sending of alive messages on the reception
of data MPDUs, since the data part of the protocol is omitted. In order to provide the AlA with al i ve
messages, an alternative construction is used. Method update () () uses an array mtAl i ve to keep
track of MTs that are 'alive'. It is provided with the necessary information by the MTC processes of the
different MTs through messages mtc? suspendMpr (apMacAddr, mtMacAddr) and
mtc?resumeMpr (apMacAddr, mtMacAddr). The MTC sends the suspend message whenever
the physical connection is broken (TIP, HO) and sends the resume message whenever a physical
connection is established (end of TIP, end of backward HO, association). In methods
sendAlive () () and invitationResponse () () the information that is stored in the
mtAl i ve array is used to decide if an MT qualifies for an al i ve message to be sent to the AlA.

In method sendAlive () () a static delay of interAliveTime time units is used between the
sending of successive alive messages. Instance variable interAl i veTime is assigned the value
frameDuration I mtMaxActif, so that it is possible to send an alive message to each MT
during one single frame period. The mtAlive array is always checked to ensure that alive messages
are only sent if the corresponding MT really is alive (according to its MTC process). To simulate that
an MT that is alive can be silent for some time (e.g. if there is no data transfer), the AMPR makes a
probabilistic choice (see Section 6.2.3) with probability al i veSendingProbabi 1 i ty to send an
alive message.

Method invi tationResponse () () is triggered by message aia ?sendlaalnvi tation from
the AlA. Since the AMPR knows exactly which MTs are 'alive' (physically connected), it is perfectly
capable to respond to invitation requests. Invitation requests are addressed to the AMPR (and not to the
ASC, as is the case in the original protocol), because the AMPR generates its alive messages

27 The 'A' in AMPR was added to distinguish the process from the MT MPDU Handler Receive (MPR)
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autonomously, independent from the arrival of data MPDUs at the AP MDP. Therefore, there is no
need to actually send the invitations to the MT (through the ASC). Upon reception of an invitation
request, the AMPR responds immediately with the sending of an alive message, under the condition
that the specific MT really is alive according to the mtAl i ve array.

6.4.9 The AP (Master) Scheduler (ASe)

The ASC process performs two independent tasks in parallel. It is responsible for the periodic sending
of frameStart messages to the AlA and it is involved in the TIP allowance procedure with the AT!.

The behaviour of method frameStart () () is very simple. The ASC just periodically sends
aia! frameStart messages. Instantiation parameter frameDuration denotes the interval time.

Method ascActive () () starts with receive statement a ti ?mpduTip (mtMacAddr, tipType) .
If tipType = "startTip" this input message should be interpreted as a request from the ATI that
the MT with MAC address mtMacAddr wishes to go incommunicado. In the real protocol the result of
the TIP allowance decision is based on the underlying data communication mechanism. E.g. TIP is not
allowed if it jeopardises the agreed Quality of Service. Because the data part of the protocol is omitted
in the POOSL model, the ASC uses a probabilistic decision mechanism instead (see Section 6.2.3) to
decide whether or not the TIP request will be granted. It informs the ATI about the outcome of the
decision (using parameter allowed) by means of message ati! tipMTAck (allowed). Because
of the probabilistic decision mechanism, parameter mtMacAddr is not used. It only serves as extra
information that is provided to the user in the interaction diagram. If t ipType = "s topTip" the
mpduTip message is only sent by the ATI to notify the ASC that the TIP procedure of the MT with
MAC address mtMacAddr has ended. The ASC ignores this information.
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7 Simulation

Until now, emphasis has been on the formal specification languages SDL and POOSL and the obtained
POOSL model of the MASCARA Steady State Control protocol. In this chapter, the modelling process
is elucidated, simulation results are presented, and usage of the SHESim tool is evaluated.

7.1 Modelling with SHESim

This section deals with the development of the model on macro level. The resulting model is
constructed according to an ad-hoc method in which modelling and simulation activities continuously
alternate, as can be seen from Figure 7-1. The core processes and the environment have been developed
in paralleI.

Figure 7-1: The interactive modelling process

The description of the MASCARA protocol consists of the informal specification [12,16], the SDL
source code [14] and several Message Sequence Charts (MSCs)28 that prescribe specific scenarios. The
protocol description serves as an input to the modelling process. Since the scope of the POOSL model
to be obtained has been limited beforehand, emphasis has been on those parts of the protocol
description that were to be included in the POOSL model. The remaining parts of the protocol
description are of help to the construction of the environment of the core model.

There is a strong interaction between modelling and simulation. A simulation run follows each
substantial addition to or adjustment of the model. This simulation serves as a rough correctness check
and provides feedback about possible errors caused by the last modifications of the model. Because of
the strong interaction between modelling and simulation, the processes in the environment are
developed simultaneously with the core processes, since they are needed to close the model for
simulation. Their behaviours are merely based on the interactions they have with the core processes.

The results that emerge during or at the end of a simulation run can be observed through process and
cluster inspectors and interaction diagrams (see Section 4.4). In general, human interaction is needed to

28 The various simulation results presented in this chapter can be compared to the corresponding MSCs (appendix 6). Note
however that they differ at several points, since, for example, the behaviour of processes that belong to the environment within
the POOSL model is abstracted.
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detect errors in simulation results. This has to do with the fact that most errors cause partial deadlocks
that are not automatically detected, as opposed to general system deadlocks. Upon detection of an error,
mostly by examination of the interaction diagram, the same simulation run can be repeated step by step,
trying to find out what caused the error using process inspectors, as far as the cause of the error is not
clear from the interaction diagram right away.

Errors that are found during simulation are caused by semantic differences between SDL and POOSL,
mistakes in the protocol description or human mistakes made in the translation from SDL into POOSL.
If the cause of an error is identified to be a mistake in the protocol description, this result is fed back to
the protocol description (SDL code). In this case, the error corrections that are made to the POOSL
model must coincide with the solution that is chosen to correct the error in the protocol description.

In the modelling activities that have been performed to eventually obtain the resulting POOSL model,
three phases can empirically be distinguished29:

Phase 1. The processes of the MT and AP Steady State Control that are considered to contain relatively
simple behaviour are modelled first. Those processes are: the Steady State Generic Control entities
(MSG, ASG), the Beacon Agents (MBA, ABA) and the TIP Agents (MTI, ATI). All processes that
communicate with those processes (including the AlA and MTC) are added as the environment to close
the model. The clusters ASS and MSS, that represent the AP and MT Steady State Control
respectively, are created. Furthermore, a cluster AMDP (AP MAC Data Pump) which contains the AP
Scheduler (ASe), is constructed as part of the environment. From the beginning the applied layout
structure is kept similar to the structure of the SDL model as much as possible. Processes and clusters
are connected to form a model that is suitable for simulation. This modelling phase is characterised by
the presence of (parts of) only one MT and one AP.
Phase 2. The system level AP and MT clusters are constructed. The values of instantiation parameters
are made accessible to the user at system level. Furthermore, the model is extended with the full MTC
and MHI behaviours (including timer processes). As a result, the behaviour of the existing processes is
adjusted and new processes are added to the environment. In this modelling phase the system level
description contains one single AP that services one or more MTs. In handover procedures, MTs re
associate to the same AP, since there is only one AP available.
Phase 3. The last process to obtain its full behaviour is the AP I Am Alive Agent (AlA). The behaviour
of the existing processes is adjusted again. Also, the model is extended to enable multiple APs at
system level. Numerous changes are made regarding addressing issues, especially with respect to peer
processes. The result is a model that is flexible in the number of APs and MTs at the system level. The
core processes contain behaviour as detailed as the behaviour of the SDL model, whereas the processes
in the environment only contain the behaviour that is necessary to close the model in a well-considered
manner.

In the different modelling phases, different system configurations are used. For simulations of the final
POOSL model (phase 3), a system configuration with two APs and three MTs is used. E.g. more than
one MT is needed to be able to determine if the behaviour of the AlA is correct and more than two APs
are needed to determine if the behaviour of the MTC is correct (scanning procedures). There is no real
limit to the total number of APs and MTs in the model (except available memory). But, of course the
simulation speed of the system decreases when its size grows.

7.2 Simulation of MASCARA

7.2.1 System level description

The AP and MT clusters are used to construct the system level description of the model. By means of
drag and drop activities all kinds of system configurations can be built for simulation. The system level
description that is used to obtain the results that are presented in this section, is shown in Figure 7-2. It
consists of one MT and three APs that are connected through one single channel (ap_rot). The purpose
of the simulations, of which the results are described in Sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.4, has been to obtain
examples of TIP and HO procedures. For these sample TIP and HO procedures a configuration with

29 The division into modelling phases is only presented here to illustrate the approach that has been followed.
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Figure 7-2: A possible configuration ofthe MASCARA model at system level

one MT and three APs suffices. Only one MT is involved since both TIP and HO procedures are MT
originated. To clarify the scanning procedures, at least three APs are needed.

7.2.2 Simulation preconditions: parameter values
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Before a simulation run can be started, the instantiation parameters of the entities at system level (APs
and MTs) need to be provided with proper values. These parameter values are passed on to all
processes within the entities that make use of them (AP and MT internal distribution). Together with
the structure of the model at system level, the parameter values influence the course of the simulation.
An overview of the instantiation parameters that are used during the simulations described in this
section and their values is presented in Table 7-1 and Table 7-3 for the AP and MT respectively. In
general, values assigned to parameters are equal for all APs within the model, since all APs are
assumed to be equal in their behaviour. The same holds for the MTs. Exceptions to this are the AP and
MT MAC addresses (myAPMacAddr and mtMacAddr). They serve as a unique identifier for each
AP and each MT within the model. All probabilities that are mentioned in this section are used to
abstract from the real protocol (see Section 6.2.3).

Table 7-1: Instantiation parameters of the AP.

Parameter Type Catel!.orv Value Description
aliveSendingProbability* Number Probability 0.6 Denotes the probability an mtAl i ve

message is sent to the AlA by the AMPR.
tipAliowanceProbability* Number Probability 0.8 Denotes the probability that a TIP request

is granted by the MSC.
beaconPeriod Number Duration 100 Period of time between the sending of

successive beacons by the ABA.
frameDuration * Number Duration 10 Period of time between the sending of

successive frameStart messages by the
ASC (represents frame duration).

UaaPoli Number Duration 8 Time between successive polling
procedures of the AlA.

maxAPlndex Integer Limiting value 3 The total number of APs present.
mtMaxActif Integer Limiting value I The total number of MTs present.
myAPMacAddr Integer MAC address 1-3 MAC address of the AP. Unique identifier

for each AP.
iaaMax Integer Limiting value 2 The maximum number of invitations that

can be sent by the AlA before an MT is
considered as lost.
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Table 7-2: Instantiation parameters of the AP (continued).

Simulation

Parameter Tvpe Catee:orv Value Description
maxTimePeriods Integer Limiting value 2 Denotes how many polling procedures of

the AlA are executed concerning a specific
MT before further action is taken.

step Integer Limiting value I Measure for the distribution of invitations
over the MTs that qualify. Invitations are
only sent everyone out of step times.

Table 7-3: Instantiation parameters of the MT.

Parameter Tvpe Catee:orv Value Description
apAcquisitionProbability· Number Probability 0.8 Denotes the probability of a successful AP

acquisition by the RCM.
HO_Probability· Number Probability 0.2 Denotes the probability of a backward HO

decision in the MHI.
tNeighSearch Number Duration 50 Time between the ending of a TIP

procedure and the start of the next TIP
procedure.

tTipWaitAck Number Duration 2 Time the MTI waits for an acknowledge-
ment before the TIP request is repeated.

tUpdateHOParm Number Duration 45 Time between successive checks of the
need for a backward HO.

mtMacAddr Integer MAC address I MAC address of the MT. Unique identifier
for each MT.

• parameter used to abstract from the real protocol

The values of timers (duration parameters) have not been subject to restrictions beforehand30
• In the

model, their mutual relationships are more important than their absolute values. However, there are
some rules of thumb that have been applied in the assignment of values to duration parameters:

• ClaaPoll = frameDuration. When t_IaaPoll is much larger, the decision to send an invitation
comes too late, since polling happens too coarsely and possibilities to send invitations are left
unused. Parameter maxTimePeriods is used in combination with t_IaaPoll to estimate the
time that an MT is allowed to be silent before it qualifies to be sent an invitation. When
frameDura tion is much larger, MTs that qualify to be sent an invitation are taken into account
too late.

• The values of each of the parameters beaconPeriod, tNeighSearch and tUpdateHOParm should be
much larger than the values of parameters ClaaPoll andframeDuration. It is assumed that in the
time between two beacons, between two TIP procedures or between two backward HO decision
procedures by far more than one time frame elapses.

• tTipWaitAck > O. IfTIP is allowed, the acknowledgement is sent instantaneously to the MTI.
Otherwise, it is never sent. So, any positive value of tTipWai tAck suffices.

The combination of val ues of parameters i aaMax, maxT imePer i ods, step and
al i veSendingProbabi 1 i ty determines the average number of invitations that are sent and the
average number of MTs that are considered lost by the AlA. The values of
tipAllowanceProbabili ty and apAcquisi tionProbabili ty respectively determine the
average number of TIP attempts and association attempts that are needed. The value of
HO_Probabi 1 i ty determines the average number of backward handovers that take place3

!.

30 Except for the duration of I ms (I time unit) that it takes the radio modem to tune into a specific frequency channel (modelled
in the ReM).

3! The average number of forward handovers that are caused by the MPX depends on the boundaries of the Unifonn distribution
of the delay within the MPX (see Section 6.4.3).
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7.2.3 A sample TIP procedure
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In this section, two variants of a TIP procedure are presented. They are obtained through simulation of
the model described in Section 7.2.1 with the parameter values as specified in Section 7.2.2. The
interaction diagram in Figure 7-3 shows a standard TIP scenario. Figure 7-4 shows what happens when
the association gets lost while the MT is in TIP.

MT AP2
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Figure 7-3: Interaction diagram ofa sample TIP procedure

Before the TIP procedure of Figure 7-3 is started with a timeout of the MTC timer, the MT has been
associated to AP2. A TIP request is sent to the MTI. Upon reception of the affirmative response from
the MTI, the MTC suspends the MHI and MSC processes. The first AP that is visited during the AP
scanning procedure is AP 1. The AMPR process of AP2 becomes suspended at this point, because now
the physical connection with AP2 is broken and no mtAl i ve messages should be generated by the
AMPR until further notice. API turns out not to be reachable, according to the probabilistic decision
mechanism within the RCM. The next AP that is visited, is AP3 (AP2 is skipped, because it is the AP
the MT currently is associated with). AP3 turns out to be reachable (virtually) and information about
the radio link quality and load of AP3 is exchanged (dummy). Since AP3 is the last AP to be scanned,
the MSC and MHI are resumed again and the physical connection with AP2 is restored. The MTC
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informs the MTI that it has finished its part of the TIP procedure, so that the MTI can inform the AP
about it (stopTip). The timer is set for the next TIP and the AMPR is resumed (the physical
connection has been restored).

If the association with the AP is lost during TIP, a different scenario is followed, as can be seen from
Figure 7-4. The attempt to restore the physical connection with AP2 fails. The MTC then generates an
APLos t message to inform the MHI that the association is lost. The MHI starts a forward HO
scenario, in which the MTC is asked to provide the MHI with a candidate AP. The forward HO
scenario is described in Section 7.2.4.2.

MT

Ccon MSC MPX Timer MHI Timer MTC MTI MBA RCM
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Figure 7-4: Alternative TIP-end scenario when the association is lost

7.2.4 Sample HO procedures

In this section, sample backward and forward HO procedures are described. The interaction diagrams
shown in this section are obtained through simulation of the model described in Section 7.2.1 with the
parameter values as specified in Section 7.2.2. The interaction diagram in Figure 7-5 shows a standard
backward HO scenario. Figure 7-6 shows what happens if the current association gets lost during the
backward HO procedure (backward HO becomes forward HO). A forward HO scenario is presented in
Figure 7-7.

7.2.4.1 Backward HO

A sample backward HO scenario is shown in Figure 7-5. When the MHI timer expires, the MT is
associated to AP2. The information needed to decide if a backward HO should be performed, is
collected (dummy RLQ, MPDU error and cell error messages). It turns out that a backward HO is
needed, according to the probabilistic decision mechanism within the MHI. As a result, the MTC is
requested to provide the MHI with a candidate AP for the handover, after the MPX has been disabled
(the HO decision is positive, so no forward HO should be triggered by the MPX before the new
association takes place).

The MTC starts a scanning procedure to find an appropriate AP. It resets the MTI and its timer (no TIP
procedure should be started before the new association becomes active) and suspends the MSC before
it tries to establish a connection to the first alternative AP. The abstracted arbitration procedure within
the MTC always starts with the acquisition of the next AP. Since the MT momentarily is associated to
AP2, the next AP is AP3 in this case. Together with the first acquisition attempt, the AMPR of AP2 is
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Figure 7-5: Interaction diagram ofa sample backward HO procedure

suspended, because the physical connection gets lost at that point. AP3 turns out to be reachable,
according to the probabilistic decision mechanism within the RCM. Information about the radio link
quality is collected before the MSC is resumed, the physical connection with AP2 is restored and the
AMPR of AP2 is resumed. The MTC informs the MHI about the candidate AP it found (AP3).

The MHI accordingly informs CCON and waits for the new association to become active. CCON is in
charge of the association procedure. It first requests the MAA to de-associate with the current AP
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(AP2). The MAA informs the ADO of AP2 as well as the MBA about the de-association. In AP2 the
ATI and AlA are informed by the ADO about the de-association. The next step of CCON is to request
the MAA to associate with AP3. The MAA first sends a synchronisation request to the MTC. The
RCM manages to establish a physical connection to the requested AP, so that the MTC sends a positive
synchronisation acknowledgement back to the MAA. The MAA then sends an association request to
the ADO of AP3, which is answered affirmatively. Within AP3 the ADO informs the AlA about the
new association. At the MT, the MAA informs the MHI, MTC, MBA and CCON processes about the
new association, which completes the association procedure. Timers are set and normal operation is
resumed.

This association procedure can fail at several points. The synchronisation procedure can go wrong if
the outcome of the probabilistic decision within the RCM is negative. Also, the ADO can send a
negative response to the association request. This happens if the MT has been associated to the specific
AP before and the association has suddenly been lost without the AP knowing about it (forward HO). If
the MT tries to associate to the same AP again (e.g. if it has tried all other APs with no success), the
request is denied because the AP thinks the MT is still associated. Only when the AlA detects that the
MT is lost, it is possible for this MT to become associated with the same AP again. If the association
procedure goes wrong with respect to one of the points mentioned above, this is reported back to
CCON. CCON then sends a request to associate with the next AP (abstraction).

If the MT does not manage to return to its old AP, after it has found a candidate AP during a backward
HO procedure, the backward HO changes into a forward HO. The interaction diagram of Figure 7-6
shows the alternative behaviour of this case.
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Figure '-6: A backward HO changes into a forward HO
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Before the backward HO procedure of Figure 7-6 was started, the MT had been associated to AP 132
•

The attempt to return to API fails and the MTC changes the HO parameter of the targetAPFound
message in 00 forward_HO 00 to inform the MHI. The MHI accordingly informs CCON. Since it now
has become a forward HO, all steps that have to do with the de-association (backward HO) are omitted.
Also, the AMPR of API is not resumed, since there is no physical connection. In a normal forward HO
scenario the MAA is informed by the MHI about the lost AP. In the special case of Figure 7-6, this part
of the MHI behaviour (method APLos t () (), corresponding with the asterisk state in the SDL model)
has not been executed, because the MHI was already halfway the (backward) handover procedure
(waiting for the targetAPFound response from the MTC) when it was changed into a forward HO.
In this special scenario, CCON informs the MAA about the lost AP, so that the MAA can inform the
MBA and is willing to directly receive an association request from CCON, without receiving a de
association request first (as is the case in a backward HO). The association procedure that follows
remains the same (compared with a normal backward HO procedure).

7.2.4.2 ForwardHO

A sample forward HO scenario is shown in Figure 7-7. The MT has first been associated to API and
after the forward HO procedure it is associated to AP2.

The forward HO procedure is started by the MPX. However, there is no difference in behaviour
between forward handovers started by the MPX and forward handovers started by the MTC (see Figure
7-4). The MHI timer is reset (prevent the start of a backward HO), CCON is informed, the MPX is
disabled (prevent the start of another forward HO), the MTC is requested to find a candidate AP and
the MAA is informed about the lost association. The MTC keeps on searching until it has found a
candidate AP. As can be seen from Figure 7-7, the MTC starts its scan with the next AP (AP2) and this
AP turns out to be reachable. The MTC accordingly informs the MHI about the AP it found. The MHI
forwards this information to CCON and from then the same association procedure is followed as is
described in Section 7.2.4.1.

7.2.5 Causes ofdeadlock and their solutions

7.2.5.1 Deadlocks in general

In this section, the causes of some deadlocks and their solutions are discussed. The deadlocks that are
described are all partial deadlocks. This means that one or more processes block, but not the system as
a whole.

According to the deadlocks that have been found in the POOSL model, three general causes of
deadlock can be identified, namely:
I. Semantic differences between SDL and POOSL.
2. Modelling errors in the SDL source code.
3. Modelling errors in the POOSL source code.

Important differences between SDL and POOSL concerning deadlock are the underlying
communication mechanism and the grain of parallelism. The rendezvous communication mechanism in
combination with statement level interleaving in POOSL caused many of the deadlocks that were
found. The discarding mechanism in SDL also leads to deadlocks in POOSL, except when messages to
be discarded are explicitly received and subsequently ignored using extra input statements.

Most deadlocks that occurred have been eliminated by means of adding behaviour to one of the
processes involved. In practice this comes down to the addition of an extra receive statement. In some
occasions, alternative solutions have been found. In the next subsections, several deadlocks that
occurred are described.

32 As can be seen from the time stamps, the interaction diagrams of Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6 do not correspond to the same
backward HO procedure.
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Figure 7-7: Interaction diagram ofa sample forward HO procedure

7.2.5.2 Deadlocks involving the MTC and the MHI

The first deadlock to be described occurs between the MTC and the MHI. In the specific situation the
MHI has just collected information about its current association and decided that a backward HO is
necessary. It therefore tries to send rotc! getTargetAP to the MTC. The MTC, however, just got
permission to start a TIP procedure and accordingly tries to send rnhi ! suspendMHI to the MHI.

In the SDL model (see appendix 2) a similar deadlock occurs when the MTC sends SUSPEND_MHI to
the MHI while the MHI is in state waiCchanneLdata. The signal is discarded and when the MHI moves
on, it generates GET_TARGET_AP, which on its turn is discarded by the MTC. The MTC finishes off its
TIP procedure (RESUME_MHI is also discarded by the MHI) and returns to state associated. The MHI
keeps on waiting for the TARGET_AP_FOLINO response from the MTC, but the MTC never generates
this signal. The only signal the MTC possibly sends to the MHI is AP_LOST (if the association with the
old AP gets lost), but even this signal is discarded by the MHI since the find_targeCAP state has been
excluded from the asterisk state33

•

33 The find_targel_AP state has been excluded from the asterisk state to prevent repeated execution of state transitions starting
from the asterisk state while the MHI already is involved in a HO procedure (see Section 6.3.4).
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The deadlock in SDL has been eliminated through addition of the possibility to receive SUSPEND_MHI
in state wait_channel_data. Now, either the MHI becomes suspended or the backward HO procedure is
started, whatever happens first34

. The conclusion could be drawn that a modelling error in SDL caused
the deadlock. But, application of the same solution in the POOSL model does not eliminate the
deadlock in POOSL. This has to do with the statement level interleaving in POOSL. Where in SDL
both possible state transitions are mutually exclusive, in POOSL single statements of both processes
can be interleaved in any order. The problem has been solved through addition of an extra receive
statement rnhi ?getTargetAP in the MTC (see Section 6.3.2).

The possibility for the MHI to receive rntc? suspendMhi creates another deadlock situation in
POOSL. At the starting point of method wa i tChanne lData () () the MHI has at least one
outstanding request for information. When rntc? suspendMhi is received at this point, the MHI is
not willing to receive the responses to those information requests anymore. In POOSL, the sending
processes (MEF, MPR and GDL) block if they can not send their responses, whereas in SDL their
responses are simply discarded by the MHI. The sending of the response messages has been guarded
with a delay statement in POOSL to eliminate the deadlock (see Section 6.4.5). The same solution is
applied in the ATI to message rnti ! rnpduTipAck (see Section 6.3.1.1).

Another deadlock situation between the MTC and the MHI occurred in the POOSL model when the
MTC has finished its TIP procedure and tries to send rnhi ! resurneMhi to the MHI. In the meantime,
the MHI has received rnpx?APLos t from the MPX, that indicates that the current association is lost. It
then tries to send rntc ! getTargetAP to the MTC. So, again there is a deadlock between the MTC
and the MHI, because they both want to send messages and not receive them.

In SDL, this scenario also leads to a deadlock. When the MPX sends an AP_LOST signal to the MHI
while the MTC is in the middle of a TIP procedure, the signal GET_TARGET_AP that is sent to the MTC
is discarded. When the MTC ends its TIP procedure (RESUME_MHI is also discarded by the MHI), it
also addresses an AP_LOST signal to the MHI (since the association is lost) and returns to state
associated. The MHI discards this signal and keeps on waiting for the TARGET_AP_FOUND response
from the MTC, but the MTC never generates this signal.

In the POOSL model, the aforementioned deadlock has been eliminated through suspension of the
MPX when the MT is in TIP. For this purpose the MPX is disabled by the MHI when
rntc? suspendMhi is received by the MHI and enabled again when rntc? resurneMhi is received
by the MHI. In fact, when the association gets lost during a TIP procedure, the MTC does not manage
to return to the old AP and a forward HO procedure is started anyway. An extra APLost message
from the MPX is superfluous in this case, so that the MPX can safely be disabled.

7.2.5.3 Deadlocks involving the AlA, the ADG and the ATI

A deadlock that occurred in the POOSL model, without having a counterpart in the SDL model, is the
deadlock between the AlA and the ADG process, as mentioned in Section 6.4.7. The AlA tries to send
adg! rntLost whereas the ADG tries to send aia! rntAssociated or aia !rntDeassociated.
This deadlock is a typical example of a deadlock that is caused by the rendezvous communication
mechanism in POOSL. In the SDL model, the respective messages arrive normally at the input ports of
the destination processes and are consumed accordingly. In POOSL, a construction with an interrupt
statement is used to enable the ADG to receive aia? apLos t, even when it tries to send a message to
the AlA at that time.

Application of this solution in POOSL led to a new deadlock between the AlA, the ADO and the ATI
(as mentioned in Section 6.3.1.1). The deadlock occurred because a choice statement was used in the
ATI to enable the AlA to reset the ATI if an MT gets lost while it is in TIP. In the SDL model, this
situation has not been taken into account, which leads to erroneous behaviour. In essence, the deadlock
situation is the following:

34 However, if GET_TARGET_AP arrives at the input port of the MTC before INIT_HO_SEEK_INFO_OK is consumed from
the same input port (permission for TIP), this still leads to (another) deadlock.
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AT!: sel

aia!mtSleep; or aia!mtWakeUp;
or

adg?reset;

les

AlA: adg!mtLost(i);

ADG: aia!mtAssociated 1
or ~

aia!mtDeassociated J
interrupt aia?mtLost(i); ati!reset

Replacement of the choice statement in the AT! with a parallel composition solved the problem.
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8 Conclusions and recommendations

In the scope of this graduation project, a model of a part of the MASCARA protocol has been built
using the formal specification language POOSL. IL has been developed according to the informal
specifications [12,16], the SDL source code [14] and the Message Sequence Charts (appendix 6)
provided by the WAND35 consortium36

. The resulting model consists of the AP and MT Steady State
Control, the Handover Indicator process of the MT Dynamic Control and a number of peripheral
processes that close the model.

The development of the POOSL model served several purposes. First, deadlocks and other errors that
were found during simulation runs of the POOSL model and that were attributable to modelling errors
in the original SDL model have led to corrections of the SDL model. The corrected SDL model is used
within the VIRES37 project to perform verification experiments. Second, a comparison of formal
languages SDL and POOSL has been made. Third, extensive documentation of the part of the
MASCARA protocol that has been modelled in POOSL is obtained through this thesis. Rules of thumb
concerning several system parameters have been established. Finally, the POOSL model of
MASCARA serves as an example to examine the suitability of the POOSL language and the SHESim
tool for the development of complex real world protocols. Using simulation as part of the modelling
activity is evaluated as an approach.

Since the SDL source code has been available, remodelling of part of the MASCARA protocol in
POOSL to a large extent came down to more or less straightforward translation from SDL into POOSL.
In spite of different terminology, specifications in both SDL and POOSL consist of a number of
concurrent processes that communicate by exchanging information over channels. Indeed, when
comparing the two languages at the level of their syntax, it may seem as if there often is a simple one
to-one correspondence that allows for a straightforward translation. The SDL syntax and layout
structure can be converted into POOSL syntax and layout structure quite easily. The internal process
structure of SDL is more committed to construction rules than its POOSL counterpart, but this does not
lead to any problems. However, things are not that simple, as there are important semantic differences.
The underlying communication mechanisms are completely different. SDL uses asynchronous buffered
communication, whereas POOSL uses synchronising rendezvous communication. Furthermore, the
grain of parallelism in SDL is situated at state transition level, whereas in POOSL it is situated at
statement level.

The rendezvous communication mechanism makes POOSL a language with a higher level of
synchrony between processes, compared to the buffered communication mechanism in SDL. Regarding
this aspect, the set of all possible execution traces is smaller in POOSL than in SDL, when the same
model is concerned. If only rendezvous communication is used between processes in POOSL, the
behaviour of the POOSL model will not be equivalent to the corresponding SDL model. It is possible
in POOSL to manually create unbounded input buffers for each process. Then a translation into an
equivalent POOSL model can be achieved with respect to the communication mechanism. However,
the goal of this project has not been to obtain a POOSL model that is equivalent to the SDL model, but
to remodel the protocol in POOSL using the SDL code as a guide. If the use of input buffers for each
process is prescribed in advance (for whatever reason), it would be better to use a language that
implicitly supports this (like SDL). The use of input buffers for each process in POOSL leads to a
substantial additional modelling effort and a larger model and therefore has not been applied to the
resulting POOSL model.

Even if all processes within a POOSL model would have been provided with input buffers, the
resulting model would still not be equivalent with the SDL source model it corresponds with. This is
caused by the different grain of parallelism in POOSL compared to SDL: atomicity at statement level
versus atomicity at state transition level. The concept of atomicity is available in POOSL, but

35 Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator

36 [12], [16] and the MSCs are provided by the WAND consortium, whereas [14] has been reconstructed from the original within
the VIRES project using [12] (the original SDL code has not been made accessible).
37 Verifying Industrial REactive Systems
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communication actions are not allowed within atomic compositions of statements. However, it is
possible to externally realise atomicity (by means of an explicit scheduling agent), but this is very
laborious and has not been done for the same reasons as mentioned in the previous paragraph
concerning the addition of input buffers. Problems caused by the difference in the level of atomicity
have been solved in an ad-hoc manner instead. Regarding the aspect of atomicity, the set of possible
execution traces is larger in POOSL than in SOL, again concerning the same model in SOL and
POOSL.

The absence of input buffers in the POOSL model restricts the set of possible execution traces. In
combination with the statement level interleaving in POOSL, which enlarges the set of possible
execution traces, the result is that both sets of possible execution traces (of the SOL model and the
POOSL model) are incomparable, i.e. neither is contained in the other. These different sets of
execution traces lead to deadlock situations in POOSL. These deadlocks are caused by the different
communication mechanisms (especially in situations in which signals are discarded in SOL) and the
different grains of parallelism in SOL and POOSL.

The deadlocks that occurred have been eliminated using ad-hoc solutions. The simplest solution
applied is the extension of one of the processes in deadlock with an extra receive statement. Another
solution applied is the addition of an extra branch with a delay statement in case of a blocked send
statement that is expected to become enabled within bounded time or not at all.

Some rules of thumb have been established regarding the system parameters that indicate timer values
(duration). Simulations of the model only lead to general remarks about their mutual relationships, not
to explicit restrictions of their absolute values. To be able to say something about those absolute values,
more information about the conditions that apply to the protocol in the real world is necessary_
However, simulation runs of the POOSL model provide us with information about how a specific
parameter influences the behaviour of the part of the protocol that is modelled in POOSL.

The SHESim tool has been used to develop the POOSL model of the MASCARA protocol in an
interactive way. A simulation run follows each substantial addition to or adjustment of the model.
Simulation runs therefore serve as a rough correctness check and provide feedback about possible
modelling errors. Simulation results are also used to validate if the behaviour of the model is consistent
with the protocol description.

The POOSL model of MASCARA has been simulated in a configuration with up to 5 APs and 5 MTs.
Scaling up is very easy: a matter of drag and drop and adjustment of a number of instantiation
parameters. Extension of the model degrades the simulation speed38

, but with the aforementioned
system configuration the obtained simulation speed of the system is still acceptable. The simulation
speed per process seriously degrades however, since there are more processes involved in the overall
scheduling mechanism of a larger system. Furthermore, the simulation speed can become a serious
drawback if simulations are run on systems as large as the MASCARA protocol as a whole39

•

Working with SHESim and POOSL appears to be very intuitive. It is accompanied by a better
understanding of the model to be constructed, as compared to modelling with SOL, at least to my
experience. In SOL, the presence of implicit input ports and the discarding mechanism makes the
behaviour performed by SOL models less easy to understand and predict. Oespite of these advantages
regarding the SHESim tool, the following drawbacks can be pointed out.

The SHESim tool does not support exhaustive verification of correctness properties. The simulation
runs of the POOSL model of MASCARA do not guarantee its correctness. The execution of one trace
of the set of traces during a simulation does not provide us with any information about the correctness
of other possible traces. Thus, error free simulation results do not guarantee the correctness of a model.
However, the length of an error free simulation run intuitively gives an indication of the correctness of
the model.

38 The simulation speed can e.g. be expressed as the average number of simulation steps per second.

39 This depends on the available computing power. Ongoing improvements in this area have a positive effect on the maximum
size of models that can be simulated with acceptable simulation speeds using SHESim.
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The correctness of the behaviour that corresponds to a specific trace can only be examined by the user
through observation of the interaction diagram or specific process or cluster inspectors. Furthermore,
the simulation does not stop when an error occurs, since the error can not be detected automatically
(except for global system deadlock and type mismatches). Extension of the SHESim tool with the
possibility of non-exhaustive verification would be an improvement. This enables automatic error
detection, including partial deadlocks, and forces the user to formulate correctness properties.

In case of a partial deadlock, the simulation run does not stop automatically. When the user detects
such a deadlock, the same simulation run can be restarted to examine what caused the deadlock.
However, if the deadlock occurred after minutes or even hours of simulation, a rerun takes a lot of
time. After the first run, the processes involved in the partial deadlock situation can be identified and
often a guess can be made regarding the cause of the error. In these cases a guided simulation run, in
which the user is allowed to influence the course of the simulation, could lead to the partial deadlock in
a more direct way, thus saving time. Therefore, extension of the SHESim tool with the possibility of
guided simulation is recommended.

Another extension of the SHESim tool could be the possibility to inspect statistical properties of
messages over communication channels. With respect to the POOSL model of MASCARA,
information could be collected about the average number of associations or the average number of
handovers. Research on this subject has already been done [7], but the current version of the SHESim
tool has not yet been provided with this extension.
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Appendix 3 POOSL statements and expressions

Process statements

Process statement Meaning Action & Time passage
Performance

ch?m(pJ, ... ,Pn I DE) message reception communication yes
ch!m(DEJ, ... ,DEn) synchronous send communication yes
ch!*m(DEI, ... ,DEn) asynchronous send communication no
delay(DE) delay statement no yes
while E do PS od repetition internal no
if E then PS I else PSz fi conditional statement internal no
DS data statement internal no
PSt;PSz sequential composition dependent on constituents
sel PSI or ... or PSzles selection statement dependent on constituents
par PS I and ... and PSz rap parallel composition dependent on constituents
PSI interrupt PS z interrupt statement dependent on constituents
PSI abort PSz abort statement dependent on constituents
[DEjPS guarded command dependent on constituents
m(DEt,... ,DEn)(PI "",Pn) method call dependent on constituents

Data expressions

Data expression Meanin~

x data object referenced by x
new(C) newly created data object of data class C
self data object evaluating this expression
DE method call
m(DE 1,... ,DEn)
... ,-2,-1,0, I ,2, ... constants of primitive class Integer
'a','b', ... constants of primitive class Character
3.1415, -2.6 constants of primitive class Real
true, false constants of primitive class Boolean
"string", "POOSL" constants of class String
nil undefined data object; can considered to be member of any class
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Appendix 4 POOSL model layout structure

AP

AMCL
amel mmel

ASS aba_mba I ati_mti

I ASG I J ABA Iap_mt

inil_c1ose

MDP

I timer
I ati_aia ~ ATI ~ 1 ASC ITimer AIA I ass_amdp I

ass_adc ass_amdp

I AMPR Iamel amdp amel amdp amdp_amel

ass_adc I
amdp mmel

ADC adc_ass

ade_mde I
ADG II
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mel ceon I CCON I
MMCL WDLC

mde rei

mdc_mhi mef I IRCL

I ~~ I
wdlc mmel wdl

gdl_mhi
GDL

RCM MEF I

nel arncJ mmcl_amcl mss rei

MSS
I mss_.p

I
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process class MPR()
/* no superclass */

instance variables

communication channels
mhi, mtc

POOSL code

message interface
mtc ? neighAPLoadInfoReq();
mtc neighAPLoadInfoCnf();
mhi ? mpduErrorsReq();
mhi mpduErrorsCnf()

initial method call
mprActive () ()

instance methods
mprActive () ()

/* This process responds to requests from the MTC and MHI regarding neighbour AP
load information and MPDU errors respectively with a dummy confirmation
message. */

sel
mtc?neighAPLoadInfoReq;
mtc!neighAPLoadInfoCnf;

or
mhi?mpduErrorsReq;
sel

mhi!mpduErrorsCnf
or

delay(l)

les
les;
mprActive() ().

/* If the MHI is not willing to receive the confirmation
message (MHI is suspended), MPR continues after one
time unit. */

process class ADG(maxAPIndex: Integer; mtMaxActif: Integer; myAPMacAddr: Integer)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
mtMacAddr: Integer; mtAssociated: Array

communication channels
aia, ati, maa

message interface
aia mtDeassociated(UNKNOWN);
aia mtAssociated(UNKNOWN);
maa ? mtDeassociated(Integer, UNKNOWN);
ati reset(UNKNOWN);
aia ? mtLost(UNKNOWN);
maa associationCnf(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
maa ? associationReq(Integer, UNKNOWN);
aia ? mtLost(Integer)

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
mtLost() ()

I anMTMacAddr: Integer I
aia?mtLost(anMTMacAddr){
mtAssociated put(anMTMacAddr,false)};
ati!reset(anMTMacAddr) .

init () ()
mtAssociated .- new (Array) size (mtMaxActif) putAll(false);
adgActive() ().
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adgActive{) ()
/* This process keeps track of all associations and de-associations.

In association procedures it is asked for permission by the
requesting MAA process. */

I apMacAddr: Integer I
sel

aia?mtLost(mtMacAddr){
mtAssociated put(mtMacAddr,false)};
ati!reset{mtMacAddr) /* inform ATI about lost MT */

or
maa?associationReq{apMacAddr,mtMacAddr I apMacAddr = myAPMacAddr);
if mtAssociated get{mtMacAddr)
then

maa!associationCnf{mtMacAddr, "failure",maxAPlndex)
else

maalassociationCnf{mtMacAddr, "success",maxAPlndex) {
mtAssociated put{mtMacAddr,true)};
aialmtAssociated{mtMacAddr) interrupt mtLost() ()

/* interrupt to prevent deadlock between ADG and AlA */
fi

or
maa?mtDeassociated(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr I apMacAddr = myAPMacAddr){
mtAssociated put (mtMacAddr, false)};
ati!reset(mtMacAddr); /* inform ATI about de-associated MT */
aia !mtDeassociated (mtMacAddr) interrupt mtLost() ();

/* interrupt to prevent deadlock between ADG and AlA */
les;
adgActive() ().

process class timer()
/* no superclass */

instance variables
period: Number

communication channels
ch

message interface
ch timeout();
ch ? set (UNKNOWN) ;
ch ? reset()

initial method call
idle() ()

instance methods
set () ()

sel
delay (period); ch! timeout; idle () ()

or
ch?reset; idle{) ()

les.

idle () ()
sel

ch?set (period) ;
set () ()

or
ch?reset;
idle () ()

les.

process class ASC{frameDuration: Number; tipAllowanceProbability: Number)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomGen: RandomGenerator; mtMacAddr: Integer

communication channels
aia, ati
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message interface
aia ! frameStart();
ati ? tipMTlnd(Integer, String);
ati tipMTAck(UNKNOWN}

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
frameStart () ()

/* This process autonomously generates frameStart messages. They are
periodically sent to the AlA. */

delay(frameDuration) ;
aia!frameStart;
frameS tart () () .

ascActive() ()
/* This method responds in a probabilistic manner to TIP requests from the ATI

regarding a specific MT. It also consumes stopTip messages. */

I mtMacAddr: Integer; tipType: String; allowed: Boolean I
ati?tipMTlnd(mtMacAddr,tipType) ;
if tipType = "startTip"
then

if randomGen random <= tipAllowanceProbability
then

allowed .- true
else

allowed .- false
fi;
ati!tipMTAck(allowed)

fi;
ascActive() ().

init() ()
randomGen := new (RandomGenerator) ;
par

ascActive () ()
and

frameS tart () ()
rap.

process class MSG(}
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomGen: RandomGenerator; closingProbability: Number; randomDelay: Uniform

communication channels
init

message interface
init closeMti();
init closeMba();
init closeMtc();
init initMtc();
init initMba();
ini t ini tMti ( )

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
init () ()

/* This method initializes the processes present in the MSS cluster */

This random delay determines
when probabilistic closing
down decisions are made. */

/*

{closingProbability := 0; /* This variable denotes the probability ASS
behaviour will be closed whenever closing
considered. */

randomGen := new (RandomGenerator) ;
randomDelay := new(Uniform} withParams(O,lOO)};

init!initMti;
init!initMba;

down is
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init!initMtc;
closeMss () () .
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closeMss () ()
/* This method terminates the processes present in the MSS cluster by means of

sending close messages to these processes. The closing decision is taken in a
probabilistic way at uniformly distributed points in time. */

if randomGen random <= closingProbability
then

init!closeMti;
init!closeMtc;
init!closeMba

else
delay(randomDelay next);
closeMss() ()

fi.

process class RCM(apAcquisitionProbability: Number)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomGen: RandomGenerator; newChannel: Integer

communication channels
mtc

message interface
mtc ? acquireNewAP (UNKNOWN) ;
mtc acquireNewAPOk();
mtc acquireNewAPKo()

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
rcmActive() ()

/* This process makes a probabilistic choice whether it succeeds in the
acquisition of the requested AP. */

mtc?acquireNewAP(newChannel) ;
delay(l); /* radio modem tuning operation */
if randomGen random <= apAcquisitionProbability
then

mtc!acquireNewAPOk /* success */
else

mtc!acquireNewAPKo /* failure */
fi;
rcmActive() ().

init () ()
randomGen := new(RandomGenerator);
rcmActive() ().

process class MAA(mtMacAddr: Integer)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
apMacAddr: Integer; RC: String; maxAPIndex: Integer

communication channels
mhi, ccon, mba, mtc, adg

message interface
mhi ! associationCompleted();
mba ! mtDeassociated();
ccon ? associationReq(UNKNOWN);
adg ? associationCnf(Integer, UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
adg ! mtDeassociated(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mba ! mtAssociated(UNKNOWN);
ccon ? mtDeassociationReq();
ccon ! mtDeassociationCnf();
adg ! associationReq(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
ccon ? APLost();
mtc ? synchroWithAck(UNKNOWN);
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mtc associationCompleted(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mhi ? APLost () ;
mtc synchroWith(UNKNOWN);
ccon ! associationCnf(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN)

initial method call
deassociated() ()

instance methods
associated() ()

/* In this method the MAA is informed about a de-association according to a
forward or a backward HO procedure. */

sel

or

ccon?mtDeassociationReq; /*
ccon!mtDeassociationCnf;
adg!mtDeassociated(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr) ;
mba!mtDeassociated;
deassociated() ()

backward HO * /

mhi ?APLost;
mba!mtDeassociated;
deassociated() ()

/* forward HO */

or
ccon?APLost; /* forward HO after failing to

return to the old AP during a
backward HO. */

mba!mtDeassociated;
deassociated() ()

les.

deassociated() ()
/* This method performs the MT association procedure. */

/* successful synchronisation */

The MTC uses both
parameters in the
scanning procedure

/*

I macAddr: Integer I
ccon?associationReq(apMacAddr);
mtc!synchroWith(apMacAddr) ;
mtc?synchroWithAck(RC);
if RC = "success"
then

adglassociationReq(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr) ;
adg?associationCnf(macAddr,RC,maxAPIndex I macAddr = mtMacAddr);
if RC = "success" /* successful association */
then

mhi!associationCompleted;
mtc!associationCompleted(apMacAddr,maxAPIndex);

*/

ccon!associationCnf(RC,maxAPIndex);
mbalmtAssociated(apMacAddr); /* The MBA is informed about the

association, so that it can determine
which beacons to receive. */

associated() ()
else /* no successful

ccon!associationCnf(RC,maxAPIndex);
association */

/ * Parameter maxAPIndex
provides CCON with the
maximum number of APs. */

deassociated() ()
fi

else /* no successful synchronisation */
ccon!associationCnf(RC,maxAPIndex);
deassociated() ()

fi.

process class GDL()
/* no superclass */

instance variables

communication channels
mhi
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message interface
mhi ? cellErrorsReq();
mhi ! cellErrorsCnf()

initial method call
gdlActive () ()

instance methods
gdlActive () ()

/* This process responds to requests from the MHI regarding cell errors with a
dummy confirmation message. */

mhi?cellErrorsReq;
sel

mhi!cellErrorsCnf
or
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delay(l)

les;
gdlActive() ().

process class MBA()
/* no superclass */

instance variables
apMacAddr: Integer

communication channels
aba, mtc, msg, maa

message interface

/* If the MHI is not willing to receive the confirmation
message (MHI is suspended), GDL continues after one time
uni t. * /

msg ? initMba();
msg ? closeMba();
maa ? mtDeassociated();
mtc sendNeighAPInfo();
maa ? mtAssociated(UNKNOWN);
aba ? mpduBeacon(integer)

initial method call
startUp () ()

instance methods
startUp () ()

msg?initMba;
init() () abort msg?closeMba.

waitNetworkInfo() ()
/* This method repeatedly receives mpduBeacon messages from the ABA process of

the associated AP and accordingly notifies the MTC. */

I anAPMacAddr: integer I
aba?mpduBeacon(anAPMacAddr I anAPMacAddr
mtc!sendNeighAPInfo;
waitNetworkInfo() ().

apMacAddr) ;

init () ()
/* This method calls method waitNetworkInfo to receive beacons only if the MT is

associated. It is aborted if the MT becomes de-associated. */

maa?mtAssociated(apMacAddr); /* parameter used in waitNetworkInfo */
waitNetworkInfo() () abort maa?mtDeassociated;
init() ().

process class AIA(iaaMax: Integer; maxAPIndex: Integer; maxTimePeriods: Integer;
mtMaxActif: Integer; step: Integer; t_IaaPoll: Number)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
i: Integer; mtMacAddr: Integer; RC: String; nAss: Integer; mtStateList: Array

communication channels
mpr, adg, asg, timer, asc, ati
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message interface
timer? timeout();
asg? closeAia();
adg mtLost(UNKNOWN);
asc? frameStart();
ati ? mtWakeUp(UNKNOWN);
adg ? mtDeassociated(UNKNOWN);
timer! reset();
asg? initAia();
timer! set(UNKNOWN);
ati ? mtSleep(UNKNOWN);
adg ? mtAssociated(UNKNOWN);
mpr sendlaalnvitation(UNKNOWN);
mpr ? mtAlive(UNKNOWN)

initial method call
init() ()

instance methods
t_IaaPoll () ()

/* If an MT is silent for too long, counter := 1.
MTs that are in TIP too long are detected. */

I j: Integer
j := 1;
while j <= mtMaxActif
do

Appendix POOSL code

if (mtStateList get(j) counterl = maxTimePeriods) &
(mtStateList get(j) counter = 0) & /* Added because otherwise

"Deassoc" would never happen in
iaaProcess */

(mtStateList get(j) wakeUpFlag) /* Prevents counter from being set if an
MT is in TIP. It enables a better
estimation of the time an MT is in
TIP. * /

then
mtStateList get(j) setCounter(l)

else
if mtStateList get(j) validAddrFlag /* prevents counting

unassociated MTs */
then

mtStateList get(j) setCounterl(mtStateList get(j) counterl + 1);
if «mtStateList get(j) counterl - I) * t_IaaPoll > maxAPlndex) &

(mtStateList get(j) wakeUpFlag not)
/* check if an MT is in TIP too long */

then
adg!mtLost(j)(
mtStateList get(j) setMtMacAddr(nil) setValidAddrFlag(false)
setWakeUpFlag(true) setCounter(O) setCounterl(O);
nAss := nAss - l}

fi
fi

fi;
j := j + 1

od;
timer!set(t_IaaPoll);
steady () () .

wai tAssoc () ()
/* In this method the AlA waits for the first association to come. */

adg?mtAssociated(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get (mtMacAddr) setMtMacAddr(mtMacAddr) setValidAddrFlag(true);
nAss := I};
timer! set (t_IaaPoll) ;
steady() ().

iaaProcess() {)
/* In this method it is determined whether an MT qualifies to be sent an

invitation or should be considered lost. */

if {mtStateList get (i) validAddrFlag) & (mtStateList get (i) wakeUpFlag) &
(mtStateList get (i) counter> 0)

then
mtStateList get(i) setCounter(mtStateList get(i) counter + I);
if mtStateList get (i) counter> iaaMax + 1
then
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RC := "deassoc"
else

if (mtStateList get{i) counter) % step 0
then

RC .- "invitation"
else

RC .- "no action"
fi

fi
else

RC .- "no_action"
fi} .

init () ()
asg?initAia{
mtStateList := new (Array) size(mtMaxActif);
i : = 1;
while i <= mtMaxActif
do
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mtStateList put{i,

i .- i + 1

new(StateListElement) setMtMacAddr(i)
setValidAddrFlag{false) setWakeUpFlag{true)
setCounter(O) setCounterl(O»;

od;
i : = l};

waitAssoc{) () abort asg?closeAia.

steady{) ()
/* This method serves as a starting point for AlA normal operation.

AlA receives information about MTs that are alive, asleep, associated
and de-associated. The polling procedure is periodically started and
upon a frame start method frameStart, that checks all associated MTs,
is called. * /

sel
adg?mtAssociated(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get (mtMacAddr) setMtMacAddr(mtMacAddr) setValidAddrFlag(true);
nAss := nAss + l};
steady () ()

or
adg?mtDeassociated(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get (mtMacAddr) setMtMacAddr(nill setValidAddrFlag{false)
setWakeUpFlag(true) setCounter(O) setCounterl(O);
nAss := nAss - l};
if nAss = 0
then

timer!reset;
waitAssoc{) ()

else
steady() ()

fi
or

ati?mtWakeUp(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get (mtMacAddr) setWakeUpFlag{true) setCounter(O) setCounterl(O)};
steady() ()

or
ati?mtSleep(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get(mtMacAddr) setWakeUpFlag(false) setCounter(O)
setCounterl(O}};
/* counters reset added for TIP termination detection */
steady ( ) ()

or
mpr?mtAlive(mtMacAddr){
mtStateList get (mtMacAddr) setCounter(O) setCounterl{O}};
steady {) ()

or
timer?timeout;
t_IaaPoll () ()

or
asc?frameStart;
frameStart () ()

les.

frameStart () ()
/* This method sends invitations to silent MTs and informs the ADG about lost

MTs. Method iaaProcess decides for each MT which action should be taken */
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if i > mtMaxActif
then

i : = 1;
steady() ()

else
iaaProcess () () ; / * result in variable RC * /
if RC = "invitation"
then

mpr!sendIaaInvitation(i);
i := i + 1;
steady() ()

else
if RC = "deassoc"
then

adglmtLost(i) {
mtStateList get (i) setMtMacAddr(nil) setValidAddrFlag(false)

setWakeUpFlag(true) setCounter(O) setCounterl(O);
nAss := nAss - 1;
i:=i+l};
frameS tart () ()

else
i := i + 1;
frameStart() ()

fi
fi

fi.

process class MTI(mtMacAddr: Integer; tTipWaitAck: Number)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
apMacAddr: Integer; retries: Integer

communication channels
mtc, ati, msg

message interface
mtc
msg
mtc
ati
mtc
msg
ati
mtc
mtc

? reset();
? initMti ( ) ;

initHOSeekInfoOk();
mpduTip (UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN,
initHOSeekInfoKo();

? closeMti();
? mpduTipAck(Integer);
? stopHOSeekInfo();
? initHOSeekInfo(UNKNOWN)

UNKNOWN) ;

initial method call
startUp () ()

instance methods
startUp () ()

msg?initMti;
init() () abort msg?closeMti.

mtiActive() ()
/* The MTI communicates with its peer ATI at the start and the end of TIP

procedures. At the start, the ATI is asked for permission, whereas at the
end, the ATI is only informed. */

sel
mtc?initHOSeekInfo(apMacAddr){
retries := l};
ati !mpduTip (apMacAddr,mtMacAddr, "startTip");
wai tAPAnswer () ()

or
mtc?stopHOSeekInfo;
ati!mpduTip(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr, "stopTip");
mtiActive() ()

les.

init() ()
mtiActive() () abort mtc?reset;

init () () .

/* MTC starts a HO procedure. Outstanding
TIP requests are cancelled. */
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waitAPAnswer() ()
/* This method waits for the acknowledgement of the TIP request and accordingly

informs the MTC. If no acknowledgement is received in time, the request is
sent again at most four times. If still no acknowledgement arrives, MTC is
informed. */

I macAddr: Integer
sel

ati?mpduTipAck(macAddr I macAddr
mtc!initHOSeekInfoOk;
mtiActive () ()

or

mtMacAddr) ;
/* success */

delay (tTipWaitAck) ;
if retries <= 5
then

ati!mpduTip(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr, "startTip") {
retries := retries + I};
waitAPAnswer() ()

else
mtc!initHOSeekInfoKo;
mtiActive () ()

fi
les.

process class MTC(mtMacAddr: Integer; tNeighSearch: Number)
/* no superclass */

/* repeat request */

/* failure */

instance variables
tipFlag: Boolean; maxAPIndex: Integer; HO: String; i: Integer; oldChannel: Integer;
theChannel: Integer; apMacAddr: Integer; beaconReceived: Boolean

communication channels
mpr, mti, msg, timer, mef, maa, mba, msc, rcm, ampr, mhi

message interface
msc ? suspendMscOk();
mef measureRlqReq();
mef ? measureRlqCnf();
msc suspendMsc();
rcm acquireNewAP(UNKNOWN);
mhi suspendMhi();
maa ? synchroWith(UNKNOWN);
timer! set(UNKNOWN);
mhi targetAPFound(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mti initHOSeekInfo(UNKNOWN);
maa synchroWithAck(UNKNOWN) ;
maa ? associationCompleted(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mhi ? getTargetAP(UNKNOWN);
mba ? sendNeighAPInfo();
ampr ! resumeMpr (UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
timer? timeout();
mpr ? neighAPLoadInfoCnf();
rcm ? acquireNewAPKo();
rcm ? acquireNewAPOk();
msc ? resumeMscOk();
ampr! suspendMpr(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
msg? initMtc();
mpr neighAPLoadInfoReq();
mhi resumeMhi();
msc resumeMsc(};
timer! reset();
mti reset();
mhi APLost();
msg ? closeMtc();
mti ? initHOSeekInfoOk();
mti ? initHOSeekInfoKo();
mti stopHOSeekInfo()

initial method call
init() ()

instance methods
waitResumeMsc(} ()

/* The MTC waits for the response messages from the MSC and the MHI (in case of
TIP) and subsequently requests the RCM to acquire to the 'old' AP. */
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msc?resumeMscOk;
if tipFlag
then

mhi!resumeMhi
fi;
rcmlacquireNewAP(oldChannel);
returnToOldAP() ().

Appendix POOSL code

nextAPKO () ()
/* This method is called upon failure to connect to an AP during TIP or HO

scanning. The next AP is aquired and if, in case of a TIP, the last AP turned
out to be unreacheable, TIP is ended. In case of a HO, the scan is continued
at the first AP. */

i := i + 1;
if tipFlag & (i = apMacAddr) then i .- i + 1 fi;

if i <= maxAPIndex

/* next AP */
/ * avoid scan of

current AP */
/* last AP not reached yet
*/

then
/* "find frequency for current index i and return it in theChannel" */
theChannel := i;
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel);
if tipFlag
then

waitAcquisitionDueToTip() ()
else

waitAcquisitionDueToHO() ()
fi

else /* last AP reached */
i : = 1;
if tipFlag
then

msc!resumeMsc;
waitResumeMsc() ()

else
/* "find frequency for current index i and return it in theChannel" */
theChannel := i;
rcm'acquireNewAP(theChannel);
waitAcquisitionDueToHO() ()

fi
fi.

waitAcquisitionDueToHO() ()
sel

rcm?acquireNewAPOk;
mef!measureRlqReq;
waitData () ()

or
rcm?acquireNewAPKo;
nextAPKO () ()

les.

/* AP acquisition successful */

/* AP acquisition not successful */

waitAckSuspended() ()
/* The MTC waits for the acknowledgement of the suspension from the MSC and

subsequently initiates the actual TIP or backward HO scanning procedure. */

msc?suspendMscOk{
oldChannel := theChannel;
/* "find frequency for current index i and return it in theChannel" */
theChannel := i);
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel};
amprlsuspendMpr(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr); /* physical connection lost */
if tipFlag
then

waitAcquisitionDueToTip(} ()
else

waitAcquisitionDueToHO(} ()
fi.

nonAssociated() ()
/* In this method the MTC waits until the MT becomes associated. Before an

association becomes active, the MT must first be synchronised to the AP. */

sel
maa?associationCompleted(apMacAddr,maxAPIndex}; /* Both parameters are

used in the scanning
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or

timerlset(tNeighSearch);
amprlresumeMpr(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr);
associated() ()

procedure. */

/* association established */

/* synchronisation */
apMacAddr and return it in theChannel" */

maa?synchroWith(apMacAddr);
/* "find frequency for given
theChannel := apMacAddr;
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel);
wai tSynchro () ()

les.

wai tSynchro () ()
/* In this method the MTC waits for the result of a synchronisation action. */

sel

or

les.

rcm?acquireNewAPKo;
maa l synchroWi thAck (" failed") {
beaconReceived := false};
nonAssociated() ()

rcm?acquireNewAPOk;
maalsynchroWithAck("success"){
beaconReceived := false};
nonAssociated() ()

/* failure */

/* success */

waitData() ()
/* The appropriate response messages are received. In case of a TIP the next AP

is aquired, unless there is no next AP; then the MSC is resumed. In case of a
HO the scanning stops and the MSC is resumed (backward HO) or the MHI is
informed directly (forward HO). */

mef?measureRlqCnf;
if tipFlag
then /* TIP */

/* last AP reached */

/* avoid scan of current AP */
/* last AP not reached yet */

mpr?neighAPLoadInfoCnf{
i := i + 1;
if i = apMacAddr then i .- i + 1 fi};
if i <= maxAPIndex
then

/* "find frequency for current index i and return it in theChannel" */
theChannel : = i;
rcm!acquireNewAP(theChannel);
waitAcquisitionDueToTip() ()

else
msclresumeMsc;
waitResumeMsc() ()

fi
else /* HO */

if HO = "forward_HO"
then / * forward HO * /

/* "find AP MAC address for current index i and return it in apMacAddr"
*/

apMacAddr : = i;
mhiltargetAPFound(apMacAddr,HO);
beaconReceived := false;
nonAssociated() ()

else /* backward HO */
msc!resumeMsc;
waitResumeMsc() ()

fi
fi.

init() ()
msg?initMtc{
beaconReceived .- false};
nonAssociated() () abort msg?closeMtc.

associated() ()
/* This method serves as a starting point once the MT is associated. It is

willing to synchronise with another AP (HO), to receive beacon information,
to start a HO procedure, to start a TIP procedure (timer expiration) and to
wait for permission to go incommunicado. */

sel
maa?synchroWith(apMacAddr) ; /* synchronisation */
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or

ampr! suspendMpr (theChannel,mtMacAddr) ;
/* "find frequency for given apMacAddr
theChannel := apMacAddr;
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel);
wai tSynchro () ()

/* physical connection gets lost */
and return it in theChannel" */

mba?sendNeighAPInfo{
beaconReceived := true};
/* "Store neigh AP info" */
associated() ()

/* (dummy) beacon information */

or

for current channel index i and return it in

/* physical connection lost */

/* HO procedure */
/* cancel outstanding TIP requests */

/* start scan with 'next' AP */
/* forward HO */

/* backward HO */

+ l};

mhi?getTargetAP(HO);
mtilreset;
timerlreset{
tipFlag := false;
i := (apMacAddr % maxAPIndex)
if HO = "forward_HO"
then

/* "find frequency
theChannel" */

theChanne 1 : = i;
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel);
amprlsuspendMpr(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr);
waitAcquisitionDueToHO() ()

else
msclsuspendMsc;
waitAckSuspended() ()

fi
or

mti?initHOSeekInfoOk;
sel

/* TIP allowed */

mhi l suspendMhi;
msclsuspendMsc{
tipFlag := true;
if (maxAPIndex > 1) & (apMacAddr 1 ) /* avoid scan of current AP

*/

then
i .- 2

else
i . - 1

fi);
waitAckSuspended() ()

or
mhi?getTargetAP(HO){ /* added to avoid deadlock

between the MTC and MHI */
tipFlag := false;
i := (apMacAddr % maxAPIndex)
if HO = "forward_HO"
then

+ l}; /* start scan with 'next' AP */
/* forward HO */

/* physical connection lost
*/

/* "find frequency for current channel index i and return it in
theChannel" */

theChannel := i;
rcmlacquireNewAP(theChannel) ;
amprl suspendMpr (apMacAddr , mtMacAddr) ;

waitAcquisitionDueToHO() ()
else

msclsuspendMsc;
waitAckSuspended() ()

/* backward HO */

fi
les

or

or

mti?initHOSeekInfoKo;
timerlset(tNeighSearch};
associated() ()

/* TIP not allowed */

timer?timeout;
if beaconReceived
then

mti!initHOSeekInfo(apMacAddr); /* ask permission to go
incommunicado */

else
timerlset(tNeighSearch)

les.

fi;
associated() ()
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returnToOldAP(} ()
/* In this method the MTC waits for the result of the attempt to acquire to the

'old' AP again. Its actions depend on the result (Ok/Ko) and the situation
(TIP or backward HO). * /

sel
rcm?acquireNewAPOk;
if tipFlag
then

tipFlag := false;
theChannel := oldChannel;
mti!stopHOSeekInfo;
timer!set(tNeighSearch);
ampr! resumeMpr (apMacAddr,mtMacAddr) ;

/* success */

/* TIP */

/* physical connection resumed
*/

associa ted () ()
else

theChannel := oldChannel;
mhi!targetAPFound(i,HO);
ampr!resumeMpr{apMacAddr,mtMacAddr);

associated () ()
fi

or
rcm?acquireNewAPKo;
if tipFlag
then

mhi!APLost;
associated() ()

else
HO : = "forward_HO";
mhi!targetAPFound(i,HO}{
beaconReceived := false};
nonAssociated() ()

fi
les.

waitAcquisitionDueToTip() ()
sel

rcm?acquireNewAPOk;
mef!measureRlqReq;
mpr!neighAPLoadInfoReq;
waitData () ()

or
rcm?acquireNewAPKo;
nextAPKO () ()

les.

process class MEF()
/* no superclass */

instance variables

communication channels
mhi, mtc

message interface
mtc ? measureRlqReq();
mtc measureRlqCnf();
mhi ? measureRlqReq(};
mhi measureRlqCnf()

initial method call
measureRlq () ()

/* backward HO */

/* physical connection resumed
*/

/* failure */

/* TIP */

/* artificial, only to enable
reception of getTargetAP
message */

/* backward HO */
/* HO type changes */
/* inform MHI about candidate AP */

/* AP acquisition successful */

/* AP acquisition not successful */

instance methods
measureRlq () ()

/* This process responds to requests from the MTC and MHI regarding the Radio
Link Quality with a dummy confirmation message. */

sel /*
mtc?measureRlqReq;
mtclmeasureRlqCnf

select source */
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or
mhi?measureRlqReq;
sel

mhilmeasureRlqCnf
or

delay (l)

les
les;
measureRlq() ().

/* If the MHI is not willing to receive the confirmation
message (MHI is suspended), MEF continues after one
time unit. */

process class ATI(mtMaxActif: Integer; myAPMacAddr: Integer)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
mtMacAddr: Integer; toggle: Array; tipType: String

communication channels
aia, asg, mti, asc, adg

message interface
mti ?
aia
asc ?
asc
asg ?
mti
aia
asg ?
adg ?

mpduTip(Integer, UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mtWakeUp (UNKNOWN) ;
tipMTAck(Boolean) ;
tipMTInd(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
initAti() ;
mpduTipAck(UNKNOWN);
mtSleep(UNKNOWN);
closeAti();
reset (Integer)

initial method call
startup () ()

instance methods
startup () ()

asg?initAti;
toggle := new (Array) size (mtMaxActif) putAll("On"};

ini t () () abort asg?closeAti.

init() ()
par

atiActive() ()
and

reset () ()
rap.

/* All array elements are
initialised with "On",
meaning that the
corresponding MTs are
not in TIP. */

atiActive () ()
/* Upon reception of an mpduTip message from an MT, the ATI asks ASC for

permission and sends back an acknowledgement only if the incommunicado
request is granted by the ASC. It uses the toggle array to keep track of the
status of all associated MTs. */

/* MT not already in TIP */

I apMacAddr: Integer; allowed: Boolean I
mti?mpduTip(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr,tipType
if tipType = "startTip"
then

if toggle get (mtMacAddr) = "On"
then

asc!tipMTInd(mtMacAddr,tipType);
asc?tipMTAck(allowed);
if allowed
then

sel

apMacAddr myAPMacAddr} ;

mtilmpduTipAck(mtMacAddr};
aialmtSleep(mtMacAddr}{
toggle put (mtMacAddr, "Off")}

or
delay(l) /* If the MTI is not willing to receive the

aCknowledgement (MTI is reset), ATI continues
after one time unit. */
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fi
else

skip
fi

else
if toggle get(mtMacAddr) " "Off"
then

asc!tipMTInd(mtMacAddr,tipType);
aia!mtWakeUp(mtMacAddr)(
toggle put(mtMacAddr,"On")}

else
skip

fi
fi;
atiActive() ().

/* MT already in TIP */

/* end of TIP */
/* check if MT really is in TIP */

/* error, MT was not in TIP */

reset () ()
/* This method resets the array element of a specific MT if a reset message is

received from the ADG. */

I anMTMacAddr: Integer I
adg?reset(anMTMacAddr) (
if toggle get (anMTMacAddr) " "Off"
then

toggle put (anMTMacAddr, "On")
fi};
reset () () .

process class MSC()
/* no superclass */

instance variables

communication channels
mtc

message interface
mtc ? suspendMsc();
mtc suspendMscOk();
mtc resumeMscOk();
mtc ? resumeMsc()

initial method call
suspendMsc() ()

instance methods
suspendMsc () ()

/* A direct response is given to the suspend request from the MTC. Suspend and
resume strictly alternate. */

mtc?suspendMsc;
mtc!suspendMscOk;
resumeMsc() ().

resumeMsc () ()
/* A direct response is given to the resume request from the MTC. Suspend and

resume 'strictly alternate. */

mtc?resumeMsc;
mtc!resumeMscOk;
suspendMsc() ().

process class ASG()
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomGen: RandomGenerator; closingProbability: Number; randomDelay: Uniform

communication channels
init
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message interface
init
init
init
init
init
init

closeAti() ;
closeAba() ;
closeAia() ;
initAia();
initAti () ;
initAba ()

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
closeAss () ()

/* This method terminates the processes present in the ASS cluster by means of
sending close messages to these processes. The closing decision is taken in a
probabilistic way at uniformly distributed points in time. */

if randomGen random <= closingProbability
then

init!closeAba;
init!closeAti;
init!closeAia;

else
delay(randomDelay next) ;
closeAss () ()

fi.

init () ()
/* This method initialises the processes present in the ASS cluster. */

down is

This random delay determines
when probabilistic closing
down decisions are made. */

/*

/* This variable denotes the probability MSS
behaviour will be closed whenever closing
considered. */

randomGen := new(RandomGenerator);
randomDelay := new(Uniform) withParams(O,IOO)};

(closingProbability := 0;

init!initAba;
init!initAti;
init!initAia;
closeAss () () .

process class MHI(HO_Probability: Number; tUpdateHOParm: Number)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
HO: String; i: Integer; apMacAddr: Integer; randomGen: RandomGenerator

communication channels
mpr, ccon, timer, mtc, mef, mpx, maa, gdl

message interface
maa ? associationCompleted(};
mtc ? resumeMhi();
ccon ! mtAssociationLostInd(};
timer? timeout();
mtc getTargetAP(UNKNOWN);
mpr mpduErrorsReq(};
mpr ? mpduErrorsCnf();
mef measureRlqReq();
mef ? measureRlqCnf();
timer! reset();
ccon ! HOInd(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN};
timer! set(UNKNOWN);
mpx ! enableMpx(};
mtc ? targetAPFound(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
mpx disableMpx();
gdl ceIIErrorsReq(};
gdl ? ceIIErrorsCnf(};
mtc ? APLost();
mpx ? APLost();
mtc ? suspendMhi{};
maa APLos t ( )
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initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
associa ted () ()

/* This method serves as a starting point for MHI normal operation. It can be
suspended or resumed, a periodic check of the current association can be
started (timer expiration) or the AP can get lost (forward HO). */

sel
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or

or

or

mtc?suspendMhi;
mpx!disableMpx;
timer!reset;
associated () ()

mtc?resumeMhi;
mpx!enableMpx;
timer!set(tUpdateHOParm);
associated () ()

timer?timeout;
mef!measureRlqReq;
mpr!mpduErrorsReq;
gdl!cellErrorsReq;
i := 0;
waitChannelData() ()

/*

/*

no forward HO while MHI is suspended */

periodic check of current association */

mtc?APLost;

APLost () ()
or

/* forward HO after failing to return to the old
AP during TIP */

mpx?APLost;
APLost () ()

les.

/* forward HO */

APLost ()
/*

()

This method performs the first part of the forward HO scenario: it informs
CCON and the MAA about the lost MT and requests the MTC to find an
appropriate candidate AP. */

timer!reset;
ccon!mtAssociationLostInd;
mpx!disableMpx;
mtc!getTargetAP("forward_HO");
maa!APLost;
findTargetAP() ().

nonAssoc () ()
/* In this method the MHI waits until the MT becomes associated. */

maa?associationCompleted;
timer!set(tUpdateHOParm);
mpx!enableMpx;
associated() ().

findTargetAP() ()
/* The MHI waits for answer from the MTC regarding an alternative AP. It

accordingly informs CCON about this alternative AP and calls method nonAssoc
to wait for the new association to become active. */

mtc?targetAPFound(apMacAddr,HO);
ccon!HOInd(apMacAddr,HO);
nonAssoc() ().

init () ()
randomGen := new(RandomGenerator);
nonAssoc() ().

waitChannelData() ()
/* In this method the MHI waits for the arrival of (dummy) response messages. It

is also willing to receive APLost messages from the MTC or MPX. Furthermore,
the MTC can suspend the current MHI behaviour if a TIP procedure is started
within the MTC. */

sel
mef?measureRlqCnf{
i:=i+l};
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or

or

or

or

or

les.

handoverNeeded() ()

mpr?mpduErrorsCnf{
i:=i+l};
handoverNeeded() ()

gdl?cellErrorsCnf{
i := i + I};

handoverNeeded() ()

mtc?APLost;
APLost () ()

mpx?APLost;
APLost () ()

mtc?suspendMhi;
mpx!disableMpx;
associated() ()

Appendix POOSL code

/* added to avoid deadlock between the MHI and MTC */
/* no forward HO while MHI is suspended */

handoverNeeded() ()
/* If all requested (dummy) information about the current association is

received, this method takes a probabilistic decision about the necessity of a
backward HO. If affirmative, the MTC is asked to find a candidate AP.
Otherwise the timer is set again for the next periodic check of the current
AP. * /

if i <= 2
then

waitChannelData() ()
else

if randomGen random <= HO_Probability
then

mpxldisableMpx;
mtc l getTargetAP ("backward_HO") ;
findTargetAP() ()

else
timer!set(tUpdateHOParm);
associated() ()

fi
fi.

/* HO needed*/

process class AMPR(aliveSendingProbability: Number; frameDuration: Number; mtMaxActif:
Integer; myAPMacAddr: Integer)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomGen: RandomGenerator; mtAlive: Array

communication channels
aia, mtc

message interface
aia ?
mtc ?
aia
mtc ?

sendIaaInvitation(Integer);
resumeMpr(Integer, Integer);
mtAlive(UNKNOWN);
suspendMpr(Integer, Integer)

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
update() ()

/* The mtAlive array is updated according to messages from the MTCs about
establishments and losses of physical connections. */

I apMacAddr,mtMacAddr: Integer I
sel

mtc?suspendMpr(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr I apMacAddr
mtAlive put(mtMacAddr,false)};
update() ()

or
mtc?resumeMpr(apMacAddr,mtMacAddr I apMacAddr
mtAlive put(mtMacAddr,true)};
update() ()

myAPMacAddr) {

myAPMacAddr){
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les.

init () ()
(mtAlive := new (Array) size (mtMaxActif) putAll(false);
randomGen := new (RandomGenerator) );
par

update ( ) ()
and

sendAlive () ()
and

invitationResponse() ()
rap.

sendAlive () ()
/* Periodically an alive message is sent with probability

aliveSendingProbability for each MT that is alive according to the mtAlive
array. * /

III

I i: Integer; interAliveTime: Number I
(interAliveTime .- frameDuration / mtMaxActif; /*

i : = 1);
while true
do

In theory an alive message
can be */

/* sent for each MT in each frame */

delay(interAliveTime);
if (mtAlive get(i)) & (randomGen random <= alivesendingProbability)
then

aia!mtAlive(i)
fi;
i := i % mtMaxActif + I

od.

invitationResponse() ()
/* This method responds to invitation requests from the AlA. It immediately

sends an alive message if the MT is alive according to the mtAlive array. */

I mtMacAddr: Integer I
aia?sendlaalnvitation(mtMacAddr);
if mtAlive get (mtMacAddr)
then

aia!mtAlive(mtMacAddr)
fi;
invitationResponse() ().

process class MPX()
/* no superclass */

instance variables
randomDelay: Uniform

communication channels
mhi

message interface
mhi APLost();
mhi ? disableMpx();
mhi ? enableMpx()

initial method call
startUp () ()

instance methods
mpxActive () ()

delay(randomDelay next);
mhi!APLost;
mhi?disableMpx.

/* delay according to a uniform distribution */

startUp () ()
randomDelay .- new (Uniform) withParams(30,200);

init () () .

/* initialisation of uniform
distribution */

init () ()
/* In this process the actual detection of a lost AP is replaced with a

probabilistic decision mechanism (in mpxActive). It is only able to generate
an APLost message if it is enabled by the MHI. */
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mhi?enableMpx;
mpxActive() () abort mhi?disableMpx;
init () () .

process class ABA (beaconPeriod: Number; myAPMacAddr: Integer)
/* no superclass */

instance variables

communication channels
mba, asg

message interface
asg ? closeAba();
mba !* mpduBeacon(UNKNOWN);
asg ? ini tAba ( )

initial method call
init () ()

Appendix POOSL code

instance methods
abaActive () ()

/* This process periodically (with period beaconPeriod) broadcasts an
mpduBeacon message to all associated MTs. */

mba!*mpduBeacon(myAPMacAddr);
delay (beaconPeriod) ;
abaActive{) ().

init () ()
asg?initAba;
delay (beaconPeriod) ;
abaActive{) () abort asg?closeAba.

process class CCON{)
/* no superclass */

instance variables
maxAPIndex: Integer; HO: String; apMacAddr: Integer; RC: String

communication channels
mhi, maa

message interface
maa ! mtDeassociationReq();
maa ? mtDeassociationCnf{);
maa APLost();
mhi ? mtAssociationLostInd();
mhi ? HOInd{UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
maa ? associationCnf(UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN);
maa associationReq(UNKNOWN)

initial method call
init () ()

instance methods
associated () ()

/* The MHI informs CCON about the need for a forward or backward HO. It is
provided with the MAC address of a candidate AP and uses this to control the
MAA in the HO process (method deassociated). */

sel

or

mhi?mtAssociationLostInd;
mhi?HOInd{apMacAddr,HO);
deassociated() ()

mhi?HOInd{apMacAddr,HO) ;
if HO = "backward_HO"
then

maa!mtDeassociationReq;
maa?mtDeassociationCnf;
deassociated() ()

else

/* Forward HO */
/* An alternative AP is found */

/* Backward HO */
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les.
fi

maa!APLost;

deassociated() ()

/* Forward HO after failing to return to
the old AP during a backward HO. */

init () ()
apMacAddr : = 1;

deassociated() ().

/* The AP with MAC address 1 is the first AP to be approached
for an association. */

deassociated() ()
/* This method initiates association procedures to be carried out by the MAA. */

maalassociationReq(apMacAddr);
maa?associationCnf(RC,maxAPIndex); /* MAA provides CCON with the maximum

number of APs that can be addressed
through variable maxAPIndex. */

if RC = "success"
then

associated() ()
else

apMacAddr := (apMacAddr % maxAPIndex) + 1;
deassociated() ()

fi.

data class StateListElement
/* superclass: (Object) */

/* next AP */

instance variables
counter: Integer; mtMacAddr: Integer; validAddrFlag: Boolean; wakeUpFlag: Boolean;
counterl: Integer

instance methods
setCounterl ( c: Integer): StateListElement
counterl := c;
return self.

counter(): Integer
return counter.

setWakeUpFlag ( b: Boolean): StateListElement
wakeUpFlag : = b;
return self.

setMtMacAddr ( c: Integer): StateListElement
mtMacAddr : = c;
return self.

counterl(): Integer
return counterl.

printString: String
I result: String I
result := "(MAC-address: " concat(mtMacAddr printString) concat(", valid: ")
concat(validAddrFlag printString) concat(", awake: ") concat(wakeUpFlag printString)
concat(", counter: ") concat(counter printString) concat{", counterl: ")
concat(counterl printString) concat("}");
return (result) .

setCounter ( c: Integer): StateListElement
counter := c;
return self.

wakeUpFlag (): Boolean
return wakeUpFlag.

setValidAddrFlag ( b: Boolean): StateListElement
validAddrFlag .- b;
return self.

mtMacAddr(): Integer
return mtMacAddr.

validAddrFlag (): Boolean
return validAddrFlag.
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List of abbreviations
AAA AP Association Agent MPX MPDU Handler Transmit
ABA AP Beacon Agent MSC MT / Slave Scheduler
ADC AP Dynamic Control MSG MT Steady State Generic
ADG AP Dynamic Generic Agent Control
AlA AP I Am Alive Agent MSS MT Steady State Control
ALS AP Link Status Recorder MT Mobile Terminal
AMCL AP MASCARA Control MTC MT Target Cell
AMDP AP MAC Data Pump MTI MTTIP Agent
AMPR AP MPDU Handler Receive MVC MAC Virtual Circuit
AP Access Point MVCI MAC Virtual Circuit Identifier
ASC AP / Master Scheduler OSI Open Systems Interconnection
ASG AP Steady State Generic PAR Positive Acknowledgement

Control with Retransmission
ASS AP Steady State Control PMD Physical Medium Dependent
ATI AP TIP Agent POOSL Parallel Object-Oriented
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode Specification Language
BER Bit Error Rate QoS Quality of Service
B-ISDN Broadband ISDN RCL Radio Control
CLR Cell Loss Rate RCM Radio Control Manager
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check RLQ Radio Link Quality
CRE Control Reassembly RSSI Received Signal Strength
CS Convergence Sublayer Indication
CSE Control Segmenting SAR Segmentation and Reassembly
CSR Control Segmentation and SDL Specification and Description

Reassembly Language
DC Dynamic Control SHE Software/Hardware
DLR WDLC Receiver Engineering
DLX WDLC Transmitter SS Steady State Control
EPC Emitted Power Control TC Transmission Convergence
FE Functional Entity TDD Time Division Duplex
GDL MT Generic WDLC TDMA Time Division Multiple
GMC Generic MASCARA Control Access
HO Handover TI Temporarily Incommunicado
ICC Inter Control Communication TIP Temporarily Incommunicado
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Protocol

Network VCI Virtual Circuit Identifier
LCP Layer Control Protocol VIRES Verifying Industrial REactive
MAA MT Association Agent Systems
MAC Medium Access Control VPI Virtual Path Identifier
MASCARA Mobile Access Scheme based WAND Wireless ATM Network

on Contention And Demonstrator
Reservation for ATM WDLC Wireless Data Link Control

MBA MT Beacon Agent
MCL MASCARA Control
MDC MT Dynamic Control
MDG MT Dynamic Generic Agent
MDP MAC Data Pump
MEF Measurement Functions
MEU Message Encapsulation Unit
MHI MT Handover Indicator
MMCL MT MASCARA Control
MMDP MT MAC Data Pump
MPDU MAC Protocol Data Unit
MPDU_tcrcv MPDU Transmitter Receive
MPR MPDU Handler Receive
MPS MT Power Saving
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